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... One day your car A Boom/ ... One day your 
... Dont just give car goes Boom/ ele 
... Call Aufocart 



Now I understand why they call 

it an internal combustion engine/ 

This is no time for cheap 

jokes! We need a breakdown 

eye. Nel Hello... Autocart fo the 
eee caer ff) rescue/... Yes... Yes... 

There's a telephone box. P eck eC the 80493... 8 miles K Ae oes Ave 
4] _.. Mr Thompson. 

x 

F 

W 
g 

&; 

Let's have a cigare 

Be we wail... 

¥ 

ty & 
4 \ 



‘Crisis deepens - official" 

“On the brink of war?" 

“Are we prepared?” . . 

‘Call-up for army reserve’... 

‘Forces on standby’. ... Oh, hello 
Captain... How are Things look bright, | must say. 

a you? ... Any news? 

What news/ Plenty/ Something very 

an’ 

Goodbye, Captain, and 

good luck. Let's 

hope it's only 

I've just had Admiralty orders: 

‘Captain Haddock. Immediate. Proceed 

fo assume command of merchant vessel 

blank blank" (the name's secret, of 

course) ‘at blank, where you will 
receive further orders.’ So that's that 

. No, there ... [ve been mobilised/ . . 

won't be Time to see you. 

I'm off right away... 

I'll keep in touch . . . 

Well, we'd just filled up with petrol 

and were driving peacefully along, odd has just happened/ 
J ate ; when all of a sudden, without a word 

To be precise... we just of warning ... our car went... 

happen to be very odd/ 

A few minutes later my cigaretle 

lighter, filled at the same pump, 

blew up in my hands. . . 

The petrol... it must 

have been... 

... doctored, yes! ... That's what 
suddenly occurred fo us . 
it was doctored, it must have been 

done by someone with an interest 

in wrecked cars. Remember the old 

police mascim: Who profits from 

the crime? 

TAI Really? Tell me 

9 about it. Come on 

If certainly is... Thats exactly 
what happened to us/ 

Yes. And that's 

not all... 

Now, who stands to gain from 

this business? ... Who, eh? .. . 

I'll tell you! ... The breakdown 

people, Autocart/ 

.. And if 



No doubt about it: Autocart doctors No buts/ It's a certainty/ ... We're 

the petrol. When the engine blows up, | faking up the case, and by this time 

you send for a breakdown truck. And H next week we'll have enough evidence 

For a start, we'll take a snoop 

| around the Autfocart garage . . . 

who do you call? The people who do to arrest the entire board of directors. 

the most advertising: 

Autocart/ | suppose it's 
possible, but... 

WANTED 
Good drivers with 
mechanical experience 
to man breakdown trucks 
APPLY 4 tea tt 

= 

Now, you know what you're 

supposed fo be doing? 

petrol business... 

The managing director, 

Well, what do you think? . . . 

It's a perfect cover... gives us a 

chance To see what goes on inside 

/ must say, I'm I'd like to get to the 

intrigued by this bottom of it... 

You aren't stfart- 

ing another of 

your adventures 

are you? Why 

don't we retire? 

ee 

Nl Sayeeath 

please. aaa . breakelewnifruck i. i?s a. 

Hello! Autocart to , “a ERS S broken down! 

the rescue... Yes 

.. Ves... BOG9G. 

soled eel tie. 5 wit? 

e 



Would you like to comment, sir, on the 

situation created by the deterioration 

| in petro! quality ea 

ve Catastrophic! The 
situation is catastrophic F 

Even worse/ What about the 

international situation? .. . 

Supposing war comes .. . breaks 

out Tomorrow? . . . Imagine 

what'll happen... Ships... 

planes... tanks... The armed 

forces, completely immobilised/ 

... The mind baggles/ . . . 

Disaster! 

| Yes? ... Well, you've got it? ... 

| An answer? ... What? . . . Nothing 

af all? ... Nothing? .../ see... 

| Well, it's a pity. . . You'll just have 

to keep at it... 

Look/ In two months, consumption 

has dropped by 65% .. . And it's 

falling every day... This very 

morning .. . 

That's the question wed all 

like to answer/ Nothing has 

changed at the oilfields, or in 

the refineries, so it has to be 

sabotage... 

Another car blowing up/ ... Where 

was I? Oh yes... My senior research | 
officer says they are on the verge of 

success in our labs... I'm expecting 

a call from him any moment now fo 

say they ve found the solution . . . 

| What? .. . Should you go on 

with the research? Of course... 

surely that's obvious . . . Why 

bother to ask? ... 

... the airline companies decided to 

suspend all services because of the 

dangers of fue/ explosions in the air 

... Oil shares have slumped to half 

their value... the bottom's dropping 

out of the market... It's a disaster! 

|} We took samples at the wells, from 

storage depots, aboard the tankers, 

in the refineries, and we had them 

analysed . . . Nothing/ Absolutely 

nothing! Then we decided fo treat the 

petrol itself, to prevent it exploding. 

Our fop scientists are working night 

ot day on the problem .. . 

OA find some way of . . . 



Anyway, we're better off here at the 
garage. More likely fo get inside 

information . . . 

Analysis of 1 |e petrol showed nothing . . . 

but what if someone used an additive that 
leaves no trace? . . . Tonight, Snowy my Ice?! .. . Ice on the road! What sort of fool dyou 

i| friend we'll take a little trip to see some take me for? ... I'll give you one more chance .. . 

P but watch your step/ .. . Uénderstand? . .. Go and 

check the tyre pressures on the boss's car! 

How are things going, Vic? It looks black . . . Everyone's talking of 

As bad as ever? war... they say things could blow sky 
In a minute, sir. Were just - high at ai ees 
checking your tyre pressures. Afraid so... cs rer 

EY i 

Aha/ There are 

the tanks... 



Ah/ You've come/...]f Yes. Here... 

Have you got it? Where's the 

cash? 

If someone's snooping, } 

he's had his chips/ 

Yes, ‘Speedo/ 

Star’ sails on the 

afternoon tide. 

It's only a dog... Don't let's hang Wf Good old Snowy! That was Hello? ... Yes... Oh, good 
Just as well! . . . around: someone a near thing .. . | believe evening Tintin... A clue? .. . You 

might come! . . . we're on fo something . . . really think so? ... Are you sure 
Goodbye/ A The next move is to ring that's wise? There could be a war 

my contact at Speedo/. any day... What's that? Aboard. 
om ‘Speedol Star’ as radio 

officer? .. . All right, 

I'll lay it on for you. 

So you're Tetneneracio Hello, Thompson? .. . Oh, it's Thomson . . . Jebb 

officer ., Mew ieal? a ' here, at headquarters . . . You're fo join the ‘Speedo! 

{ Star’ as deckhands . . . sailing today for Khemikhal, bit young To me... 
the chief port in Khemed .. . There's a row going on 

H there between the Emir, Ben Kalish Ezab and Sheik 

| Bab El Ehr whos trying to depose him... Khemed 

H is dynamite. . . Keep your eyes open... 

es... Weve just 
got time to pack 
ourselves up... 

You heard? ... me 

: 



Tell me, my man, where 

our 

al 
Dy. 

1b ae 

a impolite/ But you have a ae i 
A j attract attention. . . 

fo admit, he's got plenty 

of push... 

e e } =x = 

°. : ak SS 

, CPR Now we must mingle 

G : ES | tN Pan discreetly with the crew 
\__| 7o be precise: most Po | See 24 J 
4 hen ve Ws, aN 

alll * 
er 

What the... ?/ Its that dog eR 
~ | saw last night/ i all 

Sill 

OTL 

mm 



eee 
Maybe just a coincidence 

ae erale can't be too 

It's my job to know everything 

. .. Allow me fo introduce 
I'd like you to do 

Specia. myself: Jock McPhee of Naval something for MRE ae 

yes .- Intelligence, on a top-secret take care of some secret 

documents . . . Someone's 

 7homson and Thompson on To me and may Try fo 
of Special Branch... steal them... OK2 
also deadly | secret... 

Las 

Just wait Till we ... massive troop Hello, where's Snowy? . . 

reach Khemikhal j i movements are also from bad to I've heard enough for today 

+. you and , y reported... The Prime 1 AOE oe Snowy! one Snowy! ticks com Minister told the House single spark Oh, he's gone out. . . 

today that the world A 
Suction is grave, but could set the Qs 

the government has world ablaze 

taken all steps necessary eo i 

To meet an emergency ... : \ 
yr) A 2 S 

Mi 



Hello? ... 

Hello? ... 

| War... It's horrible 
H.-J can't get it out 
of my mind... Surely 

To goodness the 

statesmen will come to 

Ill be back in a 1y I The reply from the company? | 

minute, Snowy. =e ] . . . Good... Thanks, Sparky. 

Cotton wool soaked in 
chloroform! ae Snowy! 
... Kidnapped! 

Hey, Sparks/ ... trying to 

call up Mars? ... Heres a 

message for the company 

| ... 1 want a reply “> 

Ss 

BEEP BEEEP BEEP 
BEEP BEEP BEEEP 

LO KN Thatllee 
On the reply from 

‘cemsceaaseeree 

| That's odd... I thought } 
} / shut the door... 



| But where is Snowy? 

ll fix you, 

you vermin! 
I'll fix you! 

Snowy! My poor Snowy! Raps 

It's me... Don't be afraid... 

So, my clever 

friend... 



que 
W The radio operator/ My luck's 1 

int. if | 



— 

Murderer! You were going Your dog? 
to drown my dog/ What dog? 

eee dP 

Dog? ... Fog! ... A foggy dog/ Why not? ... Rub it with camphorated oil/ 
Hal Ha/ Hal Little dog laughed . : ... And that's nof all... Sister Susie's 

That's rum! Rum-te-tum/ Fifteen sewing socks for soldiers/ 

men on the dead man's chest... He's knocked 
himself silly! 

Have you seen 
the heavenly 

} twins? | can't 

They came on the 
bridge with me, then § 

D Mm» vanished! 
h » Ce 

AG “At 

They must TESS been Quick, Mr Mate/ ... We've kept a place for you... 

washed overboard! so we'll all be ready when the ship starts fo sink . . . 



How do you No change... 

think he is? He's wandering . . . 
A, the storm's blown 

itself our)... 

elBSee 
bie 
a | 

Wiheroe Yes, and there's a launch 

| Khemikhal. || Putting out, with police 

5} aboard, | ber. 

fo» /s 

He yn 
J~ we 

Lg i) 
a. 

They ve tightened up security | | Military police: we have orders fo Oh? 

A search the ship. Very well... 

mS YZ Sw 

_.. Only natural with the ~ {| well...¥ 
international crisis, and the Ly 7] : N 

pat P GF tam 

tension in Khemed .. . 

Cie See | Aes 
Military police: this is a Military police: open 
cabin search/ your bags! 

<4 

t 

Va 



These rs were hidden in : / ise: 
the ee officer aay Aha/ All very interesting Keep yous hands off: Rese To be precise: 

: MAB eanecnar ants We're police officers/ We'll you'll see we pay 

ta to Sheik Bab £1 vein! see you pay for this/ for this/ 

/ assure you, 

sergeant, |... 

| Heroin in their baggage, sir 

... And they're pretending 

To be police officers/ 

We were tricked, sergeant... An 1 He's here on board, sergeant . . 

agent from Naval Intelligence gave But he suddenly seems To have 

| us the package. He said it contained lost his wits . . . 

‘ | secre? documents. Meaning that we can't question him, 

Unoihercncihis | suppose! .. . A neat little story 
‘agent’, eh? et ak But it just happens that I am 

very far from losing MY wits/ 

All right, get these three bright boys into 

the launch. They Il be interrogated ashore. 

Excellent work/ Our noble 

sheik will reward you when he 

comes fo power! .. . Go now/ 
ugglers, | thin 

4... But the young one has important documents to 

do with Bab El Ehr. 



| One of the guards works for us. He said 

i he'd found papers on the prisoner . . . 

|] Papers referring to an important shipment 

| of arms for you. : 

{ The young man shall escape and 

be brought here to me/ 

| have come from Khemikhal, noble 
master. There | received news: the 

| emir's soldiers have arrested a 
young foreigner. 

BW There they are, Mohammed. 
Z = Put your foot down! 

Come with me. You're going to the : 

special security gaol. The secret } 

police want you for questioning. 



| Now we've got to find them .... And that's 
Your friend? .. . | J 

pe ee eee bee was seized'on a thankless job. They made the snatch, and 

your papers. y re in order. } eS het ) vanished without trace. Still, there's a 

You can go. ke = E be J £5000 reward for anyone who leads us 
OS gat ! 70 the sheik's hideout. 

Five thousand pounds/ You needn't say Five thousand 
that again/ .. . By this time next week 

we'll ig you Bab El Ehr trussed like 

2 Turkey: 

Very good! May Allah 

= g9 with you! 

pounds reward/ 

t 

N WW / 

ZS &. « 2 S, 

Here is the young ‘foreigner i[ Gree and welcome, young Sin anger HW) What guns? Our guns our shipment of arms | 
brought by your partisans, ... Heaven will bless you for embracing} W} you've brought news of their delivery: | 
abieisheie ] |] our great cause... Now, when do the HW isn't that so? 

guns arrive? - 

———— 

Me? ... Not me, most 

noble sheik/ 

i That's guit e true, noble sheik. If t's a trick... A miserable trick to discover | 
| Some papers were found inmy ¥ | my hideout... | suppose you think I'll let you ' 
) cabin... but they didn't belong |} N go? ... To run home and betray us To the 
} tome... And I've no idea who | | police, those snivelling lap-dogs of Ben Kalish 

} put them there... | |) &a6?... Never/ You stay here with us. You } 
- | are my prisoner! 

Oh, no/ most powerful 
master... It was the 

guard who told me... 
| swear by Allah/ 



SSS a <== ees => 

i | Noble master! A spyplane |} Thats bs 
| | | from the cane sheik's camp... 

Poor fools, they're dropping leaflets 

... and none of my men can read! 
Ha ha hal/ 

L, Such language! 

. Don't listen 

BD fo him, Tintin... 

We strike camp at sunrise/ . . . Before As for you, you come with us/ 
two days have passed we must be hidden You'll make a good hostage/ 
in the mountains. 



I say... Are you quite sure we re Anyway, we can't go wrong . . . 

going in the right direction? They said drive straight on. 

Quite right. And There s 

the first of our wells. 

We'll stop there for a minute 

and fill the radiator. 

Of course I'm sure. 

Never mind: we'll 

drive on... 

A mirage? ee Really? poi 

thought they d been abolished. 

Ah/ We've made good Time. There's Bother and . of, 

Tel El Esdi... We'll stop there for Another mirage: 
adrink... 

They really are 
overdoing it/ 



We really are in 

a jam, and no 

mistake/ ... 

a ete aie 

Off we go! 

ee ee SS 

There/ All fied now! 

Ey 5 

acme 
: ’ y) 4 a SIMS 

/ bet I can dive far: ther than you! 



Allah be praised/ ... See/ The well of Water! ... At last/... 
Bir Kegg/ I'm dying of thirst. . . 

Indeed/ 
ga 

A thousand curses/ 

The well is dry/ 

No water! ... 
We must ride on/ 

The prisoner has fallen: 

he is finished! 
_.. Murderers! 

Rotten sand-hoppers/ 
Lintie his hands: 

we will abandon 

him! 



You and your sense of direction/ 

A fat lot of good it's doing us/ 

/ tell you we're all right. 

This is a main road... 

/ can prove it... Look/ 

Pooh! Another mirage/ 

This time there's no mistake: 

we're saved/ 

My poor friend . . TPS only 

a mirage . ae Any fool can Te// 

ata glance... 

You were absolutely right: 

it wasn't a mirage... 

There you are/... 1 told you so/ 

It isn't, eh? .. . Very well, 

I'll prove it. . . 

Oh... my goodness... 1]... 

GPeae / beg your pardon... 

| ! mistook you for a mirage/ 



He's coming round The devils/ They left 

aoe (EM me behind... We've 

Where am I? ... Wha got To get out of this 
happened? ... Oh... I somehow... 

remember... The Arabs... 

crossing the desert. . . the 
dried-up well. . . 

There/ ... I can't believe it/ 
...A pipeline... palm trees 
... an oasis! Look Snowy! 
We're saved/ 

Awell! ... Water! 

... Thank heavens/ 
If only... if only 

it isn'ta mirage! 

Hey presto/ 

Another mirage! You think so? .. . It looks 

real fo me... If | were 

you I'd drive round it... 

Me? Drive round something that's 

nothing but something you think 

is something but is nothing? . . . 

I never heard such rubbish/ .. . 

We're going straight ahead/ 



Vache aihat was Now, all we need is 

something fo eat. . . 

I wonder_.... Yes/ 

We're in luck/ 

eo Those are ; : i {s4 x 

date palms . . .| gall P; ( ~ What are you 

ies ) : hoping for? 

A couple of 

pigeon pies? 

marvellous/ 

I ifs getting dark es: We'll have 
) To spend The night here, HL | 
}] tomorrow perhaps we'll be lucky | \| Brrr/ It's freezing cold 

enough to meet someone. . . |]... Uf only | could get 
| to sleep... 

These things yf 

Horsemen? In the 

middle of the night? 

| Perhaps we'd better 

stay hidden... 

Ahmed, you guard the horses 5] Get on wi iT... | What can they be 
... You two come with me/ ; and hurry: doing over by the | 

pipeline? 
Where have | ~ 
heard that 



I wonder if... 
Great snakes/ 

On your horses/ . . . 

The alarm will be raised/ 

That voice/ .. . 

I'm sure | know 

that voice/ 

Now I can see... Come on, Snowy! See 

He's fixing 2 stirrup It's all or nothing/ 

or something .. . BF cea 
ne 3 Heigh-ho/ Now 

what's he after? 

Where's Ahmed? .. . 

He isn't with us... 

Hello, what's that 
one doing? 



Sia RE cary le 
| must be mad... This is crazy... Hello... Hello. . 4 
But it's foo late now. I've taken a oe ‘A Tation pas 

| chance and can't turn back .. . a apes ste 
ere... 

f immediately . . . 

pipes fractured between 
you and number twelve 

Hello... hello... 
pumping station twelve 

reporting Total loss of 

pressure... pipe must 

be broken above this 
station... Please send a ae : ; Rime repair-gang is on 
repair-gang immediately | |g . the way... 

This is where we separate . ee 
It will confuse any pursuers... 

Ahmed will come with me... 

Where in the world have | heard Hold my horse... Wait here... 
that voice? I'll be back in a moment 



N Crumbs! I know who that is/ 
... It's Doctor Miiller/* 

]| in Aandy to see what goes } st have aroused his |} 

on behind you! | 

— amemamineee 

} || But... it isn't in he 
a Krutzitirken/ It's Tintin/ loing here? Something 

u: 

question him. . . No, 
that'd be useless... a 

of fi 
of time... 

PAN RA 
* See The Black Island 

: meddled in 
NW) my affairs once too 

often, Tintin’... I'm 

fiscing you for good! b 

Vk 



| 
spot 

the horses 
!m || 

i they'd 
hear 

the shot. 
. . 

Ach, he's out cold; there's } 

Siam 

Quick/ | must fakeloare of 
Tintin... 1 was careless... 
| should have bashed his 
brains out with 
my rifle butt 

id 3 o> 7 

| 

7 

t 
7 

7 "4 

we 
YeQqa Nik fd = Sac 

What's Neg ae pay) Hey, what's that? 

| Ne] rackets ae ‘n s a .. Galloping horses? 
oe: oF | quiet: he's stoppe: 

]| shooting . . . Perhaps ... He cant have... 

H it's a trick... 

Yes/ He's made off with both horses, Here I am, back - On our way, Snowy 
the thug/ fo square one... ... We haven't any 

with a bump on choice... Let me near my head as wel|/ 
that brute 

B| again and he'd 

better watch 
his trousers/ 



What's it all about? ... What's Hello Peant be 

that gangster Miller doing here? } wo 
|... And why should he want to 

wreck the pipeline? .. . When he 

| Aad me at his mercy, why didn't 

|} Ae Kill me? .. . I just don't have 
the answers. 

mistaken... Let's 

| take a closer look . . .| 

about our friend 
Miller later. 

i All eae! is follow the tracks eu 

| we're saved/ 

There/... A third car joined 

the other two/ ... We're on 

avery busy road... 

They're wheelmarks, Snowy 
... This really is a bit 

of luck/ 

Let's see... I'd say they 

were Tyres on a jeep... 

) The sand and pebbles were || 

| thrown back by the wheels, | 

| so it was travelling that 

} way. We'll go in the same 

H direction g.. 

I it's all right/ .. . Le 
... Tracks of a car/ 

| Quite correct/ And they 

arent a mirage, either/ 

) this road. 

| To be precise: we've | 

really had a stroke/ 

| We're obviously getting near a big town and. . . 

Hey/ Stop/ ... What's that there, ahead of us? 



A can of | |] A full one too! .. . That's I'd better check that ours 
| petrol! "| | lucky. . for us, at least is properly fixed: you 

... Not for the poor chap can't be Too careful. 

who lost it. 

(Goee eRe oa) ae / It must be somewhere behind us. 
ag) ! lls too! We've lost our petrol can; Hurry up and turn round. We must 

.. . Look, the straps broken/ go back and look for it 

A busy one, too. Look at the 

number of tracks. The marks are 

still fresh, too... Hello, that's 

H odd... These tracks are all 

exactly the i same... Could be 

Yes, it's only too obvious . . . 

There's just one vehicle 

going round and round in 

circles, following his own 

tracks .. . The driver has 

lost his way, just like us... 

Oh, Snowy! Look/ That's even worse/ 
... It's a sandstorm: The Khamsin/ 



| et! Here it comes/ We're right This awful sand... gets in your 
| the middle of it/ . . . Worst of all, eyes... and your mouth... 
l| the wind and sand will wipe out all H We can't go on/ .. . Only one 
N the tracks... z thing to do... 

Wait till the storm H .. | heard 

blows over... | something... ! 

There it is again 

me licaa engine/ ] 

We can't go on like this. We must : Careful/ 
raise the windscreen and put up | : You mustn't 

: = let go... 



! heavens/ A bowler 

belonging to one of the 

H Thompsons/ ... How can they ! 

possibly... ? Surely they j 
H couldn't... ? 

NY 

Thomson// 
Cooee/... 

H [t's me, Tintin/ 

Y Hooray/ They heard 
engine... They me/ They've stopped 

H didnt hear me... 

My gun! ... A shot/ 

They'll certainly hear 

ey that. 

Sr Za —— sai Za 

I COOEE/ ... aS | 
And not for the first time... 1 THOMSON/ Yas Z \e YH can't think why youre still taken 

A 

The sound of the engine 

is fading .. . Too late 

Bee neuive igonerrr 

J i / say, did you hear anything? aS: | 

Nocona thought | heard someone 

over there, calling our name. 

Come along, come along! 

It's just another mirage. 

Get in. We must move/ 

Nothing/ ... The tyres this side are quite 

all right. Funny: | was sure | heard a 

loud bang. 

All well this side... 

Right: on we go/ 

It's all over, Snowy .. . 

y We're done Sieleae 

4 



| Then what about those shouts 

we heard just now? 
alkcmee Mirages? ... 

What 2 simple soul you E 

are/ Of course they don't 4 Goodness gracious/ You're 

right: they weren't a mirage! 

... Quick/ About turn/ 

Ey . awe 

| || The noise of an ae ie 

Cc ) engine again/ es ‘ 

may | 7A ey re coming 

Found! ... Found at asin ... fo have my hat back/ ... 
That's marvellous! ['m absolutely F What incredible good fortune / | 

V1 Yes, but this isn't 
the moment/ ; - Poor Tintin, he was 

KE My dear old ge completely worn out. 
s_| friend Thomson/ “OS® Look: he's fast asleep. 

AN 
‘ATU 

ro pau ae 



la illaha illallah! .. . 
| Moha- g mmed rassou/ 

Allah/ ... 

Well, Mohammed Ben Kalish Ezab, 

will you sign the contract? 

4) 

, 

y 

As your Highness pleases . . . 

| hope you will not come to 

regret your decision. 

z Regret? Do | 

interpret that 

as 2 threat? 

dies Uk gw 
Pay 

WIPE? BEXHE/ | 
What... what ¥ 

CAC 
4) 

Lis JAP = 
J 

What happened? .. . 
Have you any idea? 

Mec No Sree 

/ must have fallen 

asleep over the wheel 

Me... | wonder what 

Very good. | will 

receive him... 



It's like this, your Highness. 

Yesterday evening | was ina Jeep 

driven by two of my friends. They 

arrived in the city... 

This I know! The two men 

of whom you speak will 

be flogged: it is richly 

deserved’ 

At that moment there was a 

burst of flame: they had fired 

the pipeline. 

Yes, it was one of two raids. | 

heard about them yesterday. There 

were two more last night. If only 

I could lay my hands on that 

_ mongrel Bab E/ Ehr/ 

So it's Bab El Ehr who... 

I'll get even with the 

| old os trich/ 

His Highness awaits you. . . 

Follow me... 

Whew! That was 
close/ He didn't 
see me/ 

Salaam aleikum, most noble emir 

Mohammed Ben Kalish Ezab . . . 

Aleikum salaam, young stranger. . . 

Welcome to Hasch Abaibabi... 
Be seated, and fell me what you 
wish of us... 

Gladly, your Highness Se eurids 

2 long story and / fear to impose 
Most noble emir, | have come to beg 

your mercy. For days and days these 

two men were wandering in the desert. 

They lost their way and were at the 

end of their strength. That is why... 
No, no, | adore stories. You 

may begin. / am listening. 

/ see, | see... It shall be considered 
... But tell me, what were they 
doing in the desert? And what are 
you doing here, dressed like the 
Bedouin? ... Explain... 

Now, the present contract | 

have with Arabex is soon due to 

expire. If | wished I could then 

sign a new contract, but with 

Skoil. That is the proposal made 

to me by Professor Smith who 

Yes, he's trying fo depose me, wit, 

the help of Skoil Petroleum. Should 

he come to power he would lease the 

oil concessions in Khemedite Arabia to 

Skoil, and expel Arabex who operate 

with my agreement. That's why Bab 

El Ehr and his brigands attack the 

left here just as you arrived. 

<— 

I think | iS 

understand. O-- 8 
_ wee —6 



It is strange, | do not know why | am 

felling you all this... You are a 

stranger... | have no reason, but 

I trust you. So... Inch’Allah/ . . . 
/ refuse fo sign the contract because 

| do not like Professor Smith and | 

do not like his Skoil Petroleum. 

But | have interrupted your story ... 

You were telling how the saboteurs 

had blown up the pipeline. . . 

It's very simple: if I sign a 

contract with Skoil the attacks 

will cease immediately. So why 

do I refuse To sign Professor 

Smith's contract? 
They came running back 

and remounted their horses. 

/ remained hidden behind 

the rocks... Suddenly. . . 
Yes, why, 

/ wonder? 

Heaven grant that it is indeed a prank/ 
, Hi WEAR BEd ia ier Master, your son has disappeared, 

new prank is my little lamb Hal hal hal hal... Disappeared! ... 
What is it? .. . playing this time? | B= H If you knew my son you would laugh as 
Who dares To a 2 # | do. He's the naughtiest young rascal 
disturb us? f/, anyone ever saw/ ... Every day he 

thinks up some new little wickedness 

... But come with me, you'll see 

Yes, yes, Ali Ben Mahmud, 
calm Z yourself/ 

H Abdullah, you # 

fl little rascal, 

ll if you don't 

H come at once 

|) Papa will be 

| cross/ 

} Excuse me, Highness, 

1 but does your son wear 

SG: 

bdullah? ... No/ 
Why do you ask? 

= 



| Here's a piece of blue cloth | just jf H There's your son's motor car... It has 

| found, caught on a branch... | Seen shoved fo one side, as you can see 

Linder the tree are some very | from the tyre marks... 

] deep footmarks . . . Obviously 

| someone was hiding in the tree, 

and then jumped To the ground... 

I 

But I don't understand . Be 
What are you trying to say? 

There/ I knew it/ ... [Aner here... and there... 

arks/ ... And look/ Marks on the 

5 wall! This is where they ical kidnapped your son, 

must have climbed over... i apy Highness! 

The men who... You're mad/... 

My son/ ... Kidnapped? .. . Why? el 

Tell me why anyone should kidnap my 

son? ... You're crazy! _.. You've made 

A horseman brought this 

letter, Master... Then 

rode away like the wind, 

out into the desert. 

KAR Over there, by the | 
@ wall, with the | 

all this up! .. . You're lying/ . . . Yes, stranger. 

you're lying, like all infidels/ . . . 

Excuse me, Highness 

Virisin Arabic... 

It's unbelievable/ .. . [v7 Mohammed Ben Kalish Ezab... 

Here, read this letter... If you want fo see your son again, 

throw Arabex out of Khemed.’ 

It's signed: Bab E/ Ehr. Oh yes, | will 

translate for you. . . 

Yes, it's what.1 

would expec t/ 



Bab El Ehr/ Bab El Ehr/ Son of a mangy | re we must act) 
dog/. . . Grandson of a scurvy jackal/. . . | Maes Hae > 
Great grandson of a moulting vulfure/. . . j military advisers 
My revenge will be terrible/ .. . [will . 

impale you on a spit/ ... I will roast you 
over a slow fire/... / will pull out your 

beard, one hair af a time... And | will 

stuff it down your throat... 

OF Woy little Abctullah/ ... 
|] Aaaah . . . 

This is Yussuf Ben Mulfrid, my military 

adviser. He'll explain his plan of campaign 

... A cigarette? 
Sous No, thank you. 

= / don't smoke. 

My one and only 

_ 

Allah is good! ... My littl t 
| US feseck ET PORES little chickadee/ replaced all my best havanas with his 

trick cigars... Wasn't that sweet? .. . 

Well, noble master . . 

hundred horsemen will be ready fo leave in 

pursuit of Bab El Ehr's followers. | have 

already given orders for scouts to follow 

their frail... Briefly, | can say fo you... 

. In two hours, three 

L ey the beard of the prophet! That wretched 

| Sobranies for his filthy Joke cigarettes/ .. . 

A My little honeybun, where 

Hare you?... My little 

; peppermint cream... 

Highness, you 
must calm 

. TCHOOO!/ ... 

| It was one of his last tricks: he'd just ¥ 

found out about... Aaaah TCHOOO! ¥f 

H... about Azaah TCHOOO! .. . about 

H sneezing pow-ow-ow-der! .. . He 

liftle centipede has changed all my best 



To tell the truth, Highness, that 

expedition is entirely useless . . . 

Useless, for the very good reason that 

Bab E/ Ehr didn't kidnap your son. 

We've got to loo 

There they go... With Allah's help 
they will succeed. . . they will snatch 

my dear duckling from the hands of 

His writing? ... Actually, no... 

} But... 6ut if you knew it wasn't from 

ay Ves aan Figs [cea ee oe ane 
| But what proof have we that it OUI S URS BN AE : fab be 

really came from Bab El Ehr? me send out my horsemen: 

. . . Would you recognise q 

his wri ting? 

Quite simply, to make the real 

kidnapper believe that his trick 

| Aas succeeded... Then, unless 

I'm very much mistaken. . . 

| The real kidnapper? ... 

) You know who he is? 

| / think so, Highness, but I need more Thar sthisiatesh Poor /ittle 

proof... And I don't know where he portrait... rs —— cherub... The 

has taken your son. . . That's the if \] sittings were 
main thing we've got To discover. . . (JZ | = real forture for 

| By the way, have you a recent x © him... 

| photograph of Abdullah? . . . It would } 
be useful if | could have 

a look at it. 

Ah, let's see. . . Is this Papa begs your 

one of those infernal pardon, lambkin, 

cigarettes? . . . No, it's for such a wicked 
suspicion! 

Actually, the artist 

went insane... 



Another of his. F Well, he's certainly quite Professor Smith? .. He's an archaeologist, digging 
confounded tricks, unmistakable! ... Now I must You think he can help for remains of the ancient 
... Now where did start my search, Highness... ‘you find my son? ... civilisations ou once 

he get that? Could you fit me out with some flourished in t ese lands... 

; " At the same time he acts as different clothes? ... And I'd hati Skoil 
like some information on Doctor pies alive Jar oie 

Mil... | mean Professor Smith. pO 

Yes, in Wadesdah, my capital... about 

twenty miles from here, on the coast. 

He lives in an enormous palace, perched 

like an gs eagle's nest on the top of 

Abdullah scattered them everywhere 
ie zx, They livened things 

up in the palace... 

)) @ 
4 y/ Ye ee naa 
~~ fy \ thing ae 

\ 

ao 

your honoured guests. Lavish every comfort 
upon them; take every possible care of them 
... But if you want me To find your son, for 

pitys sake don't allow them out of 

palace on any pretext 

whatsoever. 

Where was I? ... Oh, yes... The two img, t ie sap) 
friends | mentioned... | have a great favour Eu ee aes ee Magick smth’ s 
to ask on their behalf: please treat them as ay, ae Oe [EES CMDS 5 

>» 

se ny sneezing | 

powder? I'd better follow. H 



TSsse 5 

| Great snakes/ It's Senhor | What a salesman/ 

Oliveira da Figueira/* 1 {| Just the same/ He's 
| persuaded that man é Yes, a sudden epidemic . . . 

fo buy a pair of Se : started this morning among 

roller-skates/ ap Professor Smith's servants .. . 

ff But come in, come in, To Tell the truth, Senhor Oliveira, «2 Oi! ©. You must | Now, what brings 
honoured sir. . . Absolutely | dont need anything... But I'm take a glass of wine with me you to this a 

no obligation... But Im delighted fo a . + Do you ... Some fine Portuguese forsaken ney 

sure you'll find a little Ang tases : rosé... My country's H : 
something you need once - ae oa] bottled sunshine! 

Saeed le! rise. 
you're inside my shop... - This calls for (rita 

= a celebration! 

Rear erase 
I'm interested in archaeology . . . 

Exactly .. . You seem to know him. 

Tell me, what's he like? A pleasant 

sort of fellow? 

To be honest, no; decidedly not. 

He's tough, and crue/, and... 

There's a 

mousetrap in the 

cupboard, but it 

sounds as if 

we've caught a 

full-grown rat/ 
=> 

* See Cigars of the Pharaoh 



| Excuse me... A customer You see what There, all tidied up 

... TI be back in a moment. happens to ... Hello, a radio. 
Nosey Parkers/ / wonder if I can 

Please don't worry... ; get any news? 

I'll clean up the mess 

while you're gone. 

There... yes... a big 

mouse for a sma// trap! 

What's the matter? ... Dead? Oh, | see. The plug 

... It doesn't even light up... i isnt connected. There: - " “ ‘ oe 5 A 2 

work now. 

The wrong plug/ Let's fry 

this one... 

Ah/ My beauty 

past compare... 

Tr These jewels 
bright... PP a 

1 

% 

WOOAAAH! 

: i} 

In a statement, Mr Peter 

Barrett, Head of the Fuel 

Research Division of the 

Ministry of Transport told 

our reporter he had nothing | 

To say, except that his H 

department's investigations | 

] WHEET... CRACK...CRR... 
... L wear eee ee 

Was | ever Margarita? derniéres nouvelles ¢ Europe . . . 
Come, reply. . . oP CRR... 

Following today's meeting of foreign 

ministers a spokesman indicated that 

there had been a definite easing of 

Tension . .. An easing too of the outbreak 

of engine explosions which has bedevilled 

many countries. The epidemic seems To 

have ceased as mysteriously as it began. 

TVS VO oo (IM ETE 6 
HNET...CRR... The 

European news service... 

were continuing . . . 



{ That's true... But he's extremely rich, and I'm 

his main supplier... So you see... My 

customers include all the top people in the area 

... At least, not quite all... Not the emir, alas/ 

... What a man/... One of the best/ ... Which 

is more than can be said for his nasty little son 

... A real pest, young Prince Abdullah/ ... But 

you won't have heard: he's just been kidnapped! 
a 
NQ 

eae sonia fasta Now, what were we talking about? 
|| listening to the news .. . 
{ About Professor Smith. You were 

Yes. The threat of war seems 
=m, 10 be lessening, thank 
=) heavens/ 

saying that he isn't particularly 

likeable. 

Help me recover Prince Abdullah... 

To do that, smuggle me into Professor 

Smith's house .. . 

Professor Smith... What 
for? ... Well, if you like... 
It's quite easy .. . | go there 

ere, Senhor Oliveira, would you like 

to be appointed official supplier to the 

Emir Ben Kalish Ezab? 

Would I like it? .. . Of course/ 

... It would be the crowning 

glory of my career... Bur... 

what would I have to do? 

My nephew Alvaro... / 

ty friends, leT me mTroduce my 

nephew Alvaro, just arrived from 

Portugal... He's an orphan, poor 

lad... I've taken him info my 

each morning . . . QD 

Just between ourselves he's a little... 

well...a bit simple... Not surprising 

after what's happened fo him... A 

dreadful story . . . Just imagine, his want him to meet the palace 

servants. father, who was a well-known snail- 
farmer... Excuse me, just a minute... 

That's fine... He'll keep them 

f safely occupied with one of his 

endless stories... ut / mustn't 

But listen carefully, Alvaro 

... Don't make 2 noise. 

Professor Smith is working 

in his study upstairs. You're 

not to disturb him... 

Be a good boy, Alvaro... 

While I'm busy with the 

gentlemen, you run and 

play in the garden... 

I'll call you. . . 



study... 
B/S) Therer ae / just : turTers oct 

y need some pebbles .. . 

Ed be Professor Smith's a | et a3 he ait) Wf Fi At on the “?} 

one at home 

.. . Good/ 

Hooked first 

I | time/ That's 

th Soe 
} / must lock the door 

... So his father, whod sats If SOECHE CGE, 
married the daughter of } 1 o—_ iT/l give me time to 

Da Costa the pirate from — aaa make a getaway... 
Lisbon, suddenly found | — L 
himself in the middle of 
an extraordinary 

adventure, One day... 



I'll work that out later... First, let's 

have a look at the papers on his desk... 

|| locked from the inside/ 
|... But there's no-one 

here... It doesn't 

make sense... 

Hello... A file 
= : of newspaper 

: ; eree| cuttings... 

Great snakes/ The hearth is 
opening/ ... 1 must hide/ 

Now why should 

Dr Miller be 

interested in that 

petrol mystery? 

.../ wonder if... WORLD’s 4 AIRCRAFT] 

LONDON WT 
Heathrow sa Mond. 

Ol- - 4 

An outbreak 
ot os panera 

Y . sior sf pile explos!o : ines mob “5 capitals: Car engi! 
she world’s © Seen, 

What's he doing in that Agel... LEM» 5 

corner? ... Ah, | see CHOO mane cae 

... That's where a TCHOO/ ... Ach, that 

secret button for the little pest/ fe 

Trapdoor must be hidden. 

a 
(ts 

= 

ta 

Lucky | persuaded him fo} There... II! burn it in 

swap his confounded bos a minute... 

of sneezing powder fora 

pair of roller-skates .. . 

Drat! He's starting A a Let's hope he won't be 
70 write; long... Im beginning to 

get pins and needles... 



ah... my name is 1 SEE 

ee daahivnn Alvaro. oe 
I'm... aah Senhor 
Oliveira's... aaah... 
nephew. . . 



This time, my friend, I'm 

| really have knocked 

him out this time/ 



There, Doctor Miiller . . . 
Whew! Saved in! He's still out 

eo OS So Sa a That's taken care of you/ 
cold... Quick, | must tie him Ups ... Alas! The poor woman never got over it. 

wo, him, hide him somewhere . . . She died of grief and shame, at the age of 
and telephone to the emir... ninety-seven. Her husband, broken-hearted, soon 

. - followed her fo the grave. But that wasn't the 
end of the terrible tragedies this unhappy family 

had To suffer... One day, their son... 

Hello? . . . Hello? You must send men I cant say | 
... 1s that the are you? .. . With Professor to Wadesdah... like these toys, 

royal palace? .. . Smith? ... What? ... My Have the palace but this time 
I want to speak to son there? .. . A prisoner? surrounded . . . I'd better be 
His Highness 36.5 ... What's that you say? ... hep ie. THY try 

Tintin . . . Hello? What? ... Oh/ You sneezed/ 
is that you, 
Highness? 

i : to rescue the 
less you: 

I Concrete furnels/ An | 

underground fortress... . 

Crumbs! What a 

place/ ...A real 

y Maginot Line/ 



| could have 

sworn | heard a 

——— 

I Don't move, and don't make Right! ... Now you're going 
| to take me fo the emir's son 

... Get moving, and don't try 

any funny business/.. . 

linderstand? 

} 2 sound... ore/se... 

All right? . ... Stand away 
... Face the wall, and 

keep your hands up... 

Stop/ ... Hands up 

.. or Til shoot! ... 

He's ib ace 

You've got the key? 

,.. Openup,.. 

Shan't/ . 

... This is a nice game... Let me 

} go... T hate youl... | won't go/ 



You forgot Abdullah's got the key! Abdullah! Now come along. 
That's quite enough/ Abdullah's got the key/ this one, 

Abdullah's got the key/ 
my friend/ 

Abdullah, 1... 

Confound it, he's 

locked the ‘ this door at once/ to the cinema without you, 

door... hy that's all... Goodbye/ 

Abdullah, for ‘| E { 2” right, I don't care. You 

|] |] Aeaven's sake open | |] yf stay if you want fo. I'll go 

Be quiet! For 

goodness sake/ 



Be quiet, you little pest/ 
Be guiet/ 

—==— 

|]... And MY aq papa is the emir! ... 

Quick, Murad/ .. . Find Daud! and 

Abdul... Take Daud with you and 

start searching from the far end 

H... Send Abdul to me... We'll 
wait here for the young swine . . . 

What about him? ... 

| ought to tie him up, 

rn (as 

> a 
2 

come round... He'// have you flogged... 

raise the alarm, that's And then he'll have 

{ / hate you/ .. . J shall tell my papa/ Great snakes/ ‘He's | eeesnal my papa will 

... At that moment the count stepped 

forward. Aha! he cried in Portuguese | Come at once/... 

(you mustn't forget, Portuguese was his! || The master needs you! | Us 

native tongue) and without a moment's — oo - 

hesitation he flung open the door... 

He stood frozen with horror! . . . 

/...er... how! rattle With us here and Murad ... And then he'll cut off your He can't escape . a0 

] on/ | must go... an and Daud at the other head... and play skittles 

important appointment . . . 

} Er... if you see my 

nephew, send him home, 

} will your... Goodbye! 

y the boss guarding the 

with it... So there/ other exit... 



Poor Tintin! will | |{Hello, whats) |f Bur FB 
become of him? that? ... It can't |} I shut up in my 

OS yi hile: be. .- Why, yes, house... How 
it's Snowy/ i 

ZERNTF = 
\ 

Yes, railway lines 

... But you can 

NN. “Cs £2 > 

No/ ... Now! ... 1 want ay 
to play trains/ - 

—. Oe 

Abdullah! ... Stop that/... 

Come here/ 



Now your gun's 

empty? / nee 

Just wait/ 

Help! ... Flares/... 
Supposing there's ammunition 
as well... ?/ 

BT Quick, Abdul! 

Whew! That wasiciase!, 

But af least I've got a 

peace! 



This way! .. . 
Come on/... 

Seems fo be 

calming down .. . 

Tintin’ Open up/ l F ! | Captain as ————S | That's a friendly 
1 | Haddock/ | / i Open up! It's me/ ! - vs ee | welcome, | il = . 

FILA snowy! I's Snowy! old Snowy/ _ Out! Quick/ It's 

. And surely it ; a : : : starting again/ 
can't be... that : el oe eer : 4 

voice... its... : ; a4 Yan) } . z 

All in the bag! ... That's terrific! | 
... How did you manage it? .. . Joys E 

And what are you doing here It's like this pie 

anyway, Captain? i Just imagine. . . 

I don't know... | haven't 

seen him... At least, 

not since I got here... Yes, he was 

Is the emir there? 

co | 
e 

Ee 
7 

Quick/ ... Quick/ @ Sorry, Captain 
ets We must look. . . ... First, have 

they found the 

emir's son? 

Tintin, Tintin! Everything is lost/ 

We arrived too late... that 

fiendish professor escaped in a car 

... and he took my little duckling 

with him... 

But someone's gone after 

them? 

Yes, yes, of course... My 

horsemen are in hot pursuit... 

And your two friends with 

moustaches ... in a jeep... 

OA dear/ 

In that case... 



Who does that car Quick, Captain! ... Stop! That's my Stop them! Stop 
car/... You can't} | them/ They I 

have it/... It's ' damage my car/ 

4 = 
ee ‘ f 

© U7 
8 OJ Ww 

It's quite simple really. . . Forgive me, Captain. . . 

= : but also rather complicated I'm sorry. I interrupted . . . 
Yes, it's the only possible road oo But Tell _.. First, I must tell you... You were saying... 

me, Captain . . . You still haven't explained 

how you come to be here... Ah! Look! The emir's 
horsemen... That proves 
it! We're certainly on the 
right track . . . 

Well, as I said, it was quite No, it's the Thompsons: JEFaos: 

simple and af the same time We shall overtake them... 
rather complicated . . . You 

remember... 

Look ahead/ A cloud of 

dust/ ... Dyou think 

it's Smith? .. . 

What on earth were you doing . . . 

getting out while we were moving? 



Moving? .. . Were we moving? 

..> Oh, now! see... It must 

have been that other car... 

It passed us so fast | thought 

we were standing still. . . 

| want an icecream/ |] Later, 
(aera 

No/ I want one now/ | want an 
A / ‘ / é 

er. Fil os ae a oe 2 And cut out that racket or I'll pee g Me sro = Ged oe Caer seen ... Sit down, Abdullah/ ... 

Abdullah! Sit down here/ 

Shut up! There's your 
icecream/ 

Yes, you're right... | was just going 

... 1 shall fell my papa... And } || fo fell you... As I said, it was 

my papa is the emir! . . . > really quite simple... but at the 

same Time rather complicated .. . 

There they are: 

Another dust-cloud/ 

... This time it’s 

certainly Miller/ 

Great snakes/ .. . 

Smoke/ ... What's 
happened to them? 

_———— 



Look at their tracks/... SSiRAy a Ooh! What a lovely Can we have 

| Miller must have lost z : accident/ another one? 

control of the car... it p 

went over, and caught fire ¥ ‘ Er : Ssh/ ... A car's 

... Let's hope nothing's ; SY @ stopping . . . 

happened fo the prince. . . A ar) : - : Doors banging 

Got me? ... Nof yet! ... i |i Look/ Another gun to TEE 
Take one more step and them with/ 

I'll shoot the boy! 
Thanks, Abdullah! You/ 

Whoopee! Just like >) Throw down your guns/ 
a real gangster 

So you can shoot us down like Just as you like! . . . ... Excellent/ ... Another car ready and 

psbbits?. 1. Nol We're Butwateh tl) .5 One waiting/ ... Go on! Keep moving back/ 

keeping them/ false move and the Ooh/ Papa's car! That's Papa's car/ 

V child's had it! ... Now, Are we going to play another accident? 

move away/... Goon, | -———=—a Ee 

move backwards... 
a 

F Beast/ ... Baby-snatcher/ .. . 

Get inside, you! All right . .. One bullet at the Brigand/ ees Bee .., Belemnite/ 

And keep your car when I go and III wring this Bully! ... Bougainvilleal . . . 

mouth shut/ repulsive little monkey's neck/ Bashi-bazouk/ 

‘ ... Understand? ... So, auf 

wiedersehen/ 



| / hate you! 

W/m going 

home to my 

apa! 

You stay here with Abdullah and 

Snowy... I'll try to get round 

behind him... Any trouble, fire 

pc ead A ! want fo play 

sy, with the doggie/ 

ee: 
4 = od 

Miller, give in/ 

Never/ You won't 

They've taken cover... Only one chance for 

me.../ must get round behind them .. . 

p Tp -| You quck-billed 
platypus/ 

| Waaah/ | want to play 

| with the doggie! Waaah/ 

... Waaah! ... Waah/ 

hats goii ?. 
Now, thundering typhoons, tials CEA 2 

you be quiet or | might 

start losing my temper/ 

| It's tog quiet. . . It's 
unnatural... 



Billions of blistering : Miiller/ ... Over there/ .. . Cunnin' Ach! Teufel/ 

barnacles/ .. . You Arabian 9 j 
ye swine/ He was sneaking round behind. . . My guns empty nee 

H Lucky for us Tintin intercepted him... Lucky I've got Nightmare/... ll... 

Abdullah's. . 

Bang, Blisters 
ing- Barnacles/ 

Bang/ 

The emir's horsemen/ ... He's right’... ll be captured... ? 

and handed over to that perce fiend! aes He'll torture me ia ciel UR 

... put me on the rack/ ... I'll be impaled Neves EMaReH 

. . roasted on a slow fire . .. No/ Never! alive/ ... Now 
| keep my 

word/ 

Miiller/ ... Miiller/ . . . Look behind 

you... That jeep's full of police. . . 

And that other cloud of dust is a 

troop of the emir's horses... You're 
trapped, Miiller/ 

Still, they don't 

matter now... 

them... Where... 

?/... 1 must have 

lost them/... 

Don't do it/ ... 4 was hana Driving in the sun has given 

Tae Meg ou me a splitting headache/ 
In heavens name .. . Blistering- Barnacles/ 

To be precise: I'm 

a headache too/ 

Hello! What's that Aspirin! ... What a stroke of }) | Tastes a bit odd, 
luck/ ... One each, and our Id say... 

heads will vanish/ 

i? Oh, you know, 

medicine is 

never parti- 

cularly Rice ae 

there on the ground? 



Blistering barnacles/ . . . I don't know... hic... the heat, per... I don't understand... 

Look at the two Thompsons/ hic... perhaps ... Lénless it was the aspirin It seems real enough 

we... hic... we just took... ... But let's take a 

Whatever's What sort look at the contents... 

A tube we found in of aspirin? 

the sand... Here... a 

Strange... the tablets Blistering- Barnacles/ 

have the maker's mark, Blistering-Barnacles/ 

all right... It's Look at your funny . Epa aE 

extraordinary Neone friends now/... is ; ne otal rather 

peculiar/ 

Do it again, 

thundering 

barnacles/ 

We must get help for them at 2 a Hae i I'll make you rich for 

once... You take the car and 2 i fe a . “| I life if you destroy those 

return Abdullah to his father... Wp von : ‘ | |] aspirins, instead of 

Ill drive the jeep, with Miller 4 G : analysing them... 

and the Thompsons .. . AEE ss } LISA L So/ The tube belongs 
; ; to you... What's in 

the tablets? 

Destroy them and your 

fortune's made/ f k 

No thank you, | Doctor, doctor/ Come 
Doctor Miller... \| | quickly/ Two 
I'm not interested, || | extraordinary cases/... 



i With Abdullah! . ~ Abdullah! : My sweetest strawberry Waaah! Waaah/ Waaah/ 

ange/ cake/... Want to stay with 
: Blistering- Barnacles/ 

. My little sugar plum/ .. . 

Master! .. . See/ Your | My darling chocolate candy/ 

car is returning! ak 
At last/ Now I can 

He can have his sugar have a quiet smoke! 

plum, as far as I'm 

With Abdullah? all concerned/ 

oa : ay | 

est 

ey 

. Burn your 

} Bi/lions Ff blistering nose again/ 

barnacles/ . 

So: the Thompsons are in hospital. . . 

No one knows yet what's the matter . . . 

They have fo have their hair cut every 

half hour... | sent at once to Professor 

H Calculus, to ask him to analyse those 

filthy tablets, the ones Miller. . . 

4 Come, come, 

don't be cross 

. It was his 

The trial will attract plenty of attention/ . . . 

| found these papers on him. They prove Miller 

was a secre? agent for a major foreign power... 

In the event of war it was his job to use Ais men 

to seize the oil wells, which explains the 

veritable arsenal we found under his palace... 

And he was already manoeuvring to oust Arabesc 

in favour of Skoil. 

: of B2BES) Highness . 2 Miller is in the hands of the police, 

you dont know... Miiller is the Highness. And I've given my word 

real name of Professor Smith. that he'll have a fair Trial. 

That reptile/ Where 

is he? Larue him 

instantly! 

By Allah! How you Westerners 

“| complicate things/ ... We men of 

the East are far more expeditious/ 

Those are the essentials. oe | Sh oe Ae that solves 

A police search of his palace, | My fr J have e mystery of cars blowing up 

and a full tects of Ti ali me is ialoly analysed he| ||... Hey, what's the matter? 

Miller and his accomplices will Caloulus! What have you got there? 

fill in the details. Quite simply, 

it's an episode in the celles 

warfare over oil... the world's 

black gold... . 

aay 



Blistering ¢ My house, by thunder/ 

barnacles/ What's that nitwitted 

Look at that/ ninepin done to my 

beautiful house? / 

... The research was ... Anyway, they were successful: 

exceedingly difficult. that's all that matters. As for the 

enclose-a photograph of phenomena in the capillary 

Marlinspike after my 

first experiments . . . 

systems of the Thompsons, these 

will soon cease with the aid of the 

powders | have prepared and sent 

His first? soe fo you separately. The other 

Did he do some substance | have sent is for use 

with petrol, and will entirely 

neutralize the effects of 

the compound Formula 

Lef's read on: 

he's sure to 

explain... 

Fourteen... 

‘In the event of war, the agents of this ".. An effective antidote has immediately 

foreign power could easily contaminate the been developed by his distinguished 
oil reserves of the other side. The recent colleague, Professor Cuthbert Calculus, fo 

outbreak of car explosions was by way of a neulralize the effects of the chemical. By 

Trial, on a reduced scale, of this new tactic. his prompt action, Tintin has undoubtedly 

Thanks to the work of the famous boy prevented the cuttireak of wars Geltce 
: news Too of the detectives Thomson and 

pI LD the secret a oe Thompson who inadvertently swallowed 

Fourteen has been discovered . . some Formula Fourteen. They are now out 

of danger, and well on the way 

To recovery. 

"Each day of the Miller trial brings startling 

new disclosures. Today the whole mystery of 

the exploding car engines was revealed. It is 

now known that a major foreign power had 

developed a new chemical, known simply as 

Formula Fourteen. This chemical, added to 

petrol, increased its explosive qualities 

tenfold..." 

Well... Pff... It's like this... 

Pff...1 think I told you. . . Pff 

_ it's quite simple really. . . 

Pff ... and at the same time 

rather complicated . . . 

What about that? We had a narrow escape, 

eh? .. . If it hadn't been for the 

Thompsons, we'd be at war! .. . You know, 

Captain, you still haven't told us how you 

came fo be mixed up in this business . . . 

Oh, yes... Well, 1... thank 

Highness . . . 

aw 

Another of Abdullah's little tricks/ . . . 
ret fre promised me he'd be good! a want fo hear my story, it won't be from me/... 
Dh what aceeable Wille ways jie sae / ts @ Blistering barnacles, as far as I'm concerned, 
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Fine, thank you Nestor. 

All well? ... I see the 

house has been painted 

s ... How is Professor 
Did you have | Calculus? I'm looking 
2 good trip? forward to seeing him. 

\ | hope you 

are well, 

SIP ce 
vy 

i. = TS Ny hb 
Hello? ... Yes... No, 

this is Captain Haddock 
... No, he's not here... 
Who is that speak- . . . 

No, he left three weeks 

Yes sir... Three weeks ago a 

gentleman with a foreign accent came 

fo see Professor Calculus. They had a 

long talk. Then the Professor packed 
his luggage and they went away, ; 

together. He said he would write to wee a oe 

you... 1m very surprised he hasn't/ a: Nive oF es : 

Hello? ... Hello? .. . He's ratty Offre 
the nitwit talked double-Dutch/ .. . Hello? 
... Hello? .. . No, he's gone. 

How odd/ .. . Anyway, | hope nothing We A 

has happened to Professor Calcu/us . . . i ae 

Shall we have a look round his room? 4 FB —— } 

e'd better 
look... 4 

i 2S eS 

i ° , 

When I went in this morning fo air the 

room, | noticed nothing unusual. 



Reccwed or 

the releghe 

4 
& 2 50 

O52 a CAPTAIN 
| ae 

a Af KLOW 31 26 1128 
Ye {= AMIN SYLOAVIA Stop COME AN 
WR ME STOP BRING TINTIN STOP 

SWIRE DATE OF ARRIVAL THIS ADDRESS stop 
AS KiAzoROIE 86 KLOW REGARDS = 

it, Nestor? Cae ti 
No, there's nothing unusual in his OV) 

room... What is f 

In Syldavia! ... Calculus is in Of course/ ... No need to take the 

Syldavia/ ... What's the crazy bags upstairs, Nestor. We're leaving 

fellow doing there? : at once. 

It's very odd. He asks 

us fo join him... 

Shall we go? 

You've read this brochure on 

Syldavia? ... What a country / 
... They export mineral-water, 

the poisoners/ ... | say, 

Blistering barnacles, it's true/ . .”. I hadn't 

thought of that/ ... He's quite a character, 
ee eerie proof our friend Calculus/ 

H you're very preoccupied. Is have we that he sent the 

SAY eesieeoeee, telegram? .. . Then, remember 

7 te H that mysterious telephone call? 

... Perhaps someone wanted 

fo get us out of the house .. . 

Why did he promise to 

write, and then not do so? 



H Stop, woman! Don't do that/ ; What are you doing? .. . Not one drop 

aa NTE k of that disgusting mineral-water in 
ver 

t 

aa at's very | my whisky/ B\ ! 2 ry whisky; 
S| Kind. SN = + —— lL SS FER 4 f 

ST | pal : Lr BSH | >y 

via : ey | = : é ~ Al RY E 

fh 

Xr | me 
i 

C | 

Klow, ladies and 

P gentlemen. Please 

fasten safety belts. 

No, I don't see him anywhere ... He must have And this? oo Spirits/ 875 Khors import duty! Bunch of 

received our telegram by now. Well, we shall see. Here see There's a heavy impor t pirates/ In our money that'd be... 

we are at the Customs. Anything to declare, Captain? duty, zir. Only mineral- : 
: H walter here in Syldavia.. . Strange... 1 don't see 

Me? ... Nothing == xT Tp} ke Calculus . H 
af all/ Sy << alg 

LAY As 

at 5 
Wim 

Your friend... er... not able Wait... What about Take a good look at 
to come... he send car... our luggage? those two... They're 

Joining the Mammoth. You 

see, Zepo have picked 

You please come with me... 
Already i 

Oh, Calculus has sent 2 car oe es 

——<—— for us. That's kind of him “SMA SM || them up already . . . 
You Captain Haddock? . . . .. . Good: we'll follow you. 3 

And him Tintin? 

7 Gas 
Bee 
Ot is 



Calculus is doing things ‘style, eh? 
... With a chauffeur and a flunkey, 
by thunder! 

What lovely country... It's a pity | /'m watching that car... It's been 

they only drink mineral-water. Eugh/ |) || following us from the airport... 
and they like it. Why do you keep : 

turning round? .. . ,/ expect it's going to Klow, 

| like us. 

Perhaps .. . Anyway we'll soon be Hey, driver what's the meaning 

there... We're coming to a town. | | of this? ... Where are you 
: ] taking us? 

ee ae ee you | Billions of blistering 
shi-bazouk; You were | barnacles/ Why didn't you 

asked where we're going. ] B >; = slow down, ectoplasm/ 

Tell us/ | é . 

Sen inol Seer eee 

IG 

The country is gettin Captain, just look at 

wilder and wilder. || | that signboard. 
l wonder... Why, | p " ITT] 

whatever's this? * 



By thunder, I'm thirsty! I'm going to | . 
gel a drink... And while I'm Bae it aa = BERRA Ree ye aa! 
Til see just what that car's doing | Tourists in this thundering country 

eo) *. o . . 

behind us. = = : BS } of minera/-water-drinkers? 
fs 7 = 

Thundering typhoons, I'm thirsty . . . NW  Viadimir/ ... EA! Viadimir/ 
Thirsty! You understand? No? Er... On flasz Klowaswa vith agapeih dares 

Jai soif ... Ich bin durstig, blistering Eih dészt/ .. . 
barnacles/ Drink . . - glug-glug. PAVE AA, he's understood 

>= : t time too/ 

! Sea-gherkin/ ... Pirate/... Logarithm/ h 

oe Ectoplasm/ .. . Baboon! You call 

W i yourself 2 policeman and you can't 

open a bottle properly! 

, ies an gy - BwZank 

y nt, an 
| Cia Ee | 

Billions of blue blistering barnacles 

Mineral-water!/ And you think I'll 

drink a single drop of that 

nauseating liquid? 

Tribe of 

Polynesians/ | 



By thunder/ It's landing in the road/.. . 

Here, Sprodj, what does this mean? 

te Well, it's the first BH. 15 calling Control What's all this Look, a house/ .. . Here, 
time I've ever ... BH. 15 calling checking business? Sprodj, is this where our 

seen that... Control... Expedition Where are we, and friend Calculus lives? 
It's incredible! A "Bluebell" passed check- where are they 

point... All in order... taking us? 

That's what 
| /’m wondering. 

= LS 

; ee, 
~~ 

What's possessed | Thundering typhoons/ What's going on in this And now that baboon's ft | PK 1 calling Contro| 
him to come and country? Anyone would think there's a war on/ 4 |} JO"e off with our | |] --- PK 7 calling 

paper: s/ What's he Contro/. . . Expedition 

doing with them? “Bluebell has arrived 
... All in order... 

Open the doors... 

nest up here? | 

simply . . . Blistering 

barnacles/ Another 

check-point/ 

Giidd! .. . Zradjzmo/ Sie Thundering typhoons, what's happening? Are we 

Zsoe gnounh dzoeteuih driving straight into the garage? .. . That's an 
ebb fouhn... odd sort of welcome/ i 



| The doors have closed automatically 
| behind us/ 

Here you are, 

gentlemen. 

And the other aaars are 

opening automatically 

in front/ 
rt }\ 

Blistering barnacles/ When are they going How do you do... But I'd like to know 

fo make a car that you can get out of where we are... And who these gangsters 

without cracking your skull? are who followed 

Mr Tintin? ... Let me introduce us from The Ca tes ae 
myself: Frank Wolff, assistant engineer airport. . . These are ZEPO men/ 

to Professor Calculus. 

: OA/ I'm sorry. 2 . v) Zepo? ... What sort of Fifth floor. Vothk wolics 

creature is a Zepo? We'll take the lift. 

You'll see, Captain. 
Professor Calculus will 
explain everything. 
Come: he's waiting 

This is where Professor 

Calculus works .. . 



acm — 

It's my dear old friend, Captain 

Haddock .. ./ 

A multiplex helmet? What for, 

may | ask? 
I'm so sorry! I completely forgot my helmet 

... Its a new model in multiplex; we were 

testing it for strength... No, no, no, no, it's not glass 

... Multiplex . . . Glass isn't 

nearly tough enough . . . Believe me, it's strong 

all right/ 

Oh yes, | know what ... and I'm only a little 
you mean... But hard of hearing in one 

they're meant for ear... 

deaf people. . . 

Ah, you're using an ear- iy 
trumpet now/ But why not NY | 
a hearing aid - one of those « 
little instruments fitting 

into the ear? They're 
almost 

visible. 

Certainly, certainly 

... Just a moment... 

Now look, Mr Hard-of-Hearing, when am 

/ going to get an answer fo my question: 

WHERE ARE WEP 
In short, we haven't made much progress. We know ¥ 

the Mammoth project is going ahead; but just how 

far - that's the problem... The only precise 

information we've managed to get is this complete 

list of employees in the Main Workshop. Our agent 

k27, in the Ministry, photographed it on 

Didn't Mr Wolff tell you? . . . 

Well, I'll explain. . . 



Come in here: | want to show you 1 Well, what do you 
something . . . think of it? 

0 SS ~ 

That, Captain, is a part - and Certainly! ... Four years ago Specialists in nuclear physics were recruited from 

only a part - of the Sprodj rich uranium deposits were found many countries, and work began. It goes without 

Afomic Research Centre. in the heart of the Zmyhlpathian saying that all the research is for humanitarian 

2 mountains - that is, here... purposes .. . No question of making atomic bombs 

The Syldavian Government here. . . In fact, we are seeking a way to protect 

immediately embarked on the mankind from the dangers of these weapons . . . 

building of an atomic research > : 2 F 

centre... But let's sit down. 

have 2 drink 

a 

Hal hal hal hal... The Moon/... 

Old Calculus on the Moon! Ha/ ha/ ha/... 

The things you think of/ .. . The Moon! ... 

That's a good one/_ .. . 

Then the Syldavian | have been very ably supported by 

[| Government invited me my engineer, Frank Wolff. You met him 

to work here. | have earlier. And I'm just completing plans for 

been put in charge of a nuclear-powered rocket in which | 

the astronautical propose fo land ON THE MOON... 

section, as that is the H 

field with which I am 

most familiar. . - 

Hal hal hal... | Oh! hol hof ...1 H ey aioe oes i i Of course/ ... Why else do you think 
oe haven't laughed so much a/ ha/ Passengers for Fees) i oi pa 

The Moon/.. . arene as es eral looans asked you fo join me: 

Moon! .. . And he's the bus/ ... Sorry, 

quite serious about it/ the rocket/ .. . You 

... You old humbug, are faking passengers, 

As easy as pie/... 
Hees 

A man on the Moon/ 

... You'll be the man 

in the Moon/... 
H Ha/ hal ha/ 



ER? Whale aia are 
you saying? 

Me? ... On the Moon! ... With you? ... | 

Blistering barnacles/ your brain's gone 

 radioactive/ On the Moon/ ... You'd just 

push me around, like that, without a.word/ U 

W ... On the Moon/// I'l] never set foot in 

your infernal rocket, d'you hear me? 

Thundering typhoons/ ... Never/ 

see wee! 
a 

Ah, Mr Baxter. May I introduce Captain 

Haddock? Mr Baxter, the Captain is most 

enthusiastic. He says he and our good 

friend Tintin will be delighted to travel 

with me to the Moon. 

But it 

had a 

| No, no, don't be modest: a character 

such as yours is rare, all foo rare... 

i / congratulate you, and | envy you... 

You will have a unique privilege: the 
round 

will represent the eager spirit 

of youth. That's splendid . . . 

All the same, “They’ 
goa bit far... This 
inspection is absurd 

... Who could possibly 
get in here? ... 

| 
SgK 
Ww 

Patrol 14 calling Contro/... 

Nothing to report... 

Oh, thank you, Captain .. . thank 

. [knew I could count on you. 

How do you do, Captain. The best of luck/ 
The Professor fold me that you were a 
man of remarkable capacity: | see he 

wasn't exaggerating. 
Mr Bazxcter is the 
Director General \S{L] 
of the Centre. 

is getting late, gentlemen, and youve 

firing day. We'll show you your rooms, 

and tomorrow the Professor will take you 

the Centre... This will be the first 

time outsiders have been admitted... As you 

can imagine, we cannot be Too careful about 

spies and saboteurs .. . 



Patrol 14 calling Control! .. . 

Patrol 14 calling Control! .. . 

Emergency/ ... Dense brown smoke 

filling corridors in H Sector . . . ; 

Send security squads } af once/ 

Professor! Wake up, 
Professor! Soe 
The alarm bell/ . .. 

Ah, there's 
Professor 

Calculus .. . 

Hello Tintin. What a to-do/ 
Dreadful! ... What did 

=| 
} 

Control calling Security 

... Emergency! Dense 

smoke reported in 

corridors, H Sector... 

This looks at's happening? 

ire/ All o serious... 

NA b UF 
ANS 

i= 
Well, this is a fine 
Aeae son | 

I say, Professor, why are you 

using the Captain's pipe for an 

ear-frumpet? . . . The Captain's 

pipe! ... THE CAPTAIN'S PIPE! 

Well, I never, it's the Captain's 

pipe! ... 1 thought | wasn't 

hearing very well... 



You Polynesians, you! You've been 

smart, haven't you? You Ku-K/usc- 

N Klan/ Just when | was putting it 
out myself... 

Putting out what? 

| This confounded ear-trumpet/ | filed | 
it and lit it, thinking it was my pipe. 

It started to burn: no flame, just this 

blistering smoke/ 

Oh | see: it's made of 
= ebonite/ 

The Professor asked me to give you this. . . 
He's rather busy himself this morning, so he 

suggested that | take you round the Centre 
... Youd better put on these overalls; then 
you can go round without being stopped 

continually 6y 

The Zepo again? . . . Look here, On that score the ZEPO have plenty to do... 

Just what is a Zepo? Despite all our precautions, certain powers know li 
Send this in code, my dear The ZEPO? ... ZE-PO... Zekrett that we are building a moon-rocket and their ‘ 

Politzs... They are the special police spies are actively interested. Happily for us they Baron: AKR.12 to MEH 

responsible for guarding the atomic | can only succeed if they have inside men. And | In contact at top lev el with 

neh Jf Or anti- sabotage precaut fons even these would have to be senior staff... i Main Workshop nae 

We PRGA Tish But we need have no worries about that... 

Now I'll leave you To put on your overalls. es ES 2B SS AY 
We are now in the central laboratories There are two principal stages in Through this entrance is the bay 

housing the atomic pile... Have where the natural uranium - which the production of plutonium: first the 
comes To us in thin metal rods - is “cooking” of the uranium rods in the your passes ready. 
converted into plutonium... Plutonium |} |! atomic pile which you will see in a 

will be used fo power Professor minute; then the chemical extraction 

nr ocker._ of the plutonium produced in the rods 

} by the "cooking". . . You follow me? 

That's that. Now we'll go and put & ... Now we can goin... | 
on the special clothing to protect aa | know it's very } a) 

us against radioactivity .. . By the " co good of Professor 
way, with his usual thoughtfulness \N Calculus: but he 
Professor Calculus remembered L P71 Y must have 

H your dog; he's had a suit made for au», f measured 2 
him - just the right size. S| St. Bernard/ 



| This is the atomic pile, made 
of enormous graphite blocks 
through which run aluminium 

= fubes. The cadmium rods that 
| you see right up there are 

plunged into the container 
which is surrounded by a thick 
concrete shield. Those huge 
pipes convey water To coo! 

the plant. 

It's incredible/ . . : 

Terrific/ 

eA | : 
CEl2y/ lay 

7 —z = 

= en x . ———— 

Isn't it? But come over here; it Stupendous / ar . Bowls you over. That's what 

‘ : Fabulous/.../t... \ you were going to say, 
looks even more impressive . . . a < \ wasn't it, Captain? 

s Te : A | op) Ss Y 



| hope you aren't 

Hurt? ... Oh no/ 

... Nothing at all/ 

Co k>. 

Restricted by the graphite that surrounds 

them, they continue through the pile, and 

end up by hitting one of the rare atoms of 

4.235. These in their turn split and release 

two or three neutrons again... You see? 

Of course/ It's child's 
play... 

Hurry/ Something 
serious must have 

happened/ 

Good. Now, back fo the pile again. 

At this moment they are putting in 

2 rod of uranium: uranium containing 

about 99% of t/.238 and only 1% of 

radioactive 11.235. Now what happens 

once the uranium is inside the pile? 

p©)¢ 

Ol 
SY Be 

Well... When an atom of 1.235 splits, it releases 

two or three neutrons. One or other of these will | 

be absorbed by an atom of 41.238, which will thus 

be transmuted into plutonium... But those other 

neutrons? ... Where will they go? . . . 

Yes... Im worried 

about them... 

But this process has fo be controlled. Attention please/ Attention 
Thanks to the cadmium rods which please/ Engineer Frank Wolff 

absoré 2 proportion of the neutrons, l] || please contact Professor 

pile as we wish. 

Hello/ ... Hello/ ... 

Professor Calculus? . . . 

This is Frank Wolff .. . 

Vou Hons halo ne 

The plans? ... Gone??... 

Yes, we'll come at once. 

Just when is someone 

going to let me out of 

this 

H we can regulate the working of the Calculus immediately/ 

You heard? .. . They're the detail 

drawings of an experimental rocket 

... It's incredible! The Professor put 

them in his safe last night. . . This 

morning the plans are gone/ ... And 

only three people know the combination 

of the lock: Mr Baxter, the Professor, 

and myself... Quick, we must 



We'd never hear the 

end of it if | rummaged 

in a dustbin/ You'd do 

better to let me out of 

this duffle coat with 

2 windscreen! 

Excuse me, Professor, | may be 

mistaken, but | found these in the 

waste-paper basket. Aren't they 

the plans youre looking for? 

As you know, the Moon travels round 
the Earth, always showing the one 
face. The other side is completely 
unknown. The radio-controlled rocket 
we are going To launch will circum- 
navigate the Moon... 

S 

San sad 
wes 
SERS Ser 

Se 

... and take photographs of the other 

side - the face which is, and always 

will be, invisible from the Earth. 

If only from the point of view of 

astronomy this will be of tremendous 

interest. But that is not our only 

objective. Needless fo say the 

rocket... 

Co 
ye } Ural 
phy a 

Ly) 

Pe 

_.. X-FLR 6, as we have called if, 

will carry a full range of instruments. 

When these are recovered they will 

give us invaluable information for our 

own trip_to the Moon... 

a ial 
/ 

; 
S [ie = 
US TB. 

[| } 

Sey 
1... Why, so they are/... 

But how could I? I'm terribly 

sorry... In a moment of 

absent-mindedness last night 

I must have put the plans in 

the basket, and locked up 

these old newspapers... 
@ 

How lucky to have found 

them/ These are plans of 

an experimental rocket 

we are just Fae ready. 

Come, I'll show you . . . 

It's a model of the rocket 

which will, one day, take 

7g kk 
CVE | a} Si 

KJ 
= a 

4 
Ya 

Nb AG 
| eS 



—— 
H What's that dog doing here in protective F eelbaekonitiiin 

... You know these suits are not allowed in I 

this sector. 
Here, good dog; come 

with me... 

.. . To be driven by a nuclear motor Of course, for launching and 

... And I, Professor Calculus landing we shall use another 

perfected it! ... How does it work? engine, 2 simple jet, using 2 

... Well, think of a nuclear bomb: but mixture of nitric acid and 
instead of an instantaneous explosion, aniline... Why? ... Because if 

the force is spread over several days. we used The nuclear motor then, 
| the radioactive blast 

H Ah, the very thought of it 
4 makes me walk on air... 

I sre—agy 

you may say that X-FLR 6 is no different from 

other rockets already launched... But my reply to | 

that is: our rocket's unique because it's the first... } 

... would be a frightful hazard at the launching 
and fanding sites . . . You may argue that the 
intense heat engendered by the nuclear fission 

would melt the motor itself! No/ Because | have 
invented a new substance, calculon. It has a 

silicon base, and can resist even the highest 
temperatures. Thanks fo these two inventions - 

the nuclear motor and calculon - we shall 
soon set foot on the Moon. 

CAUTION! 
| WET PAINT | 

eS 
x 

ze 

Radar to Control/ 
Emergency/ ... Aircraft 

from South violating 

H Security Area/... 

y 



Attention please/ .. . Contro/ 

calling/ aie Emergency! e Ee 

Aircraft from South violating 

Security Area... Fighters and 

A.A. personne! fo action stations. 

Sprodj Contro/ to 

unidentified aircraft. 

Are you receiving me? 

.. . You are violating 

a Security Area... 

If you proceed you 

are liable fo be 

Sprodj Control 

to unidentified 

| aircraft. | repeat, 

if you do not clear 

Security Area, we 

will open fire. 

They've spotted us/~. . They're } 

ordering us fo turn back/ 

4 At all costs don't 

answer them: we 

arent over the right 

yj place yet. ; 

We hadn't bargained 

for this/ They say 

they'll shoot/ 

craft... F A plane must have lost its way. |) } Radar to Contro// 
: . a ee Their radio is intermittent. ..» Three 
; vga Gated They're trying fo answer us. parachutists have . . please... our ‘ ; 

ee : What shall we do? just jumped from 

"|| the plane/ 

Answer with a few 

Ha) odd words to make 
| them think we're in 

Trouble... We must 

play for time... 

Control calling/ 
... Order the : 

Ack-Ack to } || Crumbs/ It wasn't 

open fire/ “|| 2 dream: that's : 
Ae Ack-Ack fire/ Der sen 

; A unexploded she// 
coming down/ 

Great snakes/ It went 

off in the Professor's 

room/ Quick/ | must 



Gentlemen, there have been serials incidents during the Till now the other two 

u night. . . An unidentified aircraft flew over the Security parachutist have evaded 

Attention please/ All personne! Area. It eluded our fighters and anti-aircraft fire, and 5 apture. Needless to say 

in category eal please report H dropped three parachutists. The parachute of one failed everythin ig is being done fo 
at once fo Mr Baxter for an J To open and he was killed. His body was found this morning. i find Me Ti ey will undoubtedly 
important SeTEWHICHTCAN  ~ « H He was carrying rations, arms, and a radio sef, but of course fe caug At for Hvithe Mesrhile. 

Category ‘A’? rg ulentl flGAIOM Papers oh gentlemen, | ask for your 

sho MUELS us/ = \_ 9 _—___2| j co-operation sae 

Operation? ... ... and would like fo | Thank you, 

Who's he talking impress on you, my senior gentlemen, that will 

about, having an executives, the need for be all. May I just Not in the least: it's just 
constant vigilance. This Terps een ean tie blocked, that's all. 

daring raid proves that even 

the strictest precautions ~ a Vel ‘ 
cannot stop desperate men. A ? 

<5 Hes wet Ne ‘ Ho a i | BK) I 7 ir say ig he ©. oe N 

oy Wa MG > P Me \ Way 
Y a Paw 

Nag tf 

AGA) | 5 7 PAS Z| 
P Iie. MARKS 

Blisterin barnacles/ | thought . 
haku that at Bee ee Tm Terribly sorry... 

5 UJ Well, Professor, what j ae a Don't mention it/ 

[ Y| are you up to now? 4 4 x 

Ce 
no 

or’ ok Ze za 
Lan | - ( . 

im 

operation? .. . 

Is somebody ill? 

You see? It's 

plaster... from 

that explosion 

last night . . . No, 

it won't come out 

like this... ~' 

Excuse me: the 

telephone . . . 

Qo ZY) 

Hello... Yes. . What? 

ey, Sy i Al 
i Se Ul 

... Captured the 

parachutists? ... Both Va eee a 
of them? .. . Splendid/ Fie g 2 a 
... Greeks, you say? Songun of | 
|. That's odd. Bring f the wick .. . no, 

them here immediately. H | mean... 
I'll question them myself. i 

J : 4 L , hh ; L. He — 

y (>t y Seed CY i aS - 

Vow 2 alle rH » LT | 1 Ses fl This is it/... 
mS, iy } y, De Sensational appearance 

pt Mis of the Thomson twins/ 



Syldavian Greek costumes? ... But we Anyway, that is quite 
.. - You can start by explaining national dress? certainly asked the costumier unimportant... What chiefly 
thi f-up... Cube That? ... This for Syldavian ones... interests me isiwhul vou were 
Get-up? You call | is no laughing - 

“2 ale costumes 2 | matter... You I told you he didn't 

Saad : 2 ee own know as well as || seem very bright. ls... parachuted? ... 

national dress: We weren't parachuted/ 

parachuted here... 

Excuse me, Mr Baxter, but there Yes, us/... Ona special | | Papers? .. . Yes, of course Hello, Control! ... 

must be some mistake... | know mission. Our government sent we had papers. But they Baxter here... 
these gentlemen. Far from being spies us fo protect our countrymen. were stolen on the train/ [| The two men you 

- they are police officers, and above | arrested are not 

suspicion. | can vouch for them. the parachutists 
... Continue 

the search. 

So it was you | was You can believe them, 

told about. But in Mr Baxter. I'm sure 

that case you should } they're telling the 

have some papers... truth. 

You're free Ee gentlemen. Please | Now to get back to X-FLR 6. Id If it were possible, Mr Bascter, I'd very 

excuse our mistake. H ike tos ay a few words... The much like permission fo leave the Centre \ 

It's nothing. Just one of / : trial rocket will soon be ready. for a few days - to make a Trip into the 

the risks of our job/ I'm sure that's where the spies mountains. | feel I'd like to stretch 

7 will concentrate their efforts. 
So please be especially alerTcue But of course: ae 

| quite understand 
your wanting To 

have a little 

relaxation. 

Humping 4 rucksack on 
your back, blistering your 

A feet with heavy boots, 

| c/ambering over 
iles of rock: 

| that's called 
relaxation! 



Supposing these mysterious parachutists You see, Snowy, before we left / Let's see, where's the There it is/... 
had an accomplice within the Centre spent a long time studying a plan first one? ... There/... Well 1 think there's a 

who wanted to hand over the plans... of the Centre. And | found two ! Yes, that's it... No, you way fo approach that 

How would they set about it? ... All ventilators no one bothers fo guard. can't reach that; it's a one... Come on, 

the entrances are guarded! ee: They think they're inaccessible . . . sheer drop... Where's Snowy, we'll take 

All of them? ... ff Well, | believe there's a way of the other one... a closer look. 

So there's our Sy I'm going to look. You 

ventilator/ ov ee | I guard my rucksack, 

+ BS Snowy - and no noise/ 

Those parachutists 

can't be far away. j 

fi There you go/ 
Acrobatics again! 
You'll break every 
bone in your body 

one day/ 

It's just as | thought. V4 > | || /t must have been 
This must be where the ie z =~ attracted by the | 

spies contact their inside smell of the honey 
accomplice... /... Be sandwiches in my || 

WOOAH/ } rucksack... 

Se 

ea ea | [mreeee | [rine Taper 
And 

ting for more... vf 
yourself, little he didn't even say Snowy my boy? . the matter? 

greedy-guts/ thank you/ y Here's a piece 

cn x ; 3 for you. 

be, Z aN 



———— 
Steady/ Steady/ You bunch Crumbs/ Here come the 
of gluttons/ 

g7 

| Quick Snowy! Now's our 

chance To give them the 

slip. We'll make our way 

a// we can 

said J Sector, do is await events 

Corridor 7, Ventilator ... Here, Snowy. We ff 

Bian Right/ No, no, 

not a word to a soul/ 

ust wrap up well; 

He's approaching the 
) grating... Someone's 
| handing him papers . . - 

Now's my moment fo 

There! Those 

are for you! 

Go and get 

them/ 

= The first Hello, hello/ .. . Hello, 
n. Captain? ... Yes, it's me. H 

thing is to warn the Captai 
| think I've got it... . Yes 

/ ...d Sector... Corridor 7 

|... Ventilator 3... Yes... 
thing is to 

let me down! 

That's one of the parachutists 

... But where's the other? 

Well done, Jim/ 



Wooa-aa-aa-aah.. . Ah, the lights have gone on 

again... Why its Mr Wolff/ 

PAT That's what I tried 

fo fell you! .. . 

Meanwhile he's 

That's 

a shot/ 
Great Scotland 

Yard! Who's that? 

Got him again/ 

... Quick, help 

me hold him/ 7 
From outside/ . . . 

fea Hey, ive Where are your 

... Ah, there/ got someone! ... 

Oh, I've lost him/ 
Let me go! Here, 

let me go/... It's 

me, Frank Wolff/ 

ews 
Ow 

QO 

1a.) 

AMO 
Sr tives ay 

| The Captain! He's been H Now then, what's the meaning of H That's Snowy howling, Mr 

Knocked our! | a// this hullabaloo? Baxter. Something must 

have happened to Tintin 

Mr Bascter/ Hurry/ He's out there, 

near the ventilator grid. 

Hello, Control? . . . 

here... Send a search 

party at once To look for 

Tintin ... Outside... 

J Sector... Corridor 7 

... Ventilator 3... Hurry/ 

... Keep me informed 

at Post 18. 

Now Captain, tell me what ... would try to contact their Well, | happened to see the Captain as he left happened to you. accomplices. According to him it was his quarters .. . There was something . . . er 
an : : the ventilator grid in this corridor. . odd about him and it intrigued me... / 

H wy Lis Le oc as vent at Events pile right/...In the | | followed him. When he hid, | wd the same... 
EU Og see) 0 ale aer evening | lay in wait here... It was [| 7ime passed... Then, as he said, the current il 

To Try ie catch The parachutists .. 0) } well on into the night when the lights} } went off. | heard a dull thud, and the sound of 
ee ive wicloch a ne eA, suddenly went ou, leaving the | 2 body falling... 1 leapt forward .. . There i 
radio: he was Coulvicesy hed found corridor in total darkness. | heard a was a Shot outside... then shouts . . . Someone 

| the place where the intruders . . . rustling beside me, and that moment Jostled me in the dark... And then I found 
| thought my head had burst/ myself in the hands of tt hese fee 

And what are you 
doing here at this 
hour gentlemen? 

Hello/ ... Yes... You've found him? 
He's hurt? .. . What did he say? ... 
Oh, he's unconscious . . . In the sick- 
bay? ... You're waiting for the doctor? 
... All right. I'm coming at once. 
Sass 

In all sincerit 

Director-General, 

| /can solemly 

and truthfully 

Forgive US a some extraordinary pills 

we once took... in Arabia* .. . Their 
effect recurs some- 

*See Land of Black Gold 



might pick up some clues. suspicious/y. f 2 look af this famous } 

| I don't know why, but it We'll tak If 7 don't see : 

If we may, Mr Baxter, | strikes me that Baxter of es Roe anything : 

l 
} 

f 
{] oe S | eee and Wolff are behaving Mearmvhiie, iets have | hele L ? U 

a 

a 
4 Man Pick som ho iH = = Tobe precise: | ventilator... 

Reel All right. most auspiciously. } f 

7 q P “yn é A 

Loe 

a ¥ ey] [Zs PSB An @ hl 2S) aon 
1H 18 RR) ec pn) 
ane Sy AAI, ol Ailes f TSA } / ae AIO IOF 

se door: it's ajar... 

Perhaps that's where . . . 

r | 

let's see. 

a le 

ML (OA 

Wait, I'll switch on 

the light. 

] You stay here. . 

| behind that door. 

Wes 
= i) Wes 
a a 



What's the matter? .. . You're 

white as a sheet/... Here, 

Tell me. And stop your teeth 

chattering/ ... Now, what is it? 

You are? ... Oh well, 

| if you see it again, 

| give it my love/ 

Now keep calm/ .. . No one leave 

the room! . . . And don't picnic... 

| mean panic... Well proceed with 

caution... and look around... jj 

That's... that's it... 

We'll look around... 

Asss...asss...askelefon/ ail ae 

... 1 saw a skeleton/... ; ; 
There, behind that screen/ Now then, don T be silly. ! 

You come with me/ 
A skeleton? My poor 

friend, you're talking 

through your hat/ 

A skeleton/ ... Ha/ 

ha/ ha! Poor old 

Thomson, he's of f 

his rocker/ .. . 

. the skeleton/ . . . You were ! 

H right/...1sawit too... There... behind that ff] 
Screen again/ 

You too/ .. . Now you see | wasn't 
dreaming/ 

Wire the devil can | 

it have gone? 

DK ae 



Keep your eyes open/ ... : : [ Hey, psst/ ... Quick, 

It cant have gone far. Thompson, come and look/ 

W-w-we must act at... at... at once/ 

At once/ T-t-t-take him 6-6-6-by 

surprise/ ... Now, keep calm/... 

Get your gun out: he may be armed. 

bs 0) 

DES) ZY 

[ Hands up, | said/ Oh, so you won't! ... Very well. . . But make one false 

Well, in that case lll... TH... TH... move and I'll shoot/ linderstand? .. . 
Put the handcuffs on him, Thomson. 

Now, get going! ... Quick march/ 

... You don't want fo? .. . Passive 

resistance, eh? ... Grab him, Thomson/ 

: ~ pretend fo be 

dead, my friend; 

you've had it 

x this time/ 

Calling KM 2.. 

... First mission completed . . . | 

First mission completed . . . 
Sy 

OK/ We'll have 

| their rocket, now/ 



... Then | leapt forward and shouted "Hands up/" 

... He obeyed... At that moment | heard an 
explosion, and instantly / felt a terrific crack 
on my head... It was the other 
parachutist, whom | hadn't seen. 
To save his accomplice he 

No, luckily it's nothing serious. The 

bullet only grazed the skull... Of 

course, it was a violent blow. But he's 

H come round completely now, and you 

can question him. 

!... Forgive me, Mr Bascter... I 

terribly sorry... Wait... 

To my mind he would simply have 

made copies. If | hadn't been there 

fonight the spy would have handed 

over his stuff fo his accomplice, quite 

quietly, with no one any the wiser. 

I'm afraid that won't be easy. Now the 

fellow has achieved his object he will try 

fo be inconspicuous. As for our discovering 

which documents he gave fo his 

accomplices. I'm certain he won't have been 

foolish enough to steal the originals, and 

so help us fo narrow our search. 

None of that/ ... I'm staying 

here/... A full pipe and a 
comfortable chair, 

Thal SvallViaskiens 

If I may, Fl 

stay with Tintin. 

The gangsters/ .. . The 
pirates/... If | get my hands 
on those crooks, I'll tear them 

apart like... like... like... 

No need, thank you/ . . . 

Where were wee... OA 

yes... The next thing is 

To find out which documents || 

are missing. And above all, 

we must unmask the Traitor || 

in our midst, spying on all 

You're right/ .. . But still, we'll 

continue our inquiry. Meanwhile 

I'll ask Calculus to speed up 

preparations for launching the 

trial rocket... With that I'll 

leave you... Get well soon. 



. completing 

the fuelling-up. 

) Everything is ready, Mr Baxter. 

The last guide rails are in place . . . 

| The gantries have been removed. 

| The technicians are now... 

5 al Py, 
Bs a | 

Tintin/ You? ...1 thought you were still es ; Finished/ ... Everything's ready. 

| confined to your room. ’ f eS I'll clear the bay. 

Tam, in theory! But | Look, ACen ates hee Good idea... But don't forget 
wouldn't miss the launching Mr Baxter. = to clear the bay/ 

i of the trial rocket 9 Tintin's ies fe 

for anything. : better/ 

oeeel 

All very well fo apolagise/ ao | At any rate, 

Why doesn't he look a I'll be safe 
where he's going! up here/ 

J peace at last/ 

Attention please/ ... Clear 

the launching bay . . . Attention 

please/... Clear the bay... | 

a 
— 4 

/ oF 

<= 

| repeat... 

[Ail right/ 
heard/ 



All out? ... Splendid/ ... We can go | This is it... From here we shall opp ... Did you remember 
to the Control Room. control the rocket during its flight. the gadget | mentioned 

5 = To you when you came To 

see me in the sick-bay? 

The gadget? ... Oh, 

29) yes, it's done. | fixed : 1 Wy i d 

Lesh cs | t 4g it this evening... 
ae en < 

Absolutely ready, : Yes, Radar here Well, now we 
Mr Baxter... ‘ ... Yes, Mr can on/y wait 

Michael? ... Baxter : A) Baxter, we're for zero hour 
here. I'm in the ( ... Another 
Control Room. twent All ready? ee 

minutes. 

h Why, what's this little device, Professor? Ue... Look what | It may look like a power 
h/t wasn't here last night/ He Ls see/ switch-room. But 

; ; W fishy about that 1 ; supposing it isn't, eh? 

Z noel eae ies it there... I's an Ti is sd ! neve use We'll investigate. Here's 
idea of Tintin's. Ms high-Tension H 

QU & eh my master key. H =" SQ, switch- room. 

child, am I? 

... Anyway, 

eee 



This is the control panel with all the instruments 

for guiding the rocket. 

Aha/ It looks 2 bit like 

a piano fo me/ 

And now the great virtuoso 

| Haddocksikoff. . . Pom d 

‘ope Pom $ Pompity sy talent. . 

Attention please/ ... Observatory 

to Control Room. Stand by... 

Three minutes to G6 on 

eh y 2 

‘ LN Sr SS BS |\ASAEES 

J Thirty 
seconds fo 

Ten seconds... Nine... Eight... Seven 
Six... five... Four.” . Three... 

Congratulations Captain! 
You have remarkable 

. But we've 

other Ae to think of 

besides chamber music/ 

And here is the celebrated vocalist, Bianes 

Castafiore of La Scala, Milan, to sing you the 

famous jewel song from “Faust’. "Ah, 13 my 

beauty dy past compare: these jewel § bright 
| wear 6a} 

In a few minutes, gentlemen, 

X-FLR 6 will begin its flight . . . 
| propose that the honour of 

launching the rocket should fall 

To our youngest colleague - 

Tintin... You agree? 

It 
1 

’ 
1 
ul 
0 
q 
v 

4 

1 
(ee 

SA/ Quiet/. . . 

Isn't that the 

alarm siren? 

aes | 4 ut 
a eee 

The left-hand lever 

controls the ausciliary 

engine - used only at the 

outset. The other controls 

the nuclear motor which 



There she goes/ For the 

first time in history man is 

sending a rocket to the Moon 
and-back/ 

The Moon and back/ ... 

Do you realise what those 

little words mean: 

THE MOON AND BACK/ 

Oh dear, I'm so sorry/ 

¢... But how lucky 

your pipe wasn't in za 

your mouth! sae 
ye 

ke Observatory to Contra Room... 

la Stand by fo engage nuclear motor... 

Ready! tog Thirty 

seconds from now... 

Ten seconds to go. . . Nine 

Ber Cigiimmmoevern 

Have you seen my pipe 

anywhere? é 

( Ey sm sorry, not Poa are 
Sy 

) /) 

now . 

eG hea =I 

[ sisterng 

| barnacles, where's (A 

iy pipe? ¢ e UI 

oF te 
TAIN / 
Ma Tt 

Your pipe? What would 

/ want with your pipe? 

yy = iy 
iS 

er ‘ 

a 

Room... The nuclear Froom . . . How's the 

motor has just taken over 

... All going well. Cut 

the aucxiliary engine. 

Patience! We can't intervene 

for some hours GE 

Have you seen 
my pipe? 

Observatory to 

Control Room... 

Correction: ero... 

jero... eight... six 

.. . Please repeat. 

... 1m sorry but | 

havent time to worry 

about your pipe now/ 

A trifling correction, 

/ think. But I'd 

better just check 

with my tables... 

radar work ing? 

Perfectly/ All 
going well/ 



ve you lost Have I lost something? se | Ha 
| something? What do you think Im doing 

down here? .. . Picking four- 

leaf clover? 

Captain, do please 

be sensible... 

Stop teasing 

the dog. 

Attention please/ Observatory 

calling/ What was that shout 

we heard? 

Ge 

When this phase of the 
operation begins, the 
motor is stopped. Its own 

speed, combined with the 
force of lunar attraction, 

should cause the rocket 
to go round the Moon. We 
only resume radio-contro/ 

when X-FLR 6 

Observatory to 
Control Room... 
In three minutes the 
rocket will enter 
its orbit, round the 

agian 
Don't worry ... Captain 

Haddock's just found 

Attention please! In thirty seconds cut 

the nuclear motor! .. . Ready/ eer | Observatory To 
= : I) Control! Room... All 

seconds fo go... Nine 

Beet Clo OEVET\ 12 | in order... X-FLR 6 

“Al six FIVE so « = FOUT a .o , is safely in orbit 
round the Moon... 

Now their rocket is masked 

y by the Moon! .. . We go into 

| action in a few minutes . . . 

In thirty seconds she will 

}] Se out of our sight. 

aE 
can't see her 

B 
) ia 

pS] 5 



Just imagine! For the first 

time in history, cameras are 

now. photographing the side 

of the Moon no one has ever 

seen/ And it's thanks fo us, 
my dear Wolff! Thanks to us/ 

Observatory to Control Room... Ten 

seconds fo go... Nine... Eight... 

Seven... Six... Five... Four... 

Three... Two... One... ZERO/ 

Observatory To 

Control foom . . . 

In three minutes 

the rocket will 

reappear... 

Stand by to resume 

radio-contro/ . . . 

The wonders of modern 
science/ ... Just an 

f] ordinary lever, and 

click/ .. . Hundreds of 

H thousands of miles away 
an engine starts up/.. . 
It's fantastic! 

For heaven's sake 

make those 

corrections/ You're 

taking no notice 

of the figures 

we're giving! 

/ can't understand 

it. The rocket 

is right out 

of control/ 

But surely 
that's 
impossible/ 

| beg your 

pardon, but I've 

followed you 

exactly/... I'm 
not deaf, am I? 

I've got it/ Tintin was right! 

... How lucky I listened 

to him/ 

ys ih 

7] NYA 

(( @ + 

Is something wrong, 
Wolff? 

The rocket is going 

off course. | don't 

know what it is... 

» Gi 4 

fg 

m7 | 

Observatory to Control! Room. . . 

Observatory fo 

Control Room. . . 

Correction: three, 
two, seven, Six 

a ae peal alae 

Observatory to 
Control! Room .. . 
Correction: Jero, 

Jero, nine, eight 
... Repeat... 

Three, two, 
seven, Six... 
Correction made. 

RNinace 

Poet 
2 Pon fs i 

he SZ Ee CWE 

Correction: 

seven, eight, 
five, two. 

Correct it, 

this time/ 

That's what I'm 

doing, confound it/ 

Will you get back on 

your course/ You 

wait! I'll get you! 

Hi, Professor! Mind your 

headphones/ 



1 Now/ ... the fruit is What are you doing, Professor? For that's what is 

ripe: we have only to happening! ... Why won't 

As sure as my name's 

Cuthbert Calculus, that's not 

going to happen. There is a 

way: Tintin suggested it. A 

device to destroy the rocket 

in flight - and | installed it 

last night. Mr Baxter, we 

must blow up X-FLR 6/ 

Surely you can't a 

€ that/ Pal 

Nal RA 
Be brave, Cuthbert/ ... Now 

you must destroy your whole 

| life's work/ ... There/ 

J S 

plik ee i afew | No, Mr Bascter, Im not X-FLR 6 obey us? Because 
ours our work wil/ mad/... But I don't want 

our rocket, with all its 2 stronger radio-contro/ 
secrets, To fall into the station than ours, on the 

of a foreign power. i] same wave-length/ cowl 

Tr we don't intervene, there's 

no knowing who may lay 

hands on our rocket/ 

it has been intercepted by 

Observatory to Contro! Room 

... The rocket is completely 

beyond our radio control. 

Control Room to Observatory . . . 

X-FLR 6 has been captured by 

an enemy radio-contro/ station 

... We are going to blow her up/ 
You hear that Mr 
Baxter. What do 

(iy23 Ade 3 Dyin 
ASKEW NS , 

And the photographs/ .. . The 

first photographs of the other 

side of the Moon! ... All lost/ 

... Oh, this is disaster! 

Oh misery! Rare Misery/ se a CHE 

lost/ ... Our secrets, our discoveries, 

lost/ ... Everything will drop into 

foreign hands/ .. . This is appalling/ Aan » EZ 

anlage No/ On the a ri Here, calm yourself, 

ate Shae iN hae See ee SS Professor! ... Cuthbert, 
contrary, she's getting further ° "4 Ti Seat) 
and further away. Ka ® V3 {; (besa heabiy 

: | - ZB 

oy ai 
Ms Nee Na G 
icy, At 

SAG cil 
Ah, | see what it is/ Two s ey | This time I think it So sorry! pans 
gre secomec(ed ae ld MEE MEE || ill work... There/|| / thought / was 
can soon be put right. : j : : tearing MW ene 



a Observatory To Control Room . . . Accursed luck/ They've How did | get the idea? .. . Well, it occurred 
Ir X-FLR 6 has exploded. There's | ) foreseen everything/ to me that the document's passed to the spies 

They'd sooner blow up might contain all the details of the radio- 

their rocket than let it control of our trial rocket . . . | confided my 
fears to Professor Calculus who immediately 

devised the mechanism to explode X-FLF 6, 
should she be intercepted . . . You see what 

nothing more fo see. 

2 good idea it was. 

A 
x 

Eo 
Too true/... All too true/... 
All our hopes brought to nothing . . . 

Months, years of research and 

struggle! All annihilated in a flash/ 

Look out for my 
beard! Your griefs ¢ 
a bit wild... , 

No, Professor Calculus, all 

is not lost/ On the contrary, 

this is a triumph for you... 

Didn't your nuclear motor 

work perfectly? Didn't the 

rocket go to the Moon, and 

circle it? 

Tintin is right! The trial 

was conclusive. Don't be 

so downhearted. 

Tomorrow we start work 

on another rocket. But 

not an experimental one 

- this will be the real 

rocket, to carry you 

to the Moon/ 

Look here, [ve had enough of going 

round in circles in this confounded 

Centre! How soon do you propose 
this little weekend trip to the Moon? 

| ought to have stayed There he goes now 

§ : peacefully at Marlin- ... TM tell hima 
I'm fed up with hanging I || spike, instead of fooling | thing or two/ ... 
about here, doing nothing. | about in this dump, just Hi, Professor/ 

| || fo gratify the whims of 

a mad professor! 

That's very odd. | have the same ] || Good morning, Mr Bazxter. 

thing myself. But mine's in the right —— : . : 
Good morning, Professor. You've 

ty 
it 

1 

I'm afraid not, Mr Basxcter. But the 

blueprint is finished... Here... 
shoulder... A touch of rheumatism, | brought the blueprint of What do you think of it? 
Mex Pech aelt has been damp these the rocket? 

last few days. But it will go. Excuse }| r 
me: Mr Baxter is waiting... 





Right’... [ll go and give the necessary 

instructions. The services of every skilled man 

will be at your disposal at once. Work will go 

Splendid, Professor/ My heartiest 
congratulations/ To me this looks 
admirable, from every point of 

comes again/ 

——">- 

view. When do you plan to 
start construction? 

on day and night. 

That's wonderful. 
Thank you! Tomorrow, if 

Look here, you didn't answer my 

question just now. How soon is your 

little trip to the Moon? ¢ 
morning. 

Well, if | were you I'd try 

camphorated oil. 

Blistering barnacles, it's nothing to do 

with camphorated oil/ It's the Moon. . . 

Rubbed in night and I'm up to 

You nitwit you! I'm talking about 

to the Moon/ 

| I say/ .. . Your fancy dress weighs a ton/ 
FEB rae H You can't move a muscle with it on. 

Baxter, we're going 

ahead with the space- 

suit trials... Captain 

Haddock is our 

guinea-pig . . . Yes, 

I'll keep you informed. 

Testing the radio... Hello... 

Can you hear me, Captain? 

Yes, I can hear you. 

You can start now, 

/ feel like a goldfish in 

its bowl/ 

Don't worry, Captain. 

On the Moon things are 

six. times lighter than 

on the Earth... Once 

up there, you'll feel as 

comfortable as if you 

were in a lounge suit. 

Good/ ... Goodbye for now. 

Good luck/ 

Maybe... But believe me, there's nothing 

like camphorated oil... Excuse me now. 

my eyes in 

First of all we'll reduce 

the pressure. Yesterday 

we completed air- 

tightness tests with 

the suits. They were 

excellent... If 

anything is wrong, shout 

"Stop" and we'll restore 

normal pressure af once. 

roe 

| 



Hello C. inl... : 3 ello Captain: We'll start by creating a Pressure is now down 

vacuum . . . Don't forget, fo zero... . You are 
: almost in an absolute 
if you feel the least ne ne 

discomfort don't hesitate ; ou fee Me 3 

fo call us... We'll stop an J 9! 

the test at once. Nok bedi thanke 

Now... We are going to 

lower your temperature. 

Don't forget to adjust your 

heating apparatus. 

IO 4 

Brrr . .. It's certainly Fifty degrees Try to move about? With 

Sar ting To.ger eeasi below zero... . ae this paraphernalia on? 

Still all right? I'd like to see you do it. 
oo Rape / sy if k pose you could wall 
move about. on your hands/ 

4 

3 

2 

l 

0 

I 

2 

3 
4 

5 

xP) 

Hello Captain . . . E. eecienia _. Now yo ‘ ... that it's not so 
That's ‘lee es can see... 3 difficult after all/ 
Carry on: 

J v f | 

Hello Captain, what are For heaven's sake Mr Wolff, bring 

... Hello/ |] the pressure and temperature 

ete to normal at once/ 

Something's wrong/ 



All right if | open 

it now? 

You could have called for ever, 

Captain. Your radio equipment 

is disconnected/ 

Anyway, it has proved 

that the suit is 

absolutely resistant 

to a vacuum, and low 

Temperatures... What 

happened was just 

a little incident... . 

guite unimportant . . . 

Good gracious/ See the 

mice we used for the first 

tests/ We forgot to take 
them out of the suit/ 

But why didn't you call out? 

I fold you... 

Blistering barnacles, that's 

what | did. It was you... You 

didn't answer/ 



That's the Thomsons/ Hurry, 
we must see... 

M-m-m... m-mice/ 
... It's alive with 
mice in here/ 

My poor friend! Didn't 

ou notice the door was 

rather low? 

Dyou think | did it on purpose? I've had enough, d you 

... | suppose you think my understand? .. . You want 

favourite pastime is cracking to go to the Moon? .. . Well 

my head against doors? Well, go! But without me/ I'm 

I've had enough/ I've had going home to Marlinspike/ 

enough of being a playmate ... And you can go on 

for neurotic mice/ acting the goat here for 

as Jong as you like/ 

Oh, I'm acting the goat? .. . 

I'm acting the goat, am I? ... 

1... This... this is too much/ 

|, acting the goat/ .. . | demand 

an apology .. . An apology, you 

hear? ... You have no right To 

say such a thing! ... Acting 

the goat/ 

To dare say such a thing to 

me/...You/...You/... 

You follow me... I'll show 

you just how I act the goat! 

... Come along/ 

You see, | was feeling upset 

.. just then... But it's 

all over n 



Billions of blue blistering So you're trying to give me the slip? Well, 

barnacles/ If ever | find the you aren't going to/ Come on/ Hurry/ 
pirate who did that I'll make = 

him dance, | promise you! 

It was your aerial, 

Captain... You... 

Slaving for two months non-sTop, 

working myself to the bone, all to 

hear myself called a goat/ ... 

It's too much/ 

Excuse me Professor, but your companion 

is not wearing regulation clothing . . . I'm 

afraid | must ask him to go heel 

That's true... He's 

right... | ought fo... 

Begone, you worm! Out of my sight/ 

I'm acting the goat, dyou hear? 

Yes, this is the Chief 

of Internal Security 

aot hale oe 

Professor Calculus? 

ae Making a scene? 

Says he's acting the 

goat? ... I'll teach 

el enetae re i 

i y a
t ae 

la a) | 

na oles 
vas 
ic 

Professor, | implore And | suppose these people are acting the g 
you... a SF a aes 

= oe OG 
Ly d ~ ig i 

0, 
a 

him to act the 

er ! oy? For heaven's And the atomic pile, Well, Professor, what's all . | x tI} | Ao cake, Cibo 
never stopping? . . . this about? | hear someone's a aay 
The uranium being acting the goat. J if 
made? ... The q 
laboratories working 

day and night? .. . 

That's all acting the 

goat too, | suppose? 

v 



have been worked to death... don't argue... We're leaving/ 

EE 3 . = 
For months, teams of experts Come on/ ... Sit down there and Good morning, Professor. Will you sign the 

ry 

dispatch book, please? 

acting the goat, of course/ z 

RUMOR ey Ce CL 
Stand aside, microbe/ .. . Let me pass/ ; | 
I'm acting the goat, dyou hear? ... Stop them! .. . They ve Garage here... 
I'm acting the goat/ A jeep driven 

by Professor 

Calculus has 
left without 
permission... 

Stop it/ 

no exit permit! 

Make way for 

| the goat/ 

/ offen say to myself: one of 

these days I'll learn to drive! 

Nowadays everyone should 

be able to drive a car/ 
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‘acting the goat’? 

Poor Calculus, he must 

have a screw loose... 

How do you suppose that 

monument could go up in 

the air? .. . You might 

just as well play 2 penny 

whistle in front of Nelson's 

Column and expect it to 

dance a samba/ 

ay Bully/ eS 

ks Cyclotron! 

Bess 
Sow 

BV: 
aS, 

Well, what about it? .. . Look what 

/ created - I, Cuthbert Calculus/ .. . 

And that, | suppose, is what you call 

This crackpot contraption, 

as you cal! it, is taking 

you to the Moon, as well 

... Understand? 

Meanwhile, you're going to 

look over it... And put 

your aerial down! 

You think this .. . this 

crackpot contraption will 

take you To the Moon? ... 

Aren't you ashamed of yourself? Making ay 
scene in front of everybody? ... Stand up/ H 

... The lift is waiting! 

You... you're sure | Hellion riellovtaeyes tare 

it won't take off | I've just had a message from 
without warning? } our new agent... The 

launching takes place in a 
month: June the 3rd, af 1:34 
am... . Yes, that's it. Send 
Colonel Jorgen To me. 



First of all, this is the \y ee 3 Well, what do you think of All these bits and 
] |] Pieces, sir, are 

instruments for 

navigation and control. 

On the main instrument 
desk are the controls 
for the nuclear motor, 

Contro/ Cabin. : L | Wl it?... You can't call this 
= é acting the goat, eh? 

Fantastic/ ... Er 

... What are all 

these bits and 

pieces for? the auxiliary engine, 
radar, wireless, 

television, automatic 

air purifier, etc... 

To the left of the desk are 

the oxygen cylinders. . . 

That's the periscope, in the 

middle of the cabin, with its 

projection screen... But 

believe me, you'll have plenty 

of time to get to know all 

This equipment. 

Take care! Look out, 
Anyway, you go through this hatch to the 
deck below. 

/ believe you do it on purpose, 

don't you? ... Every time there's 

a chance fo bump yourself, or 

sprawl on the floor, you take it/ 

... Can't you pay attention? 

We are now in the living quarters. This will [ And there are the bunks we lie 
be our bedroom, kitchen, and dining room, on when... 

hatchway To the | f| all in one. 
(eae left of the : es Blistering 

Hl ladder. . . ie Pp 4 barnacles/ [re 

oT TH] TLS ly . 



As you'll notice, 

this compartment 

) is deeper than 

| the others: it's 

twice the depth 

of 2 normal 

| almost fell down that You see? ... Even after 

confounded hole. Luckily | ! told you fo be careful/ 

Just managed to save myself. ... 1 know | may act the 
goat, but at least | look 

where | am going/ .. . 

Now we'll go down to 

the next deck. 

There are the storage Stars above, Captain! Don't 
stand so near that hole/ Are 

you trying to break your neck? 

To make it possible to leave and 

tanks... Drinking re-enter the rocket when we are 

water, and mofor in space, we've had to provide a 

| propellant. The system of air-locks . . . You will 
| propellant is for the , : = see the mechanism for these on 

auxiliary engine, which, ¢ : the deck below... . 

as you know, is for Ze 

launching and landing. 

Once and for all, 

Captain, do take 

care/ There's 

another hatch here. 

Attention please/ age 

Professor Calculus to 
report to the Centre 

| immediately . . . 

Captain, 

there's 

another hatch 

.../ beg you 

to take care/ 

—— SS 
ing, Captain... round the large storage si oo 

/ 
compartment, through that door phere Sa sine 

... Tl come straight back. 



Who... who are you? And | Before you start 
what's that fancy dress? preaching at others 

To be. careful, youd do 

betterto watch your 

own feet, sea- gherkin/ 

You're lucky to be still 

in one piece/ 

Blistering barnacles/ 

| What's happened? 

—————m_ Here are 
your glasses 

7. Are. 

‘you all right? 

Good heavens/ Poor 

Professor Calculus/ 

... No bones 

broken, | hope. 

) This is a fine thing! What a 
] way To behave. . . and you 
| 2 responsible man... It's 
preposterous/ ... You nearly } 

| caused 2 dozen accidents/ 4 

... What's biting you? 

Ah, I've found 

you at /ast, 

4 Professor. 

Fancy dress? ... 

here, don't begin acting 

the... er... / mean, 

don't try pulling my leg/ | 

We've had enough of 

WM so 

: : What . .. What do you 
want? ... Where am I? 

Zar 

Where are you? . . . Billions / think this is serious. . . 
of blue blistering barnacles, 

you know as well as we 

do where you are, 
you anacoluthon/ 

Well, gentlemen, it's not too bad is it? .. . 
You'll cure him for us? 

.. . You were just showing us 

over your Moon-Rocker . . . 

Professor? .. . Professor? 

Hmm, it's hard to say... One 
can't fell at once. . 

/ believe he’s lost his 

memory ... We must take 

him back to the Centre 

without delay, and warn 

Mr Baxter at once. 

. We must 

I'm afraid so... 

The doctors are 

examining him now. 

But he mus? be Gired!/ He alone, he 
alone, dyou hear, knows the secret o 
the nuclear motor/ Without him the wait and see... There may be 

some improvement... One 

should never give up hope. . . 

Moon project is impossible . . . 

Impossible, you understand? . . . 

At all events, it's a most 
interesting case. 



Hmm... yes... / see... That's no good... Let me Tarantarantaraa 

Well, we'll do all we can Try... The doctor told us ... Guards, prepare | 

... But try To amuse him Marlinspike . .. Marlinspike To ese him... A @ fo attack/... 

yourselves, fo arouse some Hall... Our butler, Nestor fortnight ago we had that +- 
memory... That sometimes ... Remember Marlinspike fancy dress parly at the 
arise Tf is also pe Caste .<t Centre .. . You remember 

| possible that a violent the guard on horse- 

shock might bring back 

| Ais memory. 

SS —y 

: 
—— ee S ner 

. ) 
ET 

| A pretty picture of our little 

Cuthbert? ... Now then, 

smile please! .. . 

Watch the birdie/ 

Look here. Tintin. 

Let's try this . . . 

It's a Trick 

We must try something 
else... . A violent 1 

| camera | managed 

+ to borrow. That'l/ 

| | 

= 5 — xD 

Blistering barnacles, We've simply got to wake 

that's no use/ H Aim up... fo get rid of 

He reacted about this thundering amnesia 
as much as a _.. But how2 

tombstone/ ' . 

Amusing him did no 

ood, nor did 2 
shock... Still, this 

little snake going 

PHHHT wouldn't 

scare anybody. 



Calculus/ Prepare 

Bs to die/ Tintin, | think we've done it There's nothing for it. A violent shock? .. . 

... 1m sure he's reacting . . . We must try something 

else... Wait, | know 

what'll do the trick. 

So that's it! Well, this time Blistering barnacles, look 
Tll use strong measures/ eae out for squalls this time/ 

When this banger goes off 
under his chair, he'll 
recover all right/ 

ANE AN AN A so 

RERUN 
Hello. . . No, this is 
Tintin... Hello Mr 

Bazxter .. . Im afraid 
not. He's just the same 
... The Captain is still 

Wait! ... This is going 

To be fun! 

What's up? That As I thought! The thundering Look out, Captain! 

banger's taking fuse has gone out/ It's still smoking. 

d its time/ Be careful/ 

Just my luck/ si 
The fuse must 



Whoooe! .. . Whoooo! . . . Beware, Ho-ho-ha/ Shake in your sho-o- 

BR Behe ier 5 0  oes/ | have come for your soul/ 

Well this time he'll get one, 

blistering barnacles/ 

"Ten thousand thundering } 

typhoons/ 

ey he just sits aes looking at me, “| / suppose you Think I'm enjoying myself, H You wont catch me trying fo cure 

the jelly-fish/ You couldn't be frightened, |] acting the goat! is I again/ 

could you? You moth-eafen_ marmot/ ] F y 

A goat/ Ae A goat! a aes Help/ nice Help/ 

You dare call me a goat! ... He's cured/ 

... This is too much/ 

You're not getting away 

with that/ 



Not much? ... My dear Captain, And here is the Professor to thank 

= - without your help, the journey to the you himself. 
Oh, Caplan Captain, what a debt we all Moon Wile have been imposible oie : 
owe you! ... Thanks to you Calculus has Don't you 12 ig 
recovered! .. . This is splendid news/ realise? Thundering typhoons / 

I'd forgotten that/ 

5 

They've told me everything: about 

my loss of memory, and your 

devoted care... / thank you, 

Captain, from the 

bottom of my heart/\ I'm... I'm 

the journey to the Moon... | shall 

never forget that/ 

And 

shall I/ 

‘M.23.301 ... Mammoth has ... And in one week's time, gentlemen, 

Heke adalat recovered memory, thanks to oie on the night of the 2nd and 3rd aft 

Kea. sir! J Whale." Good old Whale! Without | 1.34 am., the launching will take place 
SES knowing it, he's done us a really ] .. Is everything up to schedule? 

| Oh, news from the ] good turn... Reply: M.23.301 ] aT pe SS 

Main Workshop? Let's received. Operation Cilysses will Pm ay io 5 
hope it is better proceed according fo plan." Gs ha ‘ 

than last time. =>S : 

1 6 tet 

mall 
=] 

You, Wolff, are The loading is going ahead. Food supplies, Unfortunately the factory at Hello... Yes... What? 

in charge of and all the components for our Oberkéchen tells me there's been Inside the Security Area? 
reconnaissance tank are already stowed a delay in production. But they've ... Three? .. . You're 
aboard. I'm just waiting for ne optical definitely promised delivery of questioning Themen 

ee Te a the consignment on the eve of our right. Keep me informed. 

J : departure... In that case/... 

provisioning and 

equipment. How are 

Excuse me 
one moment. 



You see, despite all the H Sut where were wer. Oh yes mys 
So on your side, Wolff, everything is Professor? 

in order, except for the delay with 

the optical instruments... What 

about you Captain? Air supply, 

H You heard that, gentlemen? The ZEPO have 

Just arrested three people wandering inside 

the Security Area. Of course they said they 

wanted fo climb Mount Zsfophnole, and had 

lost their way . . . Whenever they arrest 

anybody it's the same story . . . 

>, 

precautions we fake, a 

determined man can 

always find a way 

through the defences. temperature, safety equipment fii 

There we are... Nothing more Who's this nice 

H except for Snowy's space-suit. except fo fest the radio... bone for, Snowy? 
That is just being finished now. ie 

Vint 
LL 3 : Sra 

a ir, So ee NT 
LG A & } — JF / Z| Ale) Ce A 

Re, > Le pets 

ey | A a) 

a Wooah! . . . Wooah/ H Now, gentlemen, it only remains for me to thank a } : you, and congratulate you. For you have managed oo 
Oo ES ae -_ 4 to surmount all the obstacles that seemed to stand 

} L ty Ve in the way of making rockets of this type. 

a NA or AW ‘iS Oo a 
a 2 Nery |e a RAS | 1 Ye Hab ei le 

ae p 

/ say . . . Look at 

Calculus . . . Doesn't 

anything strike you? 

No... Not at 
first glance. 

Dike | 5 

wee A 



Billions of blue blistering And just why were you There, you see? .. . He isn't In the first place, | never 
barnacles/ . »» And all looking at the wonder-boy? deaf any more/ He can hear was deaf... Just a little 
through looking at our as well as you and me/ hard of hearing in one ear 
wonder-boy Calculus/ Pe the Mi 
Thundering typhoons/ sue for the Moon 
_———— Journey | need to hear the 

radio signals perfectly... 

So that's why | obtained a 

hearing agiaear 

... fo keep leaving ay Billions of blue 

doors open... 1 blistering barnacles/ 

... Who's the joker 

; who shut this door? .. . 

He's right: let's close Why couldn't he wait 

this door. till I'd gone OU Ge 

You couldn't have told us before, could you? 

... And stopped me from bumping into that 

door! ... And of all the crazy things .. . 

Thundering : ETE tain Haaiieck i ail Billions of blue blistering 

typhoons/ | Us fea NCS Never ang luck/ barnacles/ . . . Did you do 
forgot to pick = ae that on purpose? 

Ge lee I'm awfully sorry, but 
we” how could | know you 

were coming back? 

door open again/ 

That's the last time a door MO ees 
wallops me/... Ah, here's G 
my pipe... Lucky it ¥ ive 

isn't broken/ ON RK | Absolutely! .. . Don't forget that 

| have an old score to settle with 



Now then Wolff... What's 

your news? 

Why, I'd forgotten all 

about it, Mr Bascter... 

=a Selene 

Here lam.. . | haven't kept 
you waiting? “ 

Forgive me, Captain, but | have explicit 

instructions; no smoking on board... 

The oxygen supplies are more than 

sufficient for the journey, there and 

back, but we can't waste them... 

Believe me, I'm terribly sorry . . - 

Hello, Captain. . . You look 

cross. Is anything wrong? 

By, 

an 

A telegram from the works at 

Oberkéchen: the optical instruments 

will arrive on Monday morning. 

Splendid! . . . 
Certainly this is 
exce//ent news. 

Anything wrong, blistering barnacles? 

Only that I'm not allowed to take a 

little whisky and a few ounces of 

tobacco! And under such conditions | 

refuse fo go! ... That's what's wrong/ 

Not at all... But tell me: what's in 

that crate behind you? 

Just two or three bottles of 

whisky . . . You know it may be 

freezing cold up there, so I'm 

Just 

with the Great 

Are you going back to 

the site? 

taking precautions . . . 

So, it's like that, is if? .. . You don't 
Think I'll go up in your flying cigar 
under such conditions, do you? . . . 
Never, you hear me, never! This is 
the end: I've had enough. You go fo the 
Moon! Go to Mars, or Jupiter, or dance 

, Bear if you 

Would you mind waiting 

a few minutes for me? 

There's one smal/ 

package fo go in my 

locker on board... 

Yes, I'm going to 

supervise the loading 

of equipment. 

I'm awfully sorry, Captain, but 

no alcoholic liquor is allowed on 

board... We've a little rum, for 

emergencies, but that's all . . . 

And what's in this parcel? 

Er...A little tobacco 
my pipe. 

As for me, my decision is final: 

I'm not @ going! 

want/ 

No ‘ifs or ‘buts’ or ‘maybes' 

... Once and for all, Im 

not going! ... And don't 
let me have fo tell you 



Why? ... What 

do you mean? 
Well, you're very wise not to goon such a wild 

goose chase/... It's a ridiculous idea/ . . . 

Besides, at your age it would be sheer madness/ 

To be precise: sheer 

madness at your age. 

Hello? ... Yes... 

Oh, it's you Wolff 

sco HAENEIS THA > 5.4 

take place tonight, at the 
RRRING H scheduled time... 
RRRING fa 

i ea 

Good gracious Captain, | UMA oe 
what an enormous letter/ 

arrived safely, Mr Baxter. 

They're being stowed aboard 

now... The launching can 

What? At my age?/ ... | suppose you take 

me for a rusty old tub, ready for the scrap- 

heap? ... You'll see how old I am, you Bashi- 

bazouks/ ... 1m going, dyou hear? .. . 

And I'll send you a postcard from the Moon/ 

From these tables you can fell instantly, 

with the aid of your electronic computers, 

the exact position and velocity of our 

mesa 

| = 

For you will certainly run grave risks 

... A simple short-circuit means a 

| This is no letter, 

] young man... 

it's my will! 

Gentlemen, the great day - or rather, the great 

night - has arrived... Ina few hours you will 

embark upon the greatest adventure the world has 

ever known... How anxiously we shall follow your 
progress towards the Moon/ 

crash on the Earth or the Moon, or 

an everlasting Journey in space... 

There are great hazards on landing, 

and taking off from the Moon... You 

may be pulverised by meteorites... | 

You are aware of all these dangers, and you 

have chosen to brave them... But there is 

another thing... The fate of the trial rocket 

could be re-enacted... Our enemies could 

try To divert you from your course by giving 

you false directions, 

in order fo seize 

the rocket... 

let that happen/ 

It looks like being 

a jolly outing / 

Never fear Mr Baxter... We would all 

prefer To blow ourselves up, rather than 
Good evening, Minister . . . 

This is Miller speaking . . . 
I've Just received the 
following signal: “Mission 
completed. Operation 
Ulysses going ahead’. 
All is well/ 



Blow yourselves up? 

/ trust you will not be 

driven To that extremity/ 

If anything has to go with 

a bang, let's make it the 

cork from this bottle/ 

Will you, Captain? 

With pleasure, Mr Baxter. . . Thundering typhoons/ 
I'm an old hand... Ny does this cork have 

to be so stubborn? 

Would you like me 

to try, Captain? 

Are you proposing to teach me how fo open : The cork/ Here, Captain... 

a bottle of champagne? He's swallowed Sit down... Yes, 
the cork/ AW like that... Now, 

) | /l give you a 
| Thump on the back. 

—_—~ 

That's better, thanks/ But | can't Come, gentlemen. 
| imagine how it happened. It's the | The incident is closed 
first Time... ... Here, Captain... 

That's got 2 kick in it/ 

... Champagne doesn't 

agree with me... It's 

making my head spin/ 

And now the hour 

of departure 
approaches... The 

Gentlemen, | raise my glass fo the success of 

our enterprise .. . And | drink the health of 

| the first men fo set foot upon the Moon... 
Hail Caesar: those about to die salute thee/... 

i But here theyre saluting us, blistering barnacles/ 
Sabre Chae A) And who knows, by thunder: it may be for the 
to take us fo the last time/ ... 
launching site . . . 

Come, gentlemen! 



To the Moon/ ... Don't make No, | meant 

me laugh/ .. . If that honky- om Oh look, 
tonk Calculus-machine Captain! 

doesn't blow up at the start, We're there/ 

we'll find ourselves roaming 

| must say you don't look 

very happy, Captain. 

Why on earth should 

/ look happy? Because around between the Great 

we re off To the Moon? Bear and Jupiter, and never 

come back/ You can hoot 

with laughter about that 

if you like/ 

) Look/ The gantries are Pa BS So there's the machine to which 

floodlit; the rocket is ready | : we're entrusting our lives/ .. . a 

for launching! It's like magic/ i 5 It's sheer lunacy! . . . Just think: If there's no change 
: ; through me Calculus recovered his of plan, it's just half 

} Yes, very pretty... . memory, and completed this crazy an hour till their 
for the spectators/ Paes scheme! Ill never Jorg i myself! departure... 



Goodbye, Captain. | am delighted that a sailor 

should be one of the first men to set foot on 

the Moon/ 

Gentlemen, the time has come for 

us fo part. As soon as you are 

inside the rocket, | shall go to 

one of the shelters to watch the 

launching. Afterwards, | shall 

return to the Centre, and resume 

contact with you by radio. 

Goodbye, my young friend. My 

good wishes go with you! I'm 

| sorry not fo be among you... 

It would have been all the same to 

me if 2 piccolo-player had gone/ 

SS its 
Look, Mr Baacter, if you really mean Goodbye, Wolff, and good luck. You As for you, my dear Professor - your 
it, Id be happy To give up my know my regard for you. . . | look skill is our best guarantee of success/ 

fo you fo stand by the Professor. | 

Thank you, Captain, that is most 

kind. But I would not ask you to 

such a sacrifice/ 

; Ya) Thank you, Mr Baxter. | can only 

Thank you, Mr Baxter. WAS) say this: we will get to the Moon 
/ shall not fail you. | TANI or perish/ 

ss as 
| a In you go, gentlemen/ 

Captain! You're SSS oho 

going fo do some \ me Between ourselves, 

reading .. . ; ; X Snowy my boy, I'm 

/ Bina blue fun it 

Come along. The lift is 

waiting for us. 

Yes, | want 

70 improve 

CC 

Fa. 

NG 

Sy 

The die is cast/ ... There 

they are, inside what could 

well become their tomb/ 



I ES SE 

Now, | think we'd better run over } ... that this is the best position during the ) |) Guring this first phase of the 

it again. We all lie down on our ff initial acceleration. Although everything has been | ascent - | don't know how tong 

bunks. | would remind you... ‘ done to make this acceleration gradual, it is | it will last - the ree ed 

possible - even probable - that we shall black be automat a malt: led. 
out. / assure you there's no need fo be unduly Afterwards, when we have 

. regained consciousness, we will 
worried. Naturally one can never fell, but. . . Soa he canto eee 

take over for ourselves. 

a 5 | 

ei 
a 

Now, every man to his post 

for equipment checks. 

Tintin, you establish radio 

contact with Earth. 

Moon- Rocket 

ready for 

launching! 

Earth to Moon- Rocket 

... Gantries removed... 

We are clearing the 

launching site. . . 

y Aftention please: clear the 

launching Wale ool! repeat: 

clear the launching site/ 

Earth to Moon-Rocket . . . 
The site is clear... Twenty- 
eight minutes to go... Are 

you ready? ... 



Y Earth to Moon- 

i} Aave twelve 
I} minutes fo go... 

Well Tintin old man, 

you've lived through 

W plenty of adventures... 

But I wonder if this isn't 

going to be your last/ 

\4 eee 

] What have | done? What have 

4 | done? .. . How could | have 

let myself get entangled in 

this dreadful business? 

It's just the 

sound of my 

own heart 

beating/ 

Great sunspots/ it's ° 
horrible/ . . . Supposing 

} | made a mistake in my |} 
H calculations - that would | |@ 
W be hal ons NEY Hf 

can't have done/ ... 
But supposing . . . 

What am I doing in this 

outfit? .. . And fo think 

| gave that sea- gherkin 

-. . Come and lie Calculus his memory back/ 
down, quickly/ 

| Stand by/ .. . Get ready/ 
... Exactly thirty seconds 

Will the rocket take off as planned 

when I press this button, or will 

|} everything blow upe 

Nine... Eight... 

RIF IVE eee uinOlliarns 

Two... One... ZERO 

- ; Into the hands oo . 

This is it/ There is 

no turning back . . . 

May everything go 

as we have planned! 



| 
(( 

a ill Oooh! ... What a horrible: 

! x crushing sensation/ | 

m 4 =p | 

Observatory to Control Room... 

The rocket is now 500 miles from Rocket... Are you 

the Earth. The nuclear motor has receiving me? .. . 
Just taken over automatically Earth calling Moon- 
from the auxiliary engine. Rocket... Are ‘you 

i receiving me? 
Right. We'll try to make Te | 
contact with the rocket. | a 

There they go! ... They'll ei Observatory to 

| probably have blacked ! Contro! Room .. . 

out... Now back to oe We have the rocket || 

the Control Room . . . 5 under observation. 

a: Everything is going 

as calculated. 



Earth calling Moon- Rocket | 

... Are you receiving me? 

| ... Are you receiving 

MEO 

Observatory to Contro/ 

Room... The rocket's 

altitude is nov 1000 

miles. Have you 

succeeded in establishing 

radio contact yet? 

Please report . ne 

Earth calling Moon-Rocket . . . 

Are you receiving mer... 

Earth calling Moon-Focket.. . 

Control Room to 

Observatory . . . 

The Moon- Rocket is 

not answering. 

Earth calling Moon- Rocket 

... Are you receiving me? 

b. Earth calling . . . 

By Lucifer! Surely 

nothing can have 

gone wrong? 



Ah, Mr Baxter, you've | We've been calling them without Earth calling Moon- Rocket 

come back... a4 | interruption for some time now... ... Are you receiving me? 

3 / can't understand it... ... Earth calling .. . 

Still no reply... 
Lef's (Bos war 

Observatory to Control Room Yes, it seems to be so, But what's tee Are wes 2 
... The Rocket is now 2,000 worrying me is their silence. . . | Fath fe 5 | 

; : ; ” sa, Walter arth calling 
miles from the launching point. Call them again, 2 oes... 
It has just attained escape = 

velocity, 7 miles per second. 

h Everything seems in order. 

What dangers What will 
await happen 
Tintin on this 
and his perilous 
friends journey 
on the Moon? into space? 

Will they ever return to Earth? You can join in the rest 
of their great adventure when you read 

EXPLORERS ON THE MOON 
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EXPLORERS 
ON THE MOON 

The first manned rocket, bound for the Moon, has just been launched from the Sprodj Atomic 

Research Centre in Syldavia*. On board are Tintin, Snowy, Captain Haddock, Professor Calculus, 

and the engineer Frank Wolff. At the Centre, intense efforts are being made to establish radio 

contact with the rocket’s passengers out in space. Tintin and his friends have fainted from the 

acceleration on launching. Their recovery is anxiously awaited. The wireless masts stand 

sentinel in the night sky, but they receive no message . . . 

This is Earth calling Moon-Rocket . . . ; Suppose we've made 4 mistake 

Are you receiving me? . . . Earth calling in our calculation! ... That 
Moon- Rocket « - . | || would be appalling/ 

| Earth calling ——— - 
Moon-Rocke? . . . pl By Lucifer, it's a bad blow for us if 

|] Earth calling .. . k they re all dead/ 

= oe ti, 

* See Destination Moon 



yxy : 
Wi tn 

Pee The dag/ It's their || 

ee" | 09 answering/ 

3 I Moon- Rocket, ¥ 

are you 

receiving me? # 
‘ard me. 

yj 

<2 F y Wy DS 

Earth calling Moon- 
Rocket. . . Are you 

receiving me? 

Moon- Rocket calling Earth ! But 

... This is Tintin here. I've you arent seriously trying To 
make me believe we're on the 

way to the Moon, are you? 

Snowy! ... D'you want to... 

Why, what's happened to me? 

Oh yes... the launching, 

and that frightful crushing 

sensation... | was well and 

Truly knocked out. 

Just come round... I'll go 

and see how the others are. Earth/ It's Earth | 
calling us/ 

fle Os 
Ege as | Y (EZ 

Moon-Rocket to Earth... The Captain has Two thousand five hundred miles from Earth/ just eee nO, there's th 
; Prefesser Pe ‘ Fol ee io sos You are now 2,500 Do you realise what an extraordinary adventure | 

a 5 miles from Earth. Your this is for us? ... If's unbelievable/ . . . 
course is exactly 

| as estimated. 
It makes one's head spin/ 

. . and Wolff too... 

So we're all safe and 

sound... What is our 

position please? 

Golly! .. . Look Well, my head's not 

| over there/ spinning, anyway/ This 

whole thing is nothing but 

hocus-pocus and Jiggery- 

pokery/ You're just acting 

the... 1 mean... You're 

trying to pull my leg again/ 

hiage Xe 
=a , 

i 

: 3 



Plenty of time/ ... My 

poor friends, the rocket 

left the Earth half an 

hour ago. We are on our 

way To the Moon/ 

Not 1.34 p.m?... 
Great Scotland Yard! 
We thought it was 1.34 
in the afternoon! 

| Anyway, / must 

go up and take 

| over the contro/s 

rom the 

| automatic pilot. 

OA, € here you all are. 

.. . Whatever happened? 

... An earthquake? 

A 

Where in heaven's name 

have you sprung from? 

From the hold. We 

decided to inspect the 

rocket before it goes. 

What's the time? 

} Hal hal hal That's a 

good one/ Always ready 

for a laugh, Professor/ 

To be precise: 

Hal hal ha/ 

2 

Earth to Moon- Rocket 
... You are now 5,000 

miles from the Earth. 

Your velocity is 6.9 miles 

per second. 

Moon-Rocket to Earth. We have 

sensational news: the two 

Thompsons are on board. They 

decided to spend the night in they 
rocket, thinking the launching 

was at 1.34 in the afternoon. 

. problem/ We assessed our 

oxygen supplies for four 

people; now we have six on 

board, not counting Snowy. 

Will our oxygen last out? 

Blistering barnacles/ When I think that | was 

forbidden To smoke one single little pipe, on the 

pretext of saving oxygen - the very same oxygen 

you two come here and gulp down! .. . And stop 

snivelling like that: you're making carbon dioxide! 

... Thundering Typhoons, goodness knows why | 

don't chuck you overboard, without any more ado/ 

c= @ Pt ne GLE | 
= P 

5a AS 

| The time? ... It's two o'clock 

in the morning/ 

_ and the 

faunching is set for 

1.34.° So we've plenty 

This... this is a joke, isn't it? 

... You're just trying to frighten 

us? The launching really was 

fixed for 1.34? 

1.34 am, yes/... 
Not 1.34 pin! 

| But this creates a grave You hear that, you 

brontosaurus? All this because 

at your age you don't know 

the difference between 

1.34 a.m. and 1.34 p.m/ . 

I say! Come and look/ 
Come and look/ 



c = oT = r 

Here! Come and look into this stroboscopic ie Earth or eae 

periscope: no human being has ever before | ¢ a 

seen this sight/ old Earth, seen from 
over 6,000 miles/ 

If we have to die, it's worth it to It's a matter of opinion/ rr | 
avenseentinisd, | || Now I'm going to take over contro/ 

of the rocker. 
Yes, | expect so... But TTL = \\ as TI ‘Moon-Rocket to Earth. . . This is Professor ’ 
personally, I'm in no hurry fi ; Hd 8 Calculus... / have taken over contro/.. . 
To die, if you don't mind/ AA Wo All's well on board. 

wy as 

| listering barnacles, that's enough moaning/ | Go on, hop it ee And you'd better not come aae 

|... Now do me a favour and take yourselves .. + Get moving/ = again Till I call ou/ ... See? 
| off... | have important work to do/ G ik bs : 

| And that's a fact/ You need to be | Now, let battle commence/ 

alone To study this sort of thing. | H Towork/... Towork/... 



Earth to Moon- Rocket 

... You have just attained 

a velocity of over 8 miles 

per second. You are no 

longer subject To normal 

gravitational pull. 

a 
| It's amazing/ 
Thompson, come f 

] and see this/ Me 
2 \ 

© S Oe. 

Too rem-mich or n-n- 
not... a decent whisky 

H d-d-doesn't behave |-/- 
like this... C-c-come Se $ 

] Aere at once/ 

R If Now then, here we es : Lf Ng eee ar 2s ote 7 

gol yee tackle the ; Courage, Haddock: 

first chapter. 

| 

i 

STITT h 

On to Chapter Two/ 

Is that really the Moon? 

| That furny ball riddled with 
Ty 6 little holes? 

— 
H Mind out/ Your stick’s 
hooked up/ For 
heaven's sake don't ; Heresiie ‘y-y-you, | 

: : | up th-th-there/ 

| W-w-whisky, stop Tae 

about/ Get b-6-back in my glass 

this m-m-minute/ 

I G-9-goodness g-g-gracious/ Ame 

M-m-my whisky's r-r-rolled 
itself into a 6-b-ball/ .. . That's 

| impossible/ ... Have | d-d- 
drunk foo m-much already? 

Beas 



Blistering 

barnacles, what's bee 
the matter? 

Look what you've done, you idiot/ 

SY) You've stopped the nuclear motor. 

OO The constant acceleration of our | 

Om rocket created a sort of artificial 

“Ti gravity here inside... 

Something s 

happened: Snowy 

doesnt usually 

walk upside down 
like that. oe 

Please, Professor, not a physics 

] /ecture now/ ... We must start the 
| motor again/ 

| as we do on the ground... When the motor 

] Stops, we no longer feel the effects of gravity Fi 

|... That's why were floating like this. 

if | yey ‘you Y-y-y-you see, my dear w-w-whisky/ Y-y-y- 

Snowy, youre it! you've t-furned yourself into a 6-6-ball, but 

I'm a p-pretty little 6-6-bird/ Tweet-tweet/... 

L-/-look, Snowy! 

.../ can even 

glide on my 

back! Th-th-this 

Uns 
rNS SE isa 

/ Ay 

ee‘ J \/, L¥ “4 oS 
Nis 
© 
as 

paee asl 
Carry on... Were 

holding tight/ 
a SS SE OES SSE SEN SER OE 
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i Earth to Maca Rocket : 

... What's going on? .. . 

Why have you stopped 

the nuclear motor? 

To be on the safe side 

H /'m issuing everyone with 

magnetic-soled boots .. . f 

Moon-Rocket to Earth... One of the two detectives accidentally 

closed the motor throttle .. . But we've just started her up again. 

Yes, but 

what to? 

It's funny, we held on 

very tight/ 

| ee 
The Professor's right. If the nuclear motor 

stops again for any reason, these soles will 

hold us down fo the cabin floor. Then we shan't friend of yours living 

| float about like balloons. Le here? 

— 

The asteroid Adonis is a dwarf planet | There, that's that... But how do you ! 

Which orbits between Mars and Jupiter. account for one pair left over? . . . 

It is a rock-like mass, about a mile in Has someone not put on his boots? H bumped about? 

diameter... Take my place and watch, So There you are 

while | put on my boots . . . but for - “WR Wl Tintin/ .- sf only 

goodness sake dont touch anything/ i”. A 

Great snakes/ It's 

fantastic/ ... He's gone 

out of his mind/ ... 

Quick, the Professor 

must see this... 

put these boots on. The 

motor's stopped again. . > 

You see, Tintin? 

It's begun again/ 



Moon- Rocket fo Earth 

... For some unknown 

reason the outer door 

has Just opened. The 

nuclear motor stopped 

automatically. [m going 

fo seewhy ... 

Timoon-Rocket fo Earth... The Captain fas suddenly fakenlitintoe 
Ais head to jump out of the rocket... Tintin has gone out as well, 

Here's the answer/... "7m fed up with your rotten 

Read this note | just rocket! I'm going home to soaked himself in whisky. 

found on the ‘fable, on Marlinspike." Signed: Haddock In any case, we must look 
the deck below... . . . Goodness gracious, then if for him. If you agree, I'll 

was he who... Has 

i fo try and help him. 

zs M Ah, there he is. tl 

ean 

j Of course / c-c-can hear you... Can Hello, Professor . .. Tintin 
you hear m-m-me? ... Tweet-tweet i calling. I can see the Captain. 

Bice. Tweet-twee? . . . You see: I've He's floating about ten yards 

turned info a little chaffinch .. . from the rocket, going at the 

A Bur if a yi oHe's 
B getting further away 

B from the rocket/ 

same speed as ourselves. I'll do | 

all | possibly can to get him back 

Poor Captain! ... Now 
/ see: he's being pulled 

into orbit by Adonis/ .. . 

He's lost/ 

he gone mad? |} }| put on my space-suit and 

WN q |] go out myself... 

F Hello Captain! Hello/ a 
hear me? 

Me 6-6-back on 6-6-board your beastly [ 

flying cigar? N-n-never in my life/ I'm 

off A-h-home to Marlinspike/ 

aon ¢ 
toss 

But... Crumbs, it We 
can't be true... 

(ee 

Mad? No, | think he's just 

| 



| Not so fast/ I have a plan: you 
N raise the retractable ladder at once, f 

| so that / can anchor myself securely. } 

| | Zhen, start up the motor: gently 

Wf a7 first, but getting faster and 

i faster... 

Hello Professor Calculus .. . Tintin calling This is terrible/ . . . Surely there 

|... The Captain's getting further and q § must be something we can do? 
further away... attracted by Adonis. A 

Ves Of course... We must 

S| inform Earth at once, and 

WS tel/ them Adonis has a new 

i satellite by the name of 

: Haddock/ 

| (= ae ay... That's only fo be 
expected... He's become 

\\ a satellite of Adonis/ 

h Jintin here... Im securely anchored 

f . . - You can start the motor... 

To get close enough fo the Captain to It's sheer madness/ .. . But 

throw him a line, and pull him aboard. | admire you for wanting 

ire oop one to try... Ill raise the 

: retractable ladder as you 
Not on your life/ : 5 

said, and wait for your 

orders... 

Tintin calling . . . / got a terrific 

Jolt but | managed To hold on... 

You are right on course... 

aaa] 
All right... 1... Tintin.) 
it's terribly risky .. . : 

But, good luck, anyway! fj 

Steady now: I'm starting } 

| Yes, / can see the Captain 

... TI close up to him. But 

for goodness’ sake be quick. 

As soon as the motor stops 

Adonis will start dragging 

us into orbit. 

I'll do my best... 

a Steady now! Stand 

by to cut the motor/ cee 



A-roving, a-roving, J | eee i : Help/ I've lost my own foothold! 
H roving s Jp been my r-u-i-n ali z Ge yy), Lucky I'm anchored/ 

: Let's hope ae F : 
| don't 

TA miss him! 
if 

pon Mi Gee AS 
more a-r-0-0-ving 

iif 

Save yourself/ ... 

Save the rocket/ .. . 

Blistering 

barnacles/ What's 

Bai! this rope doing? 



Crumbs! What a jerk/ ... If 
only the rope doesn't break/ 

And we have put a 

safe distance between } ¢ 

ourselves and Adonis/ &} Ti A 

... Now I'll stop the 

— 

| os 

W-w-w-what dyou think you're doing, 

eh? I'm quite old enough to d-d-do as 

| like! ... 1 w-want fo go home, so 

there/ ... I've had enough of this cake- 

| walk, with whisky rolling up ina ball. 
We'll all end up smashed in little pieces/ 

and the Captain are safe and 

sound; they've just come back 

inside .. . We're restarting 

the motor. . . 

| 
motor again... ; , EG \ ~ 

: Maw 
SL ein — 

ed (1/7 

be diez, 

y fry To behave yourself properly! .. . 

Saved. 

aa Just floating freely 

SM once more. 

< =Ne blistering 

OWA 

yy 

J) 
Billions of blue 

. We're * a Hello, Tintin here o 

OK. The rope held/ 

Now then, don't let's waste 
time... Hurry up and get 

back on board/ 

a } 

barnacles/ Will Tim 

you let go of me/ 

Be quiet/ Do you realise that all 

your tomfoolery has nearly cost us 

our lives? ... Now we've had enough/ 

... Get back inside at once/... And 

Dyou understand? 

/...Ima miserable 
wretch... 1 had a drink 
... It's unpardonable 
... 1m terribly sorry. 

TT la 

| 

That's all 

right... 

We'll forget 

ily, OU. 3 

oa Vow, come along/ 

ae And if | catch you 

drinking again, I'll 

clap you in irons for ji 

the rest of the trip! 

Come quickly! .. . It's 

huge yellow caterpillars! 



Oh dear, it's what | = === 

feared: another attack/ ip Cy; 

a > (pS 
SY 57% 

vee. 

Yes poor fellows/... Are you 
in much pain? 

4 Il fo do? 

| > 

CH IM 9079 & 
= > a ie ERS 
CX £ : s/ | 

Aer ae 
SIGH Soo vo 

t there's no doubt about 
oe / Yes, hair! Great ] 
Bre Nine if | || snakes/ The L YP ‘ it: this is hair: | clerectives/ — 

i S 1 I The defectives? er 

fo 

Vex, eather attack ; ; ; the trouble they developed after a 

eating those strange pills in the Arabian desert... They've 

taken some medicine; we 

| They always have to make must wait till it works... | 
|] themselves conspicuous, the Pe ee 

Jjelly-fishes/ 

ch a p. 

Scissor: 

© 

f a 

Lye 



For the time being, until your medicine 

takes effect, I'll cut this shock of hair for 
you. But first let's go below; it will be 

easier down there... 

Right... We're waiting for 

your ins tructions. 

Here, give me the 

scissors. I'// shear these 

merino lambs myself/ 

Earth to 

Moon- 

Rocket . 

| Attention/ .. .4 

Attention/ .. . 

Earth to Moon-Rocke? . . . 

Stand by ... The turning 

operation will have to be made 

in twenty minutes’ time. 



So now we're going fo turn |} K 

round... What's this latest || @ 

acrobatic? Why not loop- HY CHG 

the-loop, or do a roll, or Ary 

ge into a spin, thundering OO 

Typhoons?! . . . 

Now we shall see whether or not Oh, that's simple. The automatic system is 

the automatic system | installed controlled by the radar. If everything goes as | 

works properly. hope, then the equipment responds to the radar's 

direction signals, and prevents a collision with the 

meteorite. Otherwise . . 
And how will you know if 

it works? 

But don't worry/ 

We'll soon know/ 

p 

That? ... It's a radar 

signal - a warning that a 

Otherwise, it's even simpler: 

we collide with the 

meteorite, and are 

completely pulverised/ 



Whew! ... The dangers passed! \ Not only that/ Far more 

|... / can breathe again. / don't mind serious/ ... / can fell 

telling you, | was very frightened. you now: if my theories 

Would we really 

smashed to smithereens? 

1 
hadn't worked out, I'd 

have had to begin all my 

calculations over again. 

A mop like this doesn t 

| need’ 2 pair of scissors to 

CUT NT er 

HW... /1 needs pruning-shears, 

] |] ten thousand thundering 
typhoons, or a lawn-mower! 

2 | WV 

And when anyone asks me later on: What was 

your job in the rocket?" I'll say, ‘Me? | was 
the hairdresser!" 

Whew! There's one cropped/ Next gentleman, Go on, laugh/ Laugh/ soo Hf 

lease! ... What? ... Is His Highness not satisfied? you imagine you look more é ; 
ESS EMULE, x : sf J dignified than your esteemed if youd been able fo fell the 

Ha! ha; S haf...My ‘ 3 % ; friend, you've got another blistering difference between 

poor fellow! If you could 1 hing coming: / / 

; j 7 

happened, thundering typhoons, 

Well, what is it? His lordship j ee. 

isn't pleased? ... What more do 7 T hal hal My poor ¥ 

you want? ... A shampoo and / fellow! If you could 

... Or would you rather | é er see yourse/f/ 

aN 

There, that's finished/ . . . 
Look at my hands now/... } 
All covered in blisters/ 



Professor/ Bits 
Profess 

Of course, but like a missile. 

Travelling as we are, at such a 

lerrific speed, we would crash 

on the Moon, and that would be 
the end of us all... Is that 

really what you want? 

Profe: ssor, we simply must do 

something for the Thompsons 

... Their hair grows as fast 

as / can cut it, and... 

Ssh/ ... Earth's 
calling us. 

Listen! .. . There's only one 

thing | want, blistering barnacles/ | 

To be able to breathe God's 

good air, instead of air out of a 

tin/ ... And to smoke my pipe! | 

_... That's all | want/ 

Earth to Moon-Rocke? . . . 

You have three minutes to go 

before 

I didn't get a chance fo fell ] 

you about This manoeuvre | 

... What do you think will 

happen if we go on heading | 
for the Moon, with our 

rocket pointing directly 

at if? 

We shall end up by eg. 
arriving, | suppose. 

the turning operation. 

Good! Now, what do we do to prevent ourselves 

crashing on the Moon? .. . Quite simply, we Turn our 

rocket completely round, nose fo fail. To do this, first | 

we cut out the main motor, and start up an engine 

giving directional thrust ... Once the rocket has 

turned round, the exhaust from our nuclear motor will } 

brake our descent. If all goes well, this will allow us to} 

land quite gently on the Moon. . . You follow me? . . . 

In fact, if | understan 

you correctly, it's the 

same procedure as for 

launching, but exactly 

the other way round. 

Earth to Moon- 

B Pocket... Stand 

Boy... Two minutes 

To go before 

§ sTopping The main 

motor... 

“Thirty Epa 

to go... 

Get ready, everybody . . . And Captain, 

unless you want fo start flapping about like 

a butterfly when the motor stops, hurry and 

put on your magnetic boof's. 

< Conan 

(Ds 

“Twenty Ree 

fo go... 

| Oh Columbus/ And my 

boots are down below/ .. . | 
Quick, I'll put them on... 

[ 

Just. . . [ve only got 

to do them Up =: 

fe ee od > 3 

/ say, Captain! Did ‘you 
have time fo get your 

boots on? 



fo go... 

R.. - four 

nine... eight . I ESEVEN cus 

ae ITATOS Zen WOs 

Moon- Rocket to Earth 

Earth to Moon-Rocket . . . Stand by ° 

to start up the directional thrust. . . 

A 7en seconds fo go... nine... eight 

. Seven... Six... five... four 

. Wo...one... ZERO. 

K Stand by To start up 

} the main motor... 

Jen seconds to go 

nine... eight 

_. five... four... 

three... two... 

one... ZERO. 

\ 
t 

1 i... seven... Six 

1? 

». 

f 

The turning operation . . . 

... We are now in a position 

To reduce our speed 

gradually, and to land safely % 

R on The Moon... 

Well, carry on, my 

| friends/ Happy Moon- 
| /anding/ Ha/ ha! ha/ 



/...er... dont understand Earth to Moon-Rocket .. . This is your present 

situation... You have another 88,000 miles 

I to Race You are on the estimated course. 

You are gradually slowing down. 

/ say, boss, do you really think ’ 

they land on we hems SNE tase nas 

Sh/ Top secret/ . . . You'll 
see later... Ah, there's their 

radio coming in again... 

Hal ha/ I'm hoping sof . . . 

But whether they'll ever come 

back, that's another story/ 

 Moon-Rocket fo Earth... Yes, my friends. If all goes well, in half 
Right! We're just going to a | an hour's time our rocket will come to rest 

[ fave only 31,000 miles fo go... | Aave 2 meal oe ee aa } || on the Moon, on the spot | have chosen- | 

In 40 minutes’ time you should set reper Lo Oe almost beside the Sea of Nectar... . 
the automatic pilot to land on the j : . 3 : Thank you, Tintin. 

| “oon at the selected place... : if 

Earth te Mec Pathet nal 

The seaside? .. . Why, that's wonderful. H Of course/... 

... It's ages since we went fo the |) |... / even heard that they need 

seaside, isn't it, Thompson? HW two Punch-and-Judy men on the 

It jolly well is/ .. . But I didn't know there pier. Youd fit the Job perfectly. the Sea of Nectar and the Ocean of 
A was 2 seaside resort on the Moon... Did you h m Storms. But you won't find a drop of 

know that, Captain? P| Wl water anywhere there. 

LU Ato 

<4) 
3 al, 
ce a 
¢\ A 

Moon is covered with high-walled depressions Don't worry; most lunar craters } 

en) 

called craters. About 90,000 have been counted. aren't live volcanoes. It's just 
Some are only a few hundred yards across. the name given to them. As a 

] Others, like Bailly, measure 150 miles . . . matter of fact, we are going 

"| Gracious/ Craters are hot places inside H to land inside the crater 
volcanoes. We'll have to take care that the Hipparchus, which is about 



What on earth's the matter? 

————— 

No/ You great oaf/ 
You're back to front/ 

Oh? .. . You mean 

. . Did you or did you not 

say That they need two Punch-and-Judy 

| men on the pier, and we'd do perfectly 

) Yes, you sir/ . 

This... this man has 
insulted us, and we Me? ...1 

i demand an apology/ insulted you? F 

i All right: | take back what I said. They | 
| don't need two Punch-and-Judy men on 
| the pier: so you can't have the job... 

Does that satisfy you? 

| Yes, we're 

i satisfied. 

2 

| Let us not forget that we are in mortal peril/ 

} We must keep our heads . . . Let us be friends 
. and restrain our tempers . . . Come 

gentlemen, make it up now... Then everyone 

must go To his bunk. 

j Sleepy or not, | say 

youre To lie down/ 

That's an order, dyou 

It's kind of you, but 
we arent sleepy. 

an insult/ 

\ 

Bop al) f 
LOE, LEV 

Yes, that's all right 

|... quite all right. 

They don't need two 

Punch-and-Judy 

. men, SO... 

So we cant have the job 
... It's simple, isn't it? 

Everyone to his bunk? . . . 

But Professor, there are six 

of us, and only four bunks... 

Naturally | can give up mine to 

one of our friends here, buf... ¥ 

the Moon- landing. 

/ 

Quite right/ . .. This man has 

apologised fo us, and we demand 

pe 
It's time | went to help Wolff 
make final preparations for 

... we've insulted 

this man and we owe | 

him an apology? 

2 = 

My friends! Calm down, please/ 

| Are the first men to land 

i} on the Moon going to begin 

by q 

| Your place is at the radio: you 

must keep in Touch with the 

| Earth for as long as possible. 
I'll look after these two. 

Stand by... You are 

only 3,750 miles 

from the Moon... 



f tfoon- Rocket to Earth... 

Right . .. We are making 

final preparations... The 
| Professor is now setting 

the automatic pilot. . . 

Another seven points East... No, that's too 

much... One point West, Wolff... There, 

H || that's it/ The rocket is now heading right 

| for the centre of the crater Hipp 

fs? ... We're going he down 
| like we've been fold to/ ... But 

You see, you'll feel 
much 

H my colleague and | don't sleep in 
| ’ our clothes. 

_.. better here while the rocket 
... 1 say! What do you think 

©) you're doing? 

Blistering barnacles/ You don't 

have To sleep, you prize purple 

Jelly-fishes/ You were told to lie 
y down. That's all/ So jump to it/ 

q 

[ Moon-Rocket to 

... All's well. We are 

ready. The automatic pilot 

is set towards the middle | 

| of the crater Hipparchus. | 

We're all lying on*our 

bunks, waiting. 

Ethelreds/ . . 

gel 2 move on, you dunder-headed “ae 

<== 

. If the Professor catches you still 

around, he'll probably maroon you on an empty 

H planet... Look, here he comes now. 

 “foon- Rocket to Earth 

... The nuclear motor 

Aas just stopped, and 

the auxiliary engine 

i Aas taken over. 

It Ah, everybody 

lying down? 

That's good. 

You must come 

| It's amazing/ .. . It's 

tremendous/ .. . It's 

incredible/ Just think: 

in a few minutes’ 

time, either we'll be 

walking on the Moon, 

or we'll all be dead. 

It's marvellous/ 



Moon- Rocket to Earth... Tintin calling . . Weer 

beginning to fee/ the effects of slackening speed . . . 

... my head... will... 

burst! Myleves |. ih. 

I'm sure... theyll pop... 

out of their... sockets... . 

1... My heart... Oh, my 

The rocket is being shaken Our ears are ringing .. . The We're being crushed 

by slight vibrations ... We vibrations are getting stronger into our bunks... . 

Bela lying flat on our bunks and stronger . . - The crushing by an intolerable... 

... It's an effort to make sensation is worse .. . It's getting weight . .. can't move 

the least movement .. . mie is pore ie eeyecer 

... blacked out... 1 

jnusthink ee thinks: =. 



Hello... The Cap... the Captain That's all. . . Nothing 
... blacked out too... Ooh, this is yeticd more/ ... Poor Tintin WOOw Ow ow Owll 
agony... The... the rocket... ; must have blacked out 
shaking .. . in every rivet . .. Let's Doggie as well... Oh, this 

. hope a Let's hope . . . silence is unbearable/ 
it won't... Oooh/ 

Ea A 

AD MMB INS 
< BANS 

ea 

aU. a x 
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... Then he must have passed out foo. } 

Ic, il 



Earth to Moon- Rocket 

Are you receiving me/... 

Earth to Moon- Rocket 

<2 Earth to Moon- 

| Earth to Moon-Rocket . . 

receiving ita ope 

"Earth to Moon-Rocket § 
... Are you receiving § 

mer... 

By Lucifer/ 

Let's hope nothing 

has happened 

to them/ _ 

Eas to Wage 

Rocke? .. . 

Earth fo Moon- 

Rocke? .. . 

Are you receiving 

mer... 



This is Cuthbert Calculus speaking to you 

from the Moon//... Success/... 

Success//... We're all safe and sound 

... We couldn't get through fo you before; 

the radio was damaged. It must have been 

the vibrations that shook the rocket. . . 

Hello Earth .. . Did you get that? 

Moon-Rocket to Earth... Moon- 

Rocket to Earth... Receiving you 

loud and clear. . . 

( Something must be wrong. . . 

We've been calling them for more 

than half an hour, and still no 

answer... Try again... 
They're alive/ ... 

They re alive/ ... 

OB you receiving me? | 

aN 
S eA AQ ras 

ama 

Now we are going to disembark f. 

the rocket... The honour has fallen to 

the youngest among us: we have chosen |} 

Tintin to be the first human being fo set | 

foot on the Moon... He's just gone down | 

to put on his equipment. He'll give you a | 

direct account of his first impressions, so 

I'll hand you over to him... That's all 

es 

.. er... Its nothing: don't 

worry... You can hear... er | 

... the two detectives snoring/ | 

.. They haven't woken up yet. | 

Message received . . . 

But it sounds as if the 

vibrations haven't stopped 

yet: we can hear strange 

| rumbling noises... 

This is Tintin speaking. I've just 

put on my space-suit and am 

now standing in the air-lock. position... Are you 

They're just going to reduce ready? Stand by/... 
the pressure fo a vacuum I'm opening the door! 

inside here. Captain Haddock = 

is in charge. Im waiting for 

his final instructions. 

. . Pressure zero... | The outside door is swinging 

Retractable ladder in slowly on its hinges and... 

It's... How can I describe it? ... It's a nightmare 

land, 2 place of death, horrifying in its desolation 

... Not 2 free, nof a flower, not a blade of grass. 

... Not 2 bird, not a sound, not 2 cloud. In the 

| inky black sky there are thousands of stars . 

... but they are motionless, frozen; 

they don't twinkle in the way that makes 

them /ook so alive to us on Earth. 



A Now I'm descending the ladder nae : =. Only a few more 

runs down the side of the rocket. if rungs... Now three 
».. . Now two... Now| 
only one... 
This is it/ 

This is it/ ... Ive walked a few 

steps/ ... For the first time in 

the history of mankind there is an 

EXPLORER ON THE MOON/ 



i On the Moon! ... It's terrific/ . ’ : 
B /'m walking on the Moon/... I'm 

walking... running... _jumping/ 

Hal ha/ ha/ You see, Captain! On the 

Moon, gravity is actually six Times /ess 

§ than on Earth. 

And | knew that all the time, thundering 

typhoons/ ... But Id completely forgotten. 

line. 

You see. There was no need 

To get so excited. 

Hello Tintin. . . 

Here's Snowy comin 

To join you. I'll follow 

him down. 

| —$_—__—__— ad 

4 The Moon/ ... Just imagine, walking 

calmly along on the Moon/ ... Old 

Calculus is an incredible fellow! 

L Golly! nae re 

taken off like a 

i dragon-fly/ 

| There/ Look at the Earth/ ... Our good 
old Earth. It looks four times bigger than 

§ the Moon does, when we see it at home. 

Let's hope we'll be able fo 

get back there one day/ 

| 

, 
U 

Anyway, I'm not sorry to have a 
chance fo stretch my legs/ 

be wah 



What happened? aes , g ne ae H 4 inetearitel took) a eteortiel: ; 

ties that an earthquake? 7 aE ar ie ey B /t's just fallen on the exact 

W Thundering typhoons; h spot where we were a moment 

What in the world's i | fi ago... and exploded/ 
A Moon-quake, more 

likely, but... i a oe mi Exploded? But / 
: : : ; : : BON didnt hear a sound/ 

Naturally not. There's no air on the Moon, so Anyway, if Those tycoons B | AA, hello my friends/ . . . This is 

there's no noise... And that's why the meteorite Boon The lunar development BOE incredible/... It's fantastic! Pe 

came down intact, foo. Back at home, on the | Baan ation imagine that We're on the Moon! D'you realise that? | 
Earth, the friction of the atmosphere would have } jf this sort of welcome will 

made it white hot. So it would have disintegrated H attract Tourists To the Moon, 
before reaching the ground, making what we 1G they il have fo think again. 9 . Le Ai a 

“#y a 
— = —} @ Y ‘ — 

7 
generally call a “shooting star’. 

Just fake a look there/... ATi 1 | OA, so you think that's f Exactly, blistering barnacles/ But this isn't my 

bit closer, and youd have been able I | marvellous, do you? When we'd 4 } occupation! Thundering typhoons, I'm a sailor} 

to throw away our return tickets/ Dents Ro oe flat a6 pancakes/ ... And on board ship, at least you don't run the fj 
f “9 Wi risk of bits of sky falling down all over the 

gy What do you expect? H fl place, every time you bat an eyelid/ 
It's an occupational F 
hazard/ OL lee Maybe/ ... But just try 

coming to the Moon by boat/ 

ma ae 
— (——__ 4 

Oy e 
n@ (A 

But | wonder what he's waiting for. . . 

) Hello, Wolff... This is Calculus calling. 

| Can you hear me, Wolffe... Hello? 

i. 
f Good heavens, what's 

i happening? .. . The ladder... § 

The door... Captain, look/ 

Still, that's not the point. We 
must set to work. Come along and 

unload the cargo. We must start 
at once. Wolff has already got 

everything prepared. 



The ladder's retracted/ ... The door 

is shut/ ... What in the world does 
this mean? 

Hello, Wolff, hello? Blistering i Hello? Hellogue Ah, 

I barnacles, what are you playing ff { there's the ladder again. 

at.up there? Hello, hello/. . . . | And the door has 

Hello Wolff? Thundering Typhoons, been reopened, 

are you going To answer me? : : ‘ 

1 

I'm terribly sorry...1... Just a mistake | fj Never mind, forget about it! ... Now 

f. .. So stupid... | wasn't thinking . . . 1D Holff, were going to discharge the 
cargo. The Captain's coming up to help 

H you get the crates out of the holds. 

B Jintin and / will stay down here. 

You certainly gave us a fright, Wolff/ 
|... We thought for a moment that the 

| rocket was suddenly going to take off 

and return to Earth, leaving us stuck 

here in this delightful place/ 

f /t's quite a simple job. Each 

i crate is bound with steel wires 

connected fo a centra/ ring. You 

y only have fo slip the ring over | 

the hook on the pulley-block. 

My Right’... 1ll go up 
and join Wolff. 

There... As far as the cargo's concerned, | Hello, Captain? 

we'll soon have finished. But we've still got || 9 Nest one please. 

to unload the reconnaissance tank. 3 



| Young man, would you be kind enough 
f to explain the meaning of this 

diculous prank? 

Billions of blue blistering | § Look, Professor. Was | wrong to f 7he wires have parted. Just look there; 

barnacles/ I'd thank Tintin if | j push you over? they've been worn through by friction. It 

I were you. Without him youd | B | must have been caused by the vibrations to 

have been smashed fo pulp/ i , : | the rocket fowards the end of the journey. 

| = : ii 9] le / 1} a Al : : J | | Mw 

> | | Seles pS Ni . . aie 

[ / say, Wolff, we're going To carry on 1... 1 don't know... I felt 
... By Christopher, Wolff, what's digzy ... suddenly... I 

A the matter? thought | was going to faint. 

We certainly had | 

a bit of luck/ Shall | 
We carry on, 5; 

Captain? But this 

Time be sure fo 

check the wires. 

q \ wee Perhaps it's my heart.../... 

It'll go: I feel better already. 

f Imagine! Here we are, strolling 

a Non the surface of the Moon, where & 

ppc : mf the Aand of man has never 
Moon- Pocket to BE Ul set foot/ 
Earth. We've just ff Fm 

I come back on board a 
fl for a bit of a rest. [ 

. | Meanwhile the two 
detectives have gone 

out to have a turn 

at exploring. 

Don't worry, Wolff; 
probably it's only 
fatigue. And perhaps 
your oxygen supply 

is badly adjusted. Go 

and lie down. In fact, 

we'll all follow suit. 



A crevasse/ By jove, we See | [Fopaner ae IO | 
H fl be careful/ P : our step/ 

cf} 

ee Did “you see that? It's amazing! es j : 

1A standing jump, too/ , 

| It's your turn Ce Come on, ; ‘ ete ve had an idea. Hold my 
i sion f be scared a. ) | Aand. We're going to dance a 
as . little ballet/ 

7 \ en, EE) 
5.7 ast ‘era 7 > = a 

i ne SS i id SWB 2/ hal hal a 
9) Ch ." a! na! ha! al Se 

ye) 7 ce \ oe a — ee ae ee 

» 2 - \ == \ 7 oye 
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or 

I You talk as if we were ina 
busy street... But there 

arent any people on the Moon, 

J my poor friend/ 

AER And how do they know 
m there's no one here if no 

one's ever been? 

( 

Peeawe B Besides, look | 



Se ee a 

Well? ... You see? What did / Tell you? Hello, this is Thompson }| |! Thompson calling... We've made 
}... With a pas in a sensational discovery . . . Sen-sa- 
Percival... Calling | Tion-al, dyou hear? Listen to this: 
Moon-Rocket . . . H i} there are people on the Moon/ 

Moon-Rocket here. . .-3 What sort of fairy-tale is 

Calculus speaking. [9% 3 that/ People? Other peopler 
We are receiving you. }j : he Nonsense/ 

Footsteps/ . . . There's someone else 
besides us on the Moon/ 

§ hey can't be made by ONE of us: § Then they're footsteps made by 
i there are TWO sets of footsteps/ | two of us, nitwit/ ... | expect 

: jou've gone back on your 
3 H tracks, and those are your 

own footmarks/ 

| Footsteps? But great 

sunspots, they're obvious/y 

footsteps made by one of us. 

1 LG 

All right, ‘all right, we're re 

Since you despise our scientific 

contributions .. . 

Great Scotland Yard/ Have we been | Alone/ .. . You're alone, al/ right L 

; in 2 class by yourselves, you 
going round in circles, following our own l 

tracks - as in the desert? aoa: 
tale, coll Bacal: tere Bashi-bazouks/ You come back here, E 

| aa of Reet ne and get a move on/ You've only enough} 
HY oxygen for another half-hour, anyway. | we're alone/ | 

| | 
Na * WU RTEERERES 

| Perhaps it's silly, out | wonder. . . Those Impossible? . . . Theoretically, no. They can say what 

| footsteps they saw... What if there are || || /f we were able fo get here, then they like in there ee 

other men on the Moon? Diyou think others could too. But as far as /m | Vell see who's right 

that's absolutely impossible? I concerned, I'm certain we are the || || in the end. 

a —— ee Ta first - and the only people - fo | 

Vi | land on the Moon. 
<= H | Yes, yes... 

|) B Patience/ 



Gentlemen, our plan was to stay on the Moon 

We must there ore Westen our 

| work. While Wolff and | set up 

our observational instruments. 

| |EXTRACT FROM THE LOG BOOK 
BY PROFESSOR CALCULLIS 

3rd fue ~ 2345 hes. GMT), 
for a whole lunar day - that's equivalent fo Tintin and the Captain will Myloading of cargo complelbd.. 

fourteen terrestrial days. But our oxygen unload the components of our Wolff and. J have olar@d to ingtall 
| supplies were intended for four people and : k the cbtervalory. (Ceased work at | (pile. ! for four peop reconnaissance tank and Rees et) aes 

one dog, and not for six people, which is our 

| present number. So we shall have to restrict 

|_our stay To six days. 

assemble it. Is that agreed? 
Right then, gentlemen, let 's 

| get fo work/ ’ 
Aamnk. : 

hh fune~ 0830 hat. Operationo 
commenced al 0400 Ars (9.M.T.). 

Che, 

Observe away, my ‘ 

friends. You do that: / 

Your discoveries will 

be vastly interestin 

... 70 US/ Hal hal 

hal ha/ 

BM Moon fo Earth... Calculus calling wae 
The optical instruments and cameras are 
ready for use. We are beginning our 

observational work. La pene -2150 b4s.(G.M.TJ). 

Conmuc raya, and aking abioromical 

Moon to Earth... Calculus calling... The 

f tank is ready. We're going to make the first 

| trials. Tintin will be in SES charge. He's 

| just entering the turret. 

Ah, there's Tintin's head showing 

through the multiplex cockpit cover. 

§ He's smiling at me and signalling that 

everything s in order. 

§ He has just secured the 

hatch. Now they are filling 

§ the insulated cabin with air. 
When this is done they can 

f remove their space-suits; 

then Tintin will take the 

j controls and the Captain 

will act as lookout. 

And there's the Captain. Like Tintin, 
Mea he's signalling to us that all's well. He's 

ag Wearing his Tee eae, and... 

| Hello, Haddock calling .... Ready for departure... 
§ Hello there, Tintin, weigh the anchor/ 

> 



D Billions of blue blistering ; 7 Becca but don't you think Ive learnt 
§ barnacles, Tintin/ Couldn't yu BE a lot already? 

cast off more smooth/y? [ : : cms 

I'm sorry. It's the first time I've . 

driven This sort of machine... . 

Hey, Tintin: This is a tank youre driving, Steady! 
not a thundering motor-scooter/ .. . We're & i. / 

; 2 ie ie fang on sui 
on The Moon, you know, not in a Fun-Fair/ : _ = ; 

I'm doing my f 

best, but... 

infin ca ing — 

Apart from the bumps, I ian - Sy: : : 

everything's fine. ; . Stop, Tintin, for heaven's sake/ 

y a | mam Stop! ... This is ghastly/ } 
8 My microphone's bust . . . 

Tintin can't hear me/ 

You won't catch me being a regular 

j eae” in your blistering taxi/ 



Blistering barnacles, it's a mere detail ¥ 

h that | cracked my head against that 

cover again/ ... But we've had 

enough! We're going home! We know 

y now That the tank goes well . . . and 

that crash helmets are indispensable/ 

e. / 

Great snakes/ A 1 OF Crumbs/ That was a near thing! A few more inches i 
crevasse/ ... Stop/ Bf and wed have plunged into that chasm/ | 

./ agree. '// 
reverse, and we'll 

go back fo Base. 

6 fume - 1340 473, ($.M.I.) 
Ysa a day thal ull go 
down tn Lit anna of dena. 

Tank calling Base. All's going well on board | \y ly ia A 

I say! ... What's that |) 

/ can see over there? 

i f achibetier without ) 
the helmet and microphone, and ft } 
all that paraphernalia. p 



| See down there, behi 
finger of rock... | 

» i It looks like the 
entrance To a cave. 

It remains To be seen where it leads 

To. Come on. I'll switch on my lamp. 

Stalagmites and stalactites 

... This proves that at 

some period there was 

water on the Moon. 

That's just what I thought. | Hello, Wolff... You're quite right. 
Wed better have a closer i /t's definitely the entrance fo a cave. 
look at it. ! 

Right, L'il go across. 

Are you coming 

too, Captain? 

OK, I'm 

with you 

Blistering barnacles/ I've done 2 good many things 

in my time .. . but never lunar spelaeology/ 

Snowy, Snowy, don't go far ahead. 
Be careful, and stay close To us. 

RW He doesn't seem to 

realise that I'm grown up/ 

Honestly! What does he 

take me for? Granny's 

a little lap-dog? 

Great snakes/ A crevasse/ 

He must have fallen inf — 
7 4 



Quick, Captain. Hold 
I tight/ 111 try and 

Shine 2 light down. 

Yes, yes. We must do all 

we can fo fry and save 

poor Snowy. Hurry/ Tie me 

jan absolutely firm knot. 

Quickly, Captain! lindo your 
rope and secure if fo a rock. 

The crevasse bends sharply. | 
can't see far. Snowy! Snowy/ 

There... But it's 
sheer madness 

For heaven's sake, Tintin, be |) f 7he crevasse is widening. 

] careful/ You know what it'll mean 7 I'm still going down. 

] if you smash your Fe 

So Be oxygen pipe. 

To 

Tintin, be sensible: come |} 

back/ It's quite useless. 
You don't really imagine 
he could have survived 
a fall like that? .. . You 
must come back/ 

No, I'm going on. i 

<< Perhaps he's only hurt. || 

Ah/ I'm standing on a sort of - : | 

lege . ae Snowy! Snowy! 

OA! The rope is too short 
} /ve come fo the end. I can't 
} go dawn any further. 

| You see, Ten donkey/ eee Captain ; - 5 fain . / Youre crazy/ Tintin, 

barnacles, come on up/ thtok / eae move. don't do that/ 
I'm letting go of the rope. 
It cant be far to the bottom. 

re right. I'll come up... y, : a | Great snakes/ ... Ice/ 
Snowy! beats Snowy! i | 



Snowy! >... You're there/ Nothing broken? 

But what's the matter? You arent answering 

... Oh, now I see: your radio isn't working. 

Hello, Captain. . . I've found 

Snowy! He's safe and sound. 

But his radio's smashed. I'l! 

climb back up To the rope. 

My dear Tintin, 

you don't 

imagine you 

can stand up 

on This skating- 

rink, do your || 

Crumbs/ How can I climb 5 

this icy slope? . .. There's fj 

What did I 
te// your 

rope and let it dowm as far as 

possible... When | manage 

fo reach it I'll tie Snowy on, 

and you can pull him up ... 
Then I'// follow. 

Hello Tintin. . . 
That's it. . . Snowy 
Is safe now. 

| on/y one way To do it: by 

cutting steps with a chunk 

Hello Tintin .. . I've 

secured a heavy stone 

to the end of the rope. 

I'm letting it down. . . 

All right, Captain. 

But hurry: it's 

beginning to get 

| difficult fo breathe. 

I'm almost at 

the end. 
Can you see 

| the rope? 

i Hello, Captain. Let | | 
out more rope: it 

isnt down far 
enough for me to 

| tie it round Snowy. 

No, | can't 

see it. Do 

please hurry/ 



OK... Ieant feel the | [ Wels here... Still ne) 
Shot hash k ———— sign. It's more than half | 

vei Se e Hello, Wolff . .. Well, an hour since they went 

what news? ee] into the cave. I'm ; 

| beginning to wonder if 

... Ah, there they are/ 

Blistering barnacles, 

] what's up? The rope's f 

| somehow got shorter } 
|] than it was Just now. 

... It must have tome off, or } 

| else it's wedged somewhere. | 

|} Quick, start again... 

—— . <= (CT ae 

| Heavens/ Tintin's staggering A No. But he's just about reached Pam wud 
- he looks pretty groggy. ! the end of his tether, poor lad. | F So = = 

The Captain's almost \ ss 
carrying him. Hello, 

Captain, is he hurt? 

R Tank calling Bae Tie Captain : 
ave 2 feeling 

and Tintin are back on board. i: . : 2 : = — : that Operation 
The Captain's taken over command jj Moon-Rocket to Earth... Calculus calling. 4 dlysses is entering a 
as Tintin is completely exhausted. 5 i § The tank is back, but is going off at once. | decisive phase. We're 

We’ m his time the Captain, Thomson and | going to have some 
Thompson, and myself will be on board. ji 

Our Trip will last about forty-eight hours. 

Our aim is to do a more careful survey of 

the caves discovered by Tintin; they may 

contain rich deposits of uranium, or radium. 

Tank calling Base. We're 

leaving now. Goodbye/ I ban ¢ oy a j oe ql || Well be back in forty-eight hours. 

f} And don't Jeave us alone ¥ ! don't know why, by thunder, 
for too fong/ | but something tells me it would 

sar Py be wiser to turn back/ 

Calculus here... Don't worry, Tintin. 



5 . x ; ————SSSSSEEEESEESSS acme 

Goodbye . . . See you soon. aes it's time for CMeEW loc Gtaronc | 

I'm going to start mending |} § ; : S Lee I'll go down to the stores to find 

ae — all eS = wi the radios on our space- something ? for lunch... 

suits. Goodbye/ : 

A good idea, | 

too. I'm dog 
tired of 

waiting. 

don't you bother. H a/fered. At first, in the centre 
Til go myself. at Sprodj, he was smiling and = 

) Aappy .. . He's not the same K-> found all we need. 
| man at all now. What can | hy) If only it were a 

Tin of bones/ 

Er... nothing much. | I You'll see the box right in 
forgot to bring any Tinned front of you as you go in. 

é Why, what's ea BO milk... I'll have to 9 

the matter? |. | 

He's going down! It's 
too late fo do anything! || 
... Now he's at the 
bottom... He's going 
into the hold .. . 



} Wolff/ Hi, Wolff/ I've 

done it. You can come... 

day Colonel Jorgen 

would come as far 

Nemes don't worry. Ive just. . . l Without waiting for the others - of Tut-tut/ Cut out the fine words, my dear 

) put him to sleep! And now, course/ Tell me: how soon can the Wolff: / And cut out the noble sentiments, too/ 

Wolff, back we go to Earth. rocket be ready for take-off? We're leaving, and that's that/ 

What? ... What do you No, we can't do that/ ... |] No/ / refuse fo do it! | won't be 

mean? Without waiting Marooning them on the Moon a party to such a 
for the others? | will condemn them fo a monstrous deed/ 

i >) CEE hideous death. It would be 2 

an atrocious crime/ 

‘a7 arerms EE 

My dear Wolff, listen to me/ 1 Supplies were provided for four f 4A, here's Tintin coming 7% up again. 

Supposing we wait for the others people: we are seven. 50? It's too = 5 : s 
to come back, and overpower them easy: we'll all be dead before the 
one by one as they leave the air-lock. || |} end of the journey. Is that what 
Right... Then, we set off for the | || you want? ... Well? Answer me/ 

Earth with our prisoners... But the || |l ... Good... Now you're seeing 

oxygen... what about the oxygen, | || sense/... Come with me. We'll 

go up and prepare for departure. 

Tintin eee ean Hello, Wolff here... 1 

calling icra Rete ITS nothing 

that hullabaloo? ... Tintin went below 

i 3 ... and Snowy, you see 

... Snowy wanted to 

|) follow him. But it's all 



Why . . . What are you doing? 

| How can that poor animal do 
| you any harm? 

So thai's that! And now, my friend, 

youre going to cook me a nice hot 

meal. For eight days I've been living 

on dry sandwiches, and I've had enough | 

H of them/ So get moving/ . . . And don't} 

waste any time/ 
You never can fell, 

Wolff! This wretched 
mongre/ could make 

trouble for us later on. | 

——— 

Then we set off for the Is that food 
Earth. Hal! ha/ hal I'd like WB 
to see their faces when they I'm as hungry 

4 find aa gone/... as a lion/ 

Ves. A We've had a Greakaan 

The motor batteries are flat. 

§ A short-circuit, | expect. 

In a minute... 

Not long now... 

The Captain is just connecting 

the smal/ emergency batteries, fj 

| So that we can get back 

By Lucifer/ They re coming | 
back/ We must take off 

| immediately/ Leave your 

| pots and pans, Wolff... 

H We're on our way, at once! } 

At once? It's impossible. The motor has fo 
I be prepared for at least half an hour. 

I Fool! Couldn't you have 
remembered that sooner? Well, 

H furry! What are you waiting for? 

P—~flik 
ania 

At) yy 

Crit LS) 

1 / don't understand at all. 
; Prisoners like myself? But 

| J... Why. what's that come fo think of it. . . Poor 
vi , 

heavens/ It's the motor... evils! They went OA mathe 
| tank... Are they going fo be 
But then... then... the h / 

: : left on the Moon? Wolff 
rocket's going to take off... Wolff! HELP! 

g 

8 7ank calling Base... We're returning at reduced f 

H speed. We can see the rocket... Can you hear me?... 

| humming noise? Good - . 3 



M This is Tank calling 

Moon-Rocke? . . . 

Are you receiving 

lg mer Answer please. 

How odd. The ladder has 

retracted. And the door jf 
is closed. What can be 
the meaning of that? 

i wil take ten minutes. If | press now, Te l . We’ 
{ home. Let down the ladder and open the} H we shant fake off. You have fo wait 

till the red light goes on in the centre 

of the panel. 

! fell you, there's H Nearly... only another "WW oon-Rocket, Moon-Rocket! What 
something fishy going ( three minutes. are you playing at? Answer me/ 
on inside that rs is aaa Eas = 
thundering rocket/ ; 

a Arent you ready yet? | 

ib 

coed vi 

. Get ready 

... I'm going to press 

the button/ 
D uy fT 



What the dev. | at 
The rocket/ ... Look f aller habe eee 

... Its going... The engine 

. : has stopped/ 
——- 

‘ata 

i a/v puc 2 Great sunspots/ The 
rocket's off balance... 

It's swaying . . . It's going 

| to fall on its side/ 

No, thank goodness/ oo8 , 

Bh it's still upright/... ic a } on the ground. What's 
But what lunatic - Ba happened, Wolff? |) 
suddenly decided To } 1 iP en 

set off the launching d ine ‘ : a | le : 

mechanism? 

1H 7... 1 don't understand. We began to 
| rise normally . . . then the engine simply 

stopped. There's no reason af all... 

f Ah, it just occurs to me, Wolff . . . You | {mer Sabotaged it? IT Listen to me, Wolff. 1! count up 

and your conscientious scruples . . . If H How could | have done? H | to fen. If we're not safely on 

you've sabotaged the launching our way by the time | get fo 

gear, | swear youll pay oe. /... NO: ten, I'll put a bullet through 

dearly for it/ | y= | ; 

. 

Hello, Tintin... Wolff? Come on, why don't 

you answer? Thundering typhoons, open up/ If Mercy! | beg of you! 

Mercy! 



And ten/ The Foeket a a7 
| not moved. You asked for 

it, Wolff/ HDS R2 0 > 0 

Yes, me! ... Did 1 y /7's a-small world, isn't it, Colonel Boris? 
... You haven't changed much since the 
days when you plotted against your 

Syldavia. 

disturb you? | do 

beg your pardon. 

! really should have 

knocked before | 

came in. Now get 

up, both of you, and 
/ 

master, the King of 

Billions of blue blistering 

barnacles/ Where did 

l| this jack-pudding come 

H from? Off the Moon? 

No, out of the hold, where 

he was hiding - thanks 

4 fo the treachery of our 

friend Wolff. Will you get 

busy tying them up, while 

H we're waiting for the 

others? 

By the way, you 

accused poor Wolff 

of having sabotaged 

the launching gear. 

I'm sorry to 

disillusion you: | 

was the culprit. 

y 

\ 

if So you prevented me 
1 from smoking m poor 

little pipe, Wolff, just 

fo let this thundering 
«| Bashi-Bazouk have his 

ration of oxygen? 

| Ah, there you are af /ast, 

| Professor Calculus. Do come in. 

This gentleman is so anxious to 
| make your acquaintance, 

|] Who are you, sir? And 
what are you doing here? 

In heaven's name, Wolff, what's the meaning of this? What's 

} going on? ... I can't make it out. . . It's all a misunderstanding, | | 

isn't if? ... Come along, Wolff, tell me. Explain yourself. 

|] You may as well know at 

| once that it's a waste of 
| Time questioning me. I'm not 

|) talking/ You'd better 
interrogate Wolff: he'll be 5 I'm ashamed... So 

only too happy to spill the 3 Tez ashamed . . . 

oS 7. 
‘ : “al 

beans, the wood-louse/ 



ae == 

Quick, quick/ i think !  / 'm af r aid you're right. You hear that, you unfeeling monsters? . . . 

Snowy s leg is broken/ in| I saw him lying unconscious Vivisectionists/ ... Torfurers/ .. . Cannibals/ 
| 2 few minutes ago. But || Yes, his leg's ‘ 

: ] there was other urgent =\h| Sroken. ; 
coming af once. |\\ | work to be done. I// carry 

| ]] Aim up fo the cabin. 

Anyway, who says that 
his legs broken? Wait a 

minute; I'm going to have 

a look at it for myself. 

i Now then, Snowy boy. Captain UW sieevences ‘you see: 

Haddock's going fo examine you | / have a way with ee 
... There... Let's see your H animals... It's one of There we are, Snowy. A 

paw... Does that hurt? No, my strong points. But few days’ rest, and you'll 

not af all, eh? | wonder if it wouldn't : 
Gaal be better... 

sAmerel 
—_ ————EaaGBEeaEN 
|| Three years ago / was working in America 

l| at the rocket proving ground at White 
Sands. None of this would have occurred 
if Id not had a passion for gambling . . . 
| got into debt... Then one day, in New 
York, a man approached me. He said he 
knew my situation, and was ready To 
settle my debts in exchange for a little 

... about the nuclear research | was engaged on. 

But little by little he put pressure on me To reveal 

rea/ secrets. At first, | refused. But my creditors 

were hounding me. | was trapped... Finally I gave 

in... A spy - that's what | had become. But one 

day | rebelled. | wanted fo become an honest man 

again, and I fled to Europe... In the end I came 

to Syldavia, where | heard they were building an 

atomic centre. | got a job there. 

kx ofS 

Then it was you who 

nearly sfove my head in, We too have a question | 

too, when I was lying in & ask the prisoner. 

| gentlemen. We're waiting for 

your explanation, Wolff. 

Yes... TI fell 
you everything. 

| When you arrived in Sprodj | |] So it was you who betrayed 

| and had forgotten the whole business. all the plans, and all the 

| Then one day | received a message. They Panipscontroleatal, 

|] Aad picked up my trail; they ordered me 4 } 

l) to furnish them with complete details of 

| the experimental rocket we were just 

I] finishing. Otherwise my past would be 

| revealed. Heartstricken, 

| / surrendered. 

One moment, Captain. 

wait in the corridor at 

the Centre. Well, you'll Yes, a vital 
pay for that all right/ question/ 

| /t was I; yes, if 
| was 1. 



{What about the skeleton, oy 

Wolff? Was that you? 

Yes, skeleton, were you 

the Wolff? Come on, 

answer up/ 

And you believed a fairy-tale 

like that? You two- -faced 

traitor! A cock-and-bul/ story/ 

H /t would make a cat laugh/ 

Er... they said hed 

reveal his presence 

once the rocket 

reached the Moon. 

And I trusted you implicitly} 

... OAL Wolff! ... 

| Yes, out with | 
aa it, Judas/ 

then... When | came round | was 

in the hold, trussed up like a 

chicken... I heard the humming of i 

the motor, and realised what was 

going on... Luckily for us, these 

two worthy characters were never 

Boy Scouts/ 

Blistering barnacles, this is a SERIOUS | 

interrogation! In other words, 

anacoluthons, you keep out of it/ 

eeu e 
in capturing the trial rocket: you blew it up in flight. | 

But they believed that it was | who betrayed them, 

and they threatened fo kill me. Then they learned 

that this rocket was under construction, and they 

| gave me fresh orders .. . One of the crates coming 

| from Oberkéchen would be faked, and would concea/ 

a journalist. My part would be simply to facilitate 

SAACT A 

a 4 an lp ive 
his task... 

g en 

Then, soon after our arrival here, | took 

advantage of your absence fo let him out of 

| Ais hiding place. It was Jorgen. He divulged 

his real objective: to capture the rocket and 

take it back, not to Sprodj, but to the 

country for which he works. 

Today, when Tintin was alone on board and the 
rest of you had departed for forty-eight hours, 

the Colonel decided to act. At the given 

moment, Tintin went down into the hold... 

/ mean that they don't know how fo tie a 

knot/ So I managed to get rid of my ropes 

without too much difficulty. And none too 

soon! The engine was just starting. As the 
rocket was rising, | severed all the leads. 

The motor stopped immediately, and the 
rocket fell back fo the ground... 

And thanks } 
to Tintin, 
we were 

saved/ 

Two more points, Wolff. . . The ladder} 

being retracted .. . and the crate that} 

nearly squashed us: was that you? 

t Yes/... And when you were 

3 just behind me pretending to 

have an attack of dizziness, 

you meant to push me out into 

space, eh, gangster? 

was he who knocked out Tintin. It was | 

only afterwards that he told me of his || 

plan To abandon you on the Moon. | i 

tried to stop him... 1 swear | did/ 

— : 

Saved? ... Ah, my poor 
friends, | only hope that you 
are not rejoicing too soon/ 



Undoubtedly by cutting the leads 

Tintin averted disaster . . . for the 

time being. Alas, it is only Too likely 

that in falling, the rocket suffered j 

serious damage. And this will probably } 

take time to repair. Meanwhile, there's 

still the grave problem of the oxygen 

... But let's hear the rest of your 

of the air-lock and lowered the 

OR yes, we met in Syldavia, over that business 

of King Ottokar's Sceptre. lénder the name of 

Boris, he was aide-de-camp to King Muskar XII, 

whom he shamefully betrayed. | won the first 

round, but for a while he seemed to be winning 

the second .. . 

down in the hold. 

themselves, 

I Do what you like with me. But 

| please be kind enough to stop 

| spluttering in my face - it's wet/ 

Anyway, my little lambs, Im 

| going to knit you lovely little 

| rope waistcoats to keep you 

nice and warm/ Hand-made, F =a 7] q q 

by thunder! Guaranteed y 

absolutely perfect/ 

Calm down? Calm down? ... But you heard | 
him, this little black-beetle/ Daring to make 

out that I'm wet/ Calm down! I like that. 

Where was I? ... Oh yes. Once the 

rocket grounded, | opened the door 

retractable ladder, so that you could 

H get in. Then, having armed myself with 

2 pistol and spanner, | came quietly up | 

to the cabin. . . | found myself right 

lin the middle of a family squabble. . . 

And now we'll dump these two 

out of oxygen, we're going to 

))| clutter the place up with these 

| pirates? They were going to 

| abandon us on the Moon: well, 

that's the fate they deserve 

]] This thug. accused Wolff of sabotaging the 
launching gear, and was going to shoot him. 

My spanner knocked his gun out of his hand. 

| Just in time, wasn't it, my dear Jorgen... as 

| it seems that you are no longer Colonel! Boris. 

Why, do you know this 
pit. ecanthropus? 

We must be more chivalrous than 
they were, Captain... Now, 
youre the expert, so take them 

below and tie them up securely. 

(| to regret your noble 

| gesture. Mark my words: 

| youll regret it/ 
by thunder/ 

———— aaa 

| What? ... Me? ... Wet? ... Blistering barnacles, 
| you dare... A man of spirit like me! To hear myself 

| insulted, by this creature, this Bashi-bazouk/ 

Calm down, Captain, 
1} calm down! 

FEAL 



Come now, Captain, the incident is closed. Moon- Rocket calling Earth. There have been extremely 

| Go on down to the hold with the two prisoners. : serious developments here... A traitor, in the service | 

, ( of some unknown Power, was secretly smuggled aboard 

That's right. In the meantime I'// get Il | 1S : the rocket. 

in touch with the Earth and Tel! 

them what's been happening. ... Wolff was his accomplice... Yes, Wolff! . . . Today 
— \ tried to seize control of the rocket. Fortunately we have managed to overpower 

them, and put a stop To their mischief . . . 

Ive just made a 

superficial inspection J 

That's done! Our two chump of the damage fo the }} 
blistering barnacles, I'll sign the pledge and drink chops are nay on ice/ es one My | 

nothing but water for the rest of my days/ : | preliminary estimate 

is that it will take us 

at least a hundred 

hours to effect the 

necessary repairs. 

To that must be added the time for our return , 
f : Perhaps! But meanwhile 

Journey. We have oxygen supplies for a hundred hours salve chil vermaceh ee 

at the most, which means that having used our last eave pie eee i? yl 

resources to re-launch the rocket, we shall run the 
once. At all costs we must 

risk of arriving on Earth as corpses. ge F every thing finis (aa ee 

/ the shortest possible time/ 

Earth to Moon- Rocket. 

\ We'll switch on Radio- 
Klow for you. Keep 

\ | your spirits up/ 

Come on, come on, ery-babies/ To work/ And 
; rogramme continues 

with "The Gravedigger’, — 
by Schubert. é 

| none of those gloomy thoughts. We're going to 

] have some music. Thundering typhoons, there's |] 

| nothing like a bit of music to cheer you up/ 



We are only keeping the recording ‘ Hello Tintin... Calculus 

instruments, the cameras, and, of here . .. How are you 
| course, The oxygen cylinders from getting on? 

the tank. They constitute our final 

| reserves. Tintin and f i a er . —_ 

having to abandon the tank and the optical }} |t hve eee ‘ead eet: aut All rig Tye LS 

omtehing over now, as | want to completely vanished. Only the mountain- 
| and then reload them would take too long, | | keep in touch with them. R 7ops are still glowing on the horizon. . . 

in view of the little oxygen remaining. | -- 

Moon-Rocket to Earth . . . The work is well 

| ahead. Barring accidents, we shall have 

| finished 6y midday ... However, we are 

But it's not preventing us from seeing, as theres zl 

wonderful light from the Earth. 

We have left a message sealed l crap. | advise you fo lie down, fo save oxygen. 

Wf inside the Tank for those who But before doing that, Captain, would 

may one day follow in our steps. you go to the hold and make the 

5 If we are lost with all hands, Good, Well, Ive finished Eiitthe prisoners lie down as well, so that 

this message will be a reminder they wont suffer too much. 

of the fantastic adventures of ff 

the first men on the Moon. Now § 

A we are coming back on board. 

repairs. Earth have just given 

me the result of their reckoning. | What?? And would you eves 

Take-off should be at 16.52 hours. | || to take them breakfast im bed? 

So we have about two hours fo go. | ; 

aaa 
Keeping them is crazy enough/ 

But fo coddle them like babes ¥ 

in arms... blistering 

Thirty seconds fo go... 

Twenty seconds fo go... Ten 

seconds fo go... nine. . . eight 
5 SOME ac SES5 35 jae os 

5 omaliibacions 5 AEs 4% 

.. ZERO! 

Earth calling Moon- $)f 
Rocket... Stand by gf] barnacles, that's the 

{ Patience/ I've not struck 

) my /ast blow yet! But ssh/ 

Someone's 
coming ote 



Success/.. . Wonderful! ae ! 

| Marvellous/ 8 

a> = mz 

> And just for a change, blistering 

barnacles, we're going to pass out/ 

[ They're on their way/ The only thing N If 7s that the landing site? Giovanni? . . . | ’ : i} 
| that matters now is that they should have Baxter here... If all goes well, the / Sh Mr Bascter, there's something i 

wrong! Look: the rocket is deviating 
from the correct line of flight. 1 

H enough oxygen... But whatever happens, rocket will be here later today. Make 

lex wonder what's happening . . . 
everything must be prepare: sure everything's ready for their 

3 ; arrival; fire engines, ambulances . . . 

And get some electric saws ready, too, 

in case they haven't the strength to 

open the doors 

themselves. That's all 

By Jupiter! You're right/ This is Earth calling | piers Moss 

Perhaps the steering gear was Moon- Rocket cabie Es ae nee you 

damaged by the fall... Or else Earth calling Moon- ate: sage ne RZ tl ar : 

their gyroscopes have been put Rocket . .. Are you ey re going to their death: 

out of order... «It's imperative receiving me? ... 
that they correct their course 

... Call them, Walter/ 



1 Moon- Rocket to Earth rae Oh, the poor devils/ y 

... So much oxygen, 

Earth calling Moon- 

Rocket . . . Are you 

receiving me? ... Earth 

calling Moon- Rocke? . . . 

f This is Tintin calling . . . | have 

simply being wasted just regained consciousness. 

... Heaven knows, 

they have little enough 

to play with. . . 

Ssh/ ... They're 

answering/ 

Quickly, Professor! Hurry/ Come to the control 7) 
cabin. We are & off course/ 

I earth to Moon-Rocke? .. . 

} Correct your line of flight 

K af once: you are completely 
Sli 

/ say/ Where are 
you rushing off to 3 
like that? 5 

Hil Wait for me/ I'm ! Goodness gracious! This is ine. 
cori / What's happening? | We're heading towards Jupiter! 

= 
Ls 

s Bist . 

0 ee eo ees 
‘ | (NYSE : (4 ‘ Moon- Rocket to 

| Paes ~ Earth... The 
r I steering gear was 

a ne jammed... We are 

4 (i B getting back on the 

right course. 

\ gear is out of alignment 

mar) AA! That's done it 
5] thank goodness/ ! ih ae eee 

| And now that traitor Wolff isn't I'm Just in time to bring 

here to be such a kill-joy, we'll || |B sa : p) you news of them/ 

just cheer ourselves up. Le?'s 
have a drink all round... 

TPE 6 Professor? 

Earth to Moon- 

Rocket... Well 

done/ You're doing § 

fine now/ 

CN 

By the way, where have 

the two detectives gone? 

Good. We can go 

below. That was 
a near thing/ 



Hal haf hal... When they came to check on our ropes, they 

decided that handcuffs would be more secure/... And I'm 

ready fo bet they won't get them undone in a hurry/ 

other foot now, isn't it, gentlemen? / Congratulations: you 

have two brilliant colleagues behind those moustaches/ 

E Come on, hands up/ ... That's right . 7% The boot's on the 

A ) ieee Yass 

No, Jorgen, no/ ... You shall But that's enough talk/ Gentlemen: oh dost ¢ooNeoee 
you know the position. There isn't 

enough oxygen To go round. There are 

foo many of us here. You spared my 

H life: but I'm not going to spare yours/ 

4 

But... but... you gave me your 

word that they would come to no harm. 

And you were silly enough to believe 
me/... Out of my way: let me 
finish them off/ 

Earth to Moon-Rocket .. . What's happened? 

We heard something that sounded like a shor... 

/...1 didn't mean fo... B Moon-Rocket to Earth... Calculus here 
| He did it... himself... ed bx FOPFIGIE x 53 Jorgen managed 

What!/ This interplanetary- 

pirate/ This fresh-water- 

what's the to free himself . . ..He wanted fo kill us 

.. and Wolff intervened . .. There was 

a fight... Jorgen had a gun in his hand 

|... and in the struggle it went off... 

Jorgen was shot right through the heart.| 

| know, Wolff. You needn't 

blame yourself for what has 

Just happened... Here are 

your glasses... Come and 

take your place among us 

again: | trust you. 

oe ‘ 

spaceman/ Let him go free/ 

Then, at the first opportunity 

this snake can... can sfab us 

in the back/ Into the hold with 

him, blistering barnacles/ Into 

the hold, and in irons/ 

matter with me? | 



You do as you like/ But 

on your own head be it 

if we have Trouble from 

this scorpion, Wolff/ 

I disclaim al 

responsibility/ 

Don't worry, nothing 

will happen. I'l] answer 
| for him. Now, it will be | 
) better To lie on our 

bunks: in that way 

| we'll save oxygen. 

| / understand; carbon dioxide is 

accumulating . . . and when you 
work yourself up... 

He's right, Captain. 
Do please keep calm/ 

| Moon- Rocket to Earth... The carbon 

y th to Seve ess "y piers is | dioxide is getting worse and worse oon 

ce It's hard to breathe now... but still, 
jour latest position . . . You are 

now 31,000 miles from your point h | 

of departure... How are things : 

: going on board? 

Earth to Moon- Rocket 

... Don't struggle, 

Tintin. Go fo sleep. 

We'll wake you up 

when it's time for the 

turning operation. 

I think the coast is clear 
now. Everybody's asleep. 

This is my chance. 

I had to ask, you see. The Captain 
N i] particularly Told me to give him details } 

} of every single move you made. 

Ssh/ Not so loud/ .. . [m going 
) below, to the hold to...er... 

| / think there's another cylinder 

of oxygen down there. 

But first of all we must go 

and release the two detectives 

... And what shall we do 

| about Jorgen's body? . . . 

The only answer is 

to leave it in space. 

The others are dozing on their 

bunks. I'm having fo struggle to 

keep myself from falling asleep. 

| /t's incredible... He hasn't given 
| the alarm... Fate is on my side: 

I shall succeed/ 



Moon-Rocket to | 
Earth... Tintin | 

Stand by... You have a quarter | 
of an hour fo go before the 
Turning operation. 

Can you hear me?... 

Earth calling Moon-Rocket... MOON -ROCKET/ 
Can you hear me? ... Earth 4 ; 

} calling Moon-Rocket . . . Can , What? ... What's |i 

you hear me? ... d that? ... Oh yes, 

Ah/ You : - : 

really scared _ Right. Well get ready. 

I'll wake up é the radio... the others. 

tS 

Wake up! .. . Everybody Ligh! More of those confounded acrobatics/ f Don't worry, Captain. | know where 
on the alert/ Put on your | was just dreaming that | was by my fireside || | Wolff is... He went down to the hold 
magnetic-soled boots. In a at Marlinspike with my cat i a few minutes ago. 

quarter of an hour we have ...and instead... KT» | TOV 

to turn th ‘ 35) “AL 70 turn the rocket round. |} ie 2) 

\) 

WOLFF! ... Blistering 

barnacles, where's Wolff? 

.. His bunk ty/ 

scciemnsnanchiceuaremeneen —— 
] And you let him 92, you nitwitted And you were so keen fo play i to the hold, gquick/ It may not ¥ 

] nine-pin, you? ... Even when I'd fold the big-hearted hero/ ... Heaven |} be foo late/- 

you To keep an eye on him? knows what treachery that wolf = 

in sheep's clothing is cooking up 
| did keep an eye on him; for WEY ss. 

he told me himself 

he was going to the 

hold. 

What sitting ducks we'll make if jae where s : “Thousands of Thundering Typhoons/ 
our friend decides fo have a os X What did | Tell you? . . . Look/ th 
little target-practice/ NS Saas 



.. The cannibal’ He's sabotaged 
the... the things... er... the doings . . . 

/ mean, the whatnots/ 

Great snakes/ The poor, poor’ 

wretch/ ... This is horrible/ 

What? What is it? 

Read it out. 

eee 

What! It can't be true/ If hed Ten thousand thundering typhoons / 

] opened the outer door the g | He has gone out info space fo save our 

motor would have stopped. : lives/ ... And I accused him... 

} | Yes, Captain. But even so, perhaps 
his sacrifice will be in vain. . . You 

| go_on up. I'll just repair these 

wires... ith 

| Ah, there you are. Well, have you caught What? What did you say? Wolff 2 : x 

| that thug Wolff? 
ha 7 a thug?! If ever I hear you say Earth to Moon-Rocket .. . Stand 

ae h one disrespectful thing about that by... Ten minutes to go before 

hero, I'll throw you into space to the turning operation. 
join him/ You understand, you : ° 

iconoc/ast, your! 

Yes! ... And they'll give us an |] || well, if I have to die, then at least let it be | 
Earth to Moon-Rocket .. . Turning 
operation successfully accomplished. 

Don't give in/ In less than two hours 
you will be back on the Earth. 

| impressive memorial! I can see || in the way | choose, blistering 
| it from here! To Captain ! eeneexallsal! 

| Haddock, 2 martyr in the cause . : 

i of Science, etcetera, etcefera/ 



What am I going to do? Thundering 

typhoons, Tm going to empty this 

bottle of whisky/ Alcohol is a poison 
that kills slowly, they say... 
As slowly as it likes . . . 
— = 

J 

It's a thousand to one 

that we're going to end 

up as a crate of kippers/ 

l Zen thousand Thundering 

typhoons, isn't that 

H an emergency?/ 

A ; 

an apology! 

That's enough, 
Captain! Go and 
lie down. This is 
no time fa get 

drunk/ ... 

... $0 as faras/am 

concerned/ /t can take 

its time. I'm in 

no hurry/ 

nat, would remind ‘you 

that drunkenness on the public 

] Aighway is against the law. Go 

lie down! 

F-f-four Toone... 

In . give 

560 GME cn 

This is Baxter... Hang on, 

Tintin/ You have only about fifty 

thousand miles to go. . . just 

about another hour. Courage, 

Tintin! Don't lose‘heart/ .. . 

All will be well/ 

Thanks ... Mr Baxter... 

I'll do my best... to hold 

on till... the end... but 

shan't have . . 

.. . Goodbye/ 

p-p-pier . . 

} . the 

E strength... Goodbye/ [ 

| Blistering barnacles, why not? 

Was | or was I not told that the 

spirits on board were reserved for | 

wasnt le... } an emergency? Well, 

... you two... ect-ecfoplasms/ 

... They needed two P-P-Punch-and- 

men on the 

. You- 

you sh-sh-should 

have stayed there... 

| Moon- Rocket to Earth. . 

|| becoming unbreathable . . . The last | 

cylinder from the space-suits has 

been used up... The others are 

already unconscious . . . | wonder 

if we can possibly get back alive. 

Goodbye! Yes, it's goodaye/ 

May you all perish up there/  } 

Jorgen and Wolff bungled their 

work. We shall not get your 

accursed rocket... Well, may 

you go to the devil in it/. .. 



 Moon-Rocker.. . to Earth... Tintin, 

here... | understand... 1... I'll try 

Pee TOrOuse TAC. 

Earth to Moon-Rocket . . . Stand by 
.. . You have only about 8,000 miles 

to go... Get ready fo set the 

i Professor! For goodness: ; 

| sake/ .. . Professor please S56 WMP a ATIF soe 

eee fperea fl S\x0) GOOd| aca! There's no one but me 
4 cant rouse him... Now . Oh, I'm stifling . . . 

what's to be done? 

——— 

] This... awful 

foes digziness/ 

Earth to Moon- Rocket . . . 

Earth to Moon- Rocket . . . 

Hurry up and set the automatic 

pilot... Earth to Moon- Rocket 

... Can you hear me? 

(Moon-Rocket . . . 

Can you hear me? 

5 fl... Moon-Rocket/ 

. Professor. 

Professor! Professor/ ; .. We're 

nearly home... Wake up... We've 

got to... set the automatic pilot a: 

er 

I've done it... ; 

But... shall | ever 

have the strength . . . 

Earth to Moon-Racket : .. Can you hear me? . . . For heaven's 
sake answer! ... There's not a moment fo lose/ . . . You are 

plunging to disaster/ 



It's hopeless. He must 

have passed out. Quick, 

Walter, make a tuning 

signal, as piercing as 

you possibly can... It's 

the only way to bring 

him back fo his senses. 

Earth to Moon- 

Rocket/ In 

heaven's name, 

Tintin, answer/ 

... the whistling Never mind, he's done the 

essential thing . . . I'll dash 

1... Hello... Tintin here Well done, Tintin. . . | | He must have fainted again. | 

Go and lie on your 
... Im... 1m just setting bunk now... Have 

the automatic pilot...1... you the strength to 
] 

over fo the landing site now. 

1... think that's done it... do that? ... Hello ¥ ; ; TALLY 

Tintin? Hetlop | 9". 611 Keep pel 
in Touch with you P &, 

= a by radio. G5 

wey F AG 4: A 

} That's it... The nuclear motor has just cut 
j out. The auxiliary engine will start up ina 

. moment or two... But what's happening? 

gi ier pd Bi. : aN 
Lae. | oh C 
Re Observatory to <: (i! No) i \ 

Contro/... The | wy a 

i 

t 
i 

rocket is only 900 
Biles from pheeartt Hf Great Scoft/ ... The auxiliary engine hasn't started 

In a few moments the | fre The rocket is hurtling towards the ground like 
auccifiary engine will H |g a mefeor/ .. . They're going to be smashed to bits/ 

@ take over from the | \_ Sif 
=A nuclear motor. 7), he LB ote wi 

188 



Hooray/ The auxiliary ‘a F ‘9 tl Meamurhile at the bamding site oharvers 

{ engine has just started : ; , / shy for a Uight of the rocket. 

up at last/... In twenty } —= : 

minutes the rocket will 

Jupiter, look/ ie There's a Age just ) 

setting off across the apron/ 

y > SS. 

. ao = 
ol By thunder! It's Mr Baxter's car/ They 

Py— obviously can't have seen the rocket coming/ 

They'll risk it falling right on top of them... 

they'll be flattened . . . or roasted/ 

Se 

Help/ The 

|| rocket/ 

Stop, driver, 
STOP! Lite 

Hurry up, driver 

... We must be well 

_| under cover before 

the rocket lands/ 



Fire engines calling... The rocket has just landed. . . Tm afraid the car must be 
Mr Bascter's car is hidden from us by a thick cloud of smoke/ .. . burning and its occupants 

... Nol no! ... There 
they are/ 

= ca it i (( 

Ah, Mr Baxter! What a terrible fright you 

gave us/... Not hurt? ...No burns... : 

No, nothing... Bur} 

the rockef.. . 

M0 Call the rocket/ 

Calling Moon- Rocket. . . You have 

landed/ ... Open the door. . . Moon- 

Rocket? . . . Moon- 

Rocket, | repeat, open 
the door! 

No answer... 

We must cut 

open the hull. . . 

Bring the 

electric saws. 

There, that's Now for the door of the air-lock/ This There... Heavens, not a 
— one can be opened from the ourside/ I |] sound/ / feel as if I'm 

entering afomb... 



N Professor ae 

y Professor/ aif. 

Professor/ shes Thatin? 

».. Captain/’. .. Take them into the fresh 
air af once, and give 

them oxygen! “ee 
Hurry! ... 11 take care 

of Tintin: he must be up 

in the control cabin. . . 

Are we too late? Not a single oven 

Hello: 

1...wheream!/.. 3) Safe and sound... Back on Earth? ... 

oo ... The rocket... } On Earth? ... Is it really true? .. . 

i Suecess/ He's opening his : But the others? . . . And Snowy? 

The Professor and the 

defectives are out of danger. 

So is Snowy. . . [Bin oc 

Your friend the Captain . . . He's over there... The Captain/ .. . Captain/ ... Captain! ... It's 
alas, his condition is far more that stretcher. It's not possible/ me, Tintin... Please, please 
serious... and/ fear... = N.. . Captain! wake up! ... We're back 

00 
A ... Captain! Captain/ 

What are you trying to ° heavens/ ee. Eg ahh 

say? ... Where is he? 

No sign of life. . But what AC expect? .. . What? ... That wasn't a dream/... 
believe that... The man's heart is worn out. But its / distinctly heard it. Someone here 

not surprising, if what they fell me is just Beutoren whisky// 

Alas/ His pulse is very true. It seems that he was a great 

irregular, and very weak... whisky drinker. 



per: U Ah, my dear friends/ ar’ eT Cuthbert/ ... Let me shake your 
H] Saved/... Heavens, what a fright |) || adventure/ What an adventure/ WH Aand, old friend/ 

/ EOS VAG] Here comes the conqueror Well, Snowy! 
A fright? You didn't really , 

believe brave old Captain of the Moon/ “ That's the 

Haddock was going to let ; : Li narrowest escape }# 

himself be snuffed out, did Cie NS ab ©, te) we've ever had/ 

ze \ you? Now then, where 

is that whisky? 

| My friends, we have just lived through 

the greatest epic of all time: the marks 

|| of our feet are inscribed upon the surface 

of the Moon. And shall we let the dust of 

centuries hide those glorious marks for 

] ever, gentlemen? 

If Here is the whisky } 

you ordered, Sir. . : | fo drink a toast with you/ It's the 

Ha | first time in my life I have tasted this 

beverage. But this is not the moment 

to drink camomile tea/ 

Ne, that willnever be! Forl | 
promise you that we shall 

| return there/ 

| What? lls go back there? To the |} |} May | be turned into a bollard, blistering 

Moon? Me go back fo the Moon? / | barnacles, if | so much as set foot in your 

1 || flying coffin again/ Never, d ‘you hear? 

You interplanetary goat, you! Never! / 

i I've learned just | { | | r | Woy [bes. We ae peae 
one thing from all this: MAN'S } yl ; a fr TT OLD EARTH/ PROPER PLACE... | : 

THE END 
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